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Minuteman for the Joint Fight
The United States has been working to modernize its strategic nuclear 

capabilities, updating warheads through service life extension programs 
(SLEP) managed by the National Nuclear Security Administration 
(NNSA) and recapitalizing the Department of Defense’s (DOD) legacy 
triad of delivery systems—bombers, land-based intercontinental ballis-
tic missiles (ICBM), and submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM). 
Schedules and budgets have been adjusted several times, and plans for 
the nuclear stockpile of the future now envision only five types of war-
heads for missiles and bombs.

As yet, the basic triad itself has been unaltered, but even that might 
come to be questioned, as the budget pressures on plans for maintain-
ing and modernizing the missile and air forces are forecast to be acute. 
There are no official estimates of the cost of completing all the proposed 
maintenance and modernization work; unofficial estimates range to $1 
trillion.1 In any event, it is plain that earlier plans called for too much to 
be done too quickly. In June 2014 the Navy told Congress that its pro-
gram to acquire a new submarine force for launching ballistic missiles 
is financially “unsustainable.”2 The Senate Armed Services Committee 
voted out and the House of Representatives passed legislation to cre-
ate an unprecedented separate “National Sea-Based Deterrence Fund.”3 
Unofficial analyses conclude that the US Air Force (USAF) is facing 
a similar difficulty and is looking for a similar “national” solution for 
its plans to modernize both the ICBM and bomber forces, acquire a 
new long-range standoff cruise missile, and make the F-35 Lightning 
II stealth multirole fighter capable of delivering nuclear weapons while 
operating in nuclear environments.4 The NNSA will be facing similar 
pressures during the 2020s as it tries to complete the SLEP for the B-61 
gravity bomb, begin SLEP work on at least one other missile warhead, 
develop secure and reliable interoperable warheads for the submarine-
launched and land-based long-range ballistic missiles, and reduce the 
active stockpile to five types of weapons.5

The DOD must also keep the currently deployed triad forces in good 
operating order—an objective that has required repeated special efforts 
over the past several years. In July 2014 the chief of naval operations 
warned Congress that ships currently powered by nuclear reactors, in-
cluding SLBM-carrying submarines, will not be safe unless the FY2015 
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budget planned for the naval reactors program is increased by $1.5 bil-
lion.6 A few months later, the 2014 Nuclear Enterprise Review found 
deficiencies in nuclear force operations and maintenance. As a result, the 
secretary of defense announced plans to increase funding for the nuclear 
forces in the defense budget by $1.5 billion each year for at least the next 
five years.7 In addition, the DOD annually sends more than a billion 
dollars to the NNSA to support work on the warheads for the triad.8

Sometimes defense programs need to find ways to do more with less; 
in this case, it is a question of having more but still not enough, and 
there are no easy options. In matters of force development, of course, 
“fiscal pressures” are effectively gauges registering consensus on a pro-
gram’s anticipated strategic or military importance, and there is no 
doubt that a safe, secure, survivable, and reliable strategic nuclear force 
will be essential into the future. The practical effectiveness of that force, 
the delivery systems, and the warheads they deliver will depend on how 
well the force suits the challenges of the future strategic environment.

Perhaps that environment will call for capabilities other than version 
2.0 of the triad. In particular, the nuclear portfolio could be focused 
more tightly on two different delivery systems: airplanes and submarine-
launched missiles, each of which offers unique capabilities for meeting 
potential challenges. For several decades the ICBM force provided great 
capability, but it no longer makes a unique contribution. Today, the sub-
marine force matches or exceeds the ICBM force in lethality, survivabil-
ity, and responsiveness.9 Moreover, the ICBMs will no longer provide a 
completely independent hedge against a surprise technical failure in the 
sea-launched missiles.10

Once removed from their nuclear mission, the ICBMs would still pro-
vide an important strategic capability if they were repurposed—a mis-
sion change similar to that made with four Ohio-class submarines during 
the early 2000s.11 All Minuteman III missiles could be refitted with non-
nuclear warheads, then providing a unique and valuable capability for 
responding to a wide range of national security challenges. Quite unlike 
the “conventional prompt global strike” (CPGS) concepts debated in re-
cent years, conversion of the ICBM force would go well beyond a limited 
niche capability to provide a strategic strike force useful in fighting wars 
large and small, as well as enhancing core strategic and extended deter-
rence postures. The path forward seems likely to prove energizing and 
free of sharp dislocations to the USAF, the communities surrounding its 
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missile fields, and American national security policy. Taking that path 
can also help avoid a repeat of what Gen Maxwell Taylor found in 1959: 
“The determination of US strategy has become a more or less incidental 
by-product of the administrative process of the defense budget.”12

Earlier Plans Derailed
The idea of using long-range ballistic missiles as conventional ord-

nance became popular as the years after the Cold War gave rise to diverse 
threats around the world.13 By the end of the 1990s, US military tech-
nology was promising a near-term ability to use conventional warheads 
against some targets that previously had required nuclear weapons. At 
the turn of the century, a prominent research center called for reducing 
nuclear expenditures in favor of precision-strike and electronic warfare 
systems, effectively creating “a new strategic strike triad” of offensive 
capabilities that would replace the strategic nuclear triad of ICBMs, 
SLBMs, and bombers.14 The George W. Bush administration modified 
this idea for its 2001 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), which set out 
to update the dominant strategic planning framework—a Cold War–
legacy focused primarily on deterring the Soviet Union by means of the 
nuclear triad. This 2001 NPR portrayed a new strategic environment in 
which “multiple contingencies and new threats” might arise in several 
different areas with little warning. To make the US military effective 
in dissuading, deterring, and defeating these disparate challenges, the 
NPR advocated a new triad planning framework in which nuclear and 
nonnuclear strategic strike systems together constituted one apex, with 
defenses and industrial base capabilities as the other two—all linked by 
advanced intelligence and communications capabilities.15

In 2003 the DOD formally established the requirement for a con-
ventional prompt global strike capability. At that time, the USAF talked 
about making “global strike” an important capability of the nonnuclear 
strategic strike component of the new triad—useful for major warfight-
ing and engaging fleeting or emergent targets—although acknowledging 
that developing an affordable long-range standoff capability was proving 
difficult.16 President Bush assigned the operational requirement to US 
Strategic Command in early 2003, without establishing a single view of 
what it was to entail, leaving the Air Force, Navy, Army, and Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency to pursue different approaches to 
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ballistic and partial ballistic delivery systems, reentry systems, and war-
heads.17 DOD leaders reportedly hoped to achieve consensus on the mis-
sion, associated capabilities, and budgets by 2008, when various studies 
of organizational interfaces and procedures were to be completed.18

The al-Qaeda strikes on 11 September 2001 not only validated NPR’s 
conclusions of 2001, the attacks and subsequent events also transmog-
rified US perspectives, priorities, and programs. Notwithstanding the 
broad strategic rationale that was advanced for global strike when the 
NPR began to be briefed in January 2002, it was probably inevitable 
that the mission for global strike would be defined by the missed op-
portunity in December 2001 to kill Osama bin Laden at Tora Bora.19 
Regardless of whether a capability for prompt global strike would have 
been able to accomplish this task, the effect of the illustration was to 
narrow the mission, reducing the range of global strike applications. 
The applications were limited to those particular instances defined by 
special circumstances in which accurate and reliable intelligence called 
for an absolutely urgent strike by a system with unprecedented accuracy 
at intercontinental ranges and for which exact target information was 
available, when no other option could accomplish the mission.20 Thus 
narrowed, the mission appears to be less relevant, which in turn devalues 
the strategic merit of a CPGS capability and makes it look out of pro-
portion to the cost and risks of using it.21

Paramount among those risks, as seen by Congressional leaders and 
several commentators, are worries that Russia or China might mis-
takenly identify a long-range missile launch by the United States as a 
nuclear attack and so trigger a retaliatory nuclear attack. As a result, 
by 2008 Congress had demanded studies addressing the possibility of 
“warhead ambiguity,” directed that no money be spent on launching 
conventional warheads by ICBMs or SLBMs, and created a single bud-
get account for prompt global strike research.22 Congressional budget 
actions currently continue to deny work on all-ballistic global strike sys-
tems, instead favoring delivery systems that would start with a ballistic 
launch and transition to a hypersonic boost-glide delivery stage. This 
preference seems likely to reflect opposition to the idea of any CPGS 
capability, rather than an expectation that Russia or China would be less 
worried about a system they could not track.23 The boost-glide systems 
are far less technologically mature than the ballistic delivery option, and 
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as of late 2014 it seemed likely another decade or more will be needed 
before the technology will be ready for program acquisition.

With the mission less compelling and the technology still immature for 
hypersonic boost-glide systems (currently the only alternatives under de-
velopment), any prospect for a near-term CPGS capability has vanished.24

Strategic Strike Redux
If the United States were to arm all its ICBMs only with conventional 

weapons, there would be much less about which to worry. The ambigu-
ity problem would not disappear, but its seriousness could be greatly 
reduced, because the United States simply would not have any nuclear-
armed ICBMs deployed, no matter from where they were launched or 
the trajectory they followed. The record of military responses to po-
tentially escalatory incidents among the United States and Russia and 
China suggests that history, together with the immediate circumstances 
of a launch event, will affect the likelihood of its being misinterpreted 
and the actions that might then be taken: e.g., US-Soviet incidents at 
sea, a Norwegian missile launch, Russian bombers and fighter aircraft 
penetrating the air defense identification zone of the United States and 
Canada, and Chinese fighter aircraft forcing down a US intelligence 
airplane. As the National Academy concluded, the “significance [of the 
ambiguity] depends not primarily on the technical characteristics of the 
CPGS system but on the context, scale, and target of the attack and 
on the degree to which transparency and confidence-building measures 
have been employed.”25 The 2007 Defense Science Board study also 
found that concerns about ambiguity were overstated.26

Whatever worries might remain about warhead ambiguity might be 
assuaged by public declarations, private notifications, and on-site in-
spections. Further, a “bolt from the blue” US attack against Russia or 
China would be most unlikely to use only a few missiles or to launch 
them on indirect azimuths. Both Russia and China understand strategic 
intercontinental targeting quite well. Russia is credited with the techni-
cal ability to track ballistic missile launches from the United States and, 
thereby, is able to discriminate between those that are targeted against 
Russia from those aimed elsewhere.27 To date, China has taken a differ-
ent approach, showing no public interest in deploying systems to detect 
and track launches of foreign long-range missiles. Both these countries 
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have recently been redeploying strategic forces in ways that increase 
their survivability, and neither their past behaviors nor strategic cultures 
support the likelihood that warhead ambiguity would trigger either to 
launch attacks against the United States.28 Russian leaders may even 
start developing their own conventional ICBMs.29

An all-conventional ICBM force offers substantial further benefits 
that go far beyond reducing warhead ambiguity. They provide a signifi-
cant warfighting capability.30 Essentially artillery with intercontinental 
range, the conventional Minuteman force would provide extratheater 
options for conducting a strategic strike, “a military operation under-
taken by the United States that is designed to alter decisively an adver-
sary’s course of action in a relatively compact period of time,” either in 
isolation or as part of a broader political-military campaign.31 It could 
help US forces in regional wars gain access; clear landing zones; destroy 
launch sites, ports, airfields, and communication centers; penetrate so-
phisticated air defenses; deny sanctuaries; and kill enemy troop forma-
tions. It provides military options for responding to armed aggression 
when an attack is first underway. It provides additional assurance to 
allies and partners that the United States can provide timely assistance 
without being self-deterred. It can ensure dominance under the nuclear 
threshold, helping control escalation, because no militarily compelling 
defense against ICBMs is in the offing. It enriches the menu of options 
available for adaptive planning in crises or even in nuclear warfare.32 This 
repurposing of the ICBM force would provide a new means to achieve 
timely, needed effects on the battlefield, a means that offers economy of 
force without a lengthy logistics train, that can be used before an adver-
sary has time to prepare defenses or take hostages as a crisis builds, and 
that, unlike close engagement or stealth options, puts no American lives 
at risk.

Enlarging Choices
The future conventional ICBM force could evolve to purpose-built 

missiles with warheads delivering a variety of effects. When hypersonic 
technology is sufficiently advanced, the first two stages of the Minute-
man missiles could be used to launch new boost-glide payloads that 
could provide detailed local reconnaissance, extended communications, 
and persistent surveillance. Their launch and trajectories would be quite 
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different from entirely ballistic systems—a difference that might relieve 
them from risks associated with payload ambiguity. However, the hy-
personic systems pose a problem of “destination” ambiguity, because the 
aero vehicle and payload—being maneuverable and very fast—will be 
difficult to track. The United States might have firsthand experience 
with the issue, if China’s recent work with hypersonic systems succeeds 
and Russia pursues similar technology.33

Until then, the repurposed Minuteman missiles would be delivering 
conventional warheads on fully ballistic trajectories, for which better ac-
curacy and new warheads would be useful.34 The Navy’s earlier work on 
improving accuracy for the conventional Trident missile might be adapt-
able to the Minuteman; the National Academy review reported that ex-
periments with the “Enhanced Effectiveness” and “Life Extension” test 
beds showed promising results, the former in particular suggesting that 
Global Positioning System–quality accuracy could be achieved for the 
conventional Trident.35 Warheads feasible in the near term include de-
signs for kinetic strikes, for penetrating hard surfaces, and, for above-
ground soft targets, the kinetic energy projectile, which promises to de-
liver thousands of tungsten fléchettes to clear an area of 3,000 square 
feet—roughly a radius of 10 yards.36 Of course, the likelihood of killing 
the target can also be increased by launching more than one missile.

Uncertainty about the emerging strategic environment, particularly 
about Russian and Chinese nuclear postures, makes it prudent to retain 
for a while the ability to reverse course and make the Minuteman once 
again a nuclear weapon system, at least until the use of conventional 
long-range ballistic missiles becomes commonplace and future require-
ments for strategic nuclear weapons become more settled. Because in-
ternational relations would have severely deteriorated before the United 
States would consider rearming the missiles with nuclear warheads and 
because doing so probably could not be accomplished very quickly or 
secretly, it is unlikely any warhead ambiguity problem would be exac-
erbated by keeping the Minuteman capable of launching both types of 
warheads. Shorter-range “dual-capable” delivery systems have been de-
ployed elsewhere by the United States and other countries. Once con-
verted to conventional warheads, then, the Minuteman missiles could 
stay in the same silos they used before the nuclear warheads were re-
moved, until the United States determined that a rearming hedge was 
no longer necessary. However, plans for using the conventionally armed 
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missiles from their current silos will need to take into account potential 
hazards from the falling canopies and stages jettisoned during the first 
minutes of flight; perhaps silos, not nuclear-hardened, could be built for 
coastal launching.37

Even with the nuclear warheads removed, the Minuteman force 
would still be counted against the total number of operationally de-
ployed launchers and warheads allowed under the New Strategic Arms 
Reduction Treaty (START). Operationally deployed US nuclear war-
heads would thus be reduced by 400—26 percent below the allowed to-
tal of 1,550. The effect of this unilateral reduction on US nuclear deter-
rence deserves careful review, but any perceived risks would be mitigated 
somewhat by maintaining the missiles in their silos and by maintaining 
the ability to restore their nuclear warheads. The reduction may in fact 
never occur, because the New START could be modified in 2021.38 If 
the United States has made good progress in conversion by then, US 
negotiators might want to exempt the Minuteman force from strategic 
nuclear force limits, particularly if Russia and China have made prog-
ress developing similar capabilities. If the same aggregate limits were 
maintained, the United States could then choose to deploy 400 nuclear 
warheads with additional strategic bombers or SLBMs.

The effect on US deterrence of moving from three to two strategic nu-
clear delivery systems is a question separate from the reduction in num-
bers. The advantages of the ICBMs over the SLBMs in earlier decades 
(promptness, accuracy, throw-weight) no longer apply. Removing the 
ICBM nuclear warheads would not make an enemy’s defense problems 
easier; the diversity of attack azimuths and trajectories offered by the 
sea-based force actually creates a more complicated issue. Nor would an 
enemy attack plan be simpler. In the event of nuclear war, an enemy will 
still want to target the land-based missiles, even the conventional ones.39

Making the Minuteman force a conventional capability would re-
lieve some pressure on budgeting for the strategic nuclear forces. The 
NNSA would no longer need to develop an interoperable warhead, and 
the DOD nuclear budget would no longer need the level of funding 
required previously for operations and maintenance—especially physi-
cal and personnel security—and for modernization. The nonnuclear 
budgets would see increased costs, estimates for which will depend on 
plans for developing needed subsystems (particularly the conventional 
warheads), decisions about whether and how to maintain a renucleariza-
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tion hedge, warhead replacement and storage, training, command and 
control systems, and so forth. The estimated net costs, whatever they 
turn out to be, must then be assessed in light of the military utility of 
the repurposed missiles to conventional force planning and operations 
and to joint force development aimed at defeating anti-access and area 
denial efforts by potential adversaries.

Conclusion
As the Defense Science Board reported in 2003, “Strategic strike, 

then, is more than just taking a shot at a target.”40 The repurposed Min-
uteman missiles would be an integral part of the joint fight, woven into 
the ongoing development of strategy, plans, and exercises and tailored to 
suit particular circumstances when needed. Circumstances permitting, 
these missiles could execute many of the particular missions identified 
as appropriate in discussions of CPGS capabilities. But the repurposed 
Minuteman force would not be confined to residual niche assignments. 
Instead, the new force would contribute directly and substantially to 
three of the current administration’s “five key objectives” for nuclear 
weapons: “reducing the role of U.S. nuclear weapons in U.S. national 
security strategy; maintaining strategic deterrence and stability at re-
duced nuclear force levels; and strengthening regional deterrence and 
reassuring U.S. allies and partners.”41 Most important, it will provide 
options that a US president does not now have for managing crises and 
resisting aggression. 

Robert L. Butterworth 
President, Aries Analytics, Inc.
A Virginia-based national security consultancy
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Busting Myths about Nuclear Deterrence
America is embarked on a quest for a world without nuclear weapons, 

but we live in a world not yet safe from war and threats of war. Hence, 
as long as nuclear weapons exist, the United States must maintain a safe, 
secure, and effective arsenal—both to deter potential adversaries and to 
assure US allies and other security partners that they can count on US 
security commitments. Our nuclear posture communicates to potential 
nuclear-armed adversaries that they cannot use nuclear threats to in-
timidate the United States, its allies, or partners or escalate their way out 
of failed conventional aggression. The United States Air Force (USAF) 
will continue to maintain its responsibilities as steward of two of the na-
tion’s three legs of the strategic nuclear triad and the nation’s associated 
nuclear command, control, and communications infrastructure.

Since the Cold War, three states (India, Pakistan, and North Korea) 
have developed nuclear-weapon capabilities, while Iran remains on 
course to do so. Moreover, ongoing nuclear modernization programs in 
China and Russia point to the continued importance of nuclear deter-
rence and assurance for our allies and partners. Some countries now have 
military doctrines that include potential first use of nuclear weapons in a 
militarized crisis, and these countries regularly exercise those doctrines. 
These threats require the United States to seriously consider its respon-
sibility to educate and advocate for the commitment and investment 
needed to sustain nuclear deterrence capabilities in a dangerous world.

The commitment must resemble Voltaire’s Candide, dealing with the 
world as it is, rather than succumbing to the quest of Cervantes’s Don 
Quixote, tilting fatefully at windmills. Currently, there are too many er-
roneous popular myths accepted uncritically by too many people about 
US nuclear capability. This commentary serves as a myth buster to elu-
cidate these beliefs and confront them with the facts about America’s 
nuclear arsenal and the purpose that arsenal serves.

Myth #1: The United States  
Does Not Use Nuclear Weapons

Although no nation has detonated a nuclear weapon in war since 9 
August 1945, every US president since Harry Truman has used nuclear 
weapons to deter or compel adversaries by communicating the message 
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that the United States is fully capable of employing nuclear weapons un-
der circumstances determined by the National Command Authorities. 
US Navy ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) and USAF intercontinen-
tal ballistic missiles (ICBM) are used 24/7 to deter any nuclear-armed 
country with hostile intentions against the United States. Moreover, 
USAF nuclear-capable bombers also have been used to convey national 
resolve to adversaries and allies.

This was the case with Pres. Barack Obama’s decision to fly B-52 and 
B-2 bombers over the Korean peninsula in March 2013. North Ko-
rea had just completed its third nuclear weapons test and successfully 
launched a space-launch vehicle that clearly showed Kim Jung Un’s in-
tent to develop ballistic missiles capable of delivering a nuclear warhead 
against an Asian ally and possibly US territory. When the global news 
media noticed a B-2 over Seoul, one international news agency did not 
report that the bat-winged, radar-evading aircraft had flown a regularly 
scheduled peacetime exercise. Instead, the outlet stated that the “United 
States flew two nuclear-capable stealth bombers on practice runs over 
South Korea . . . in a rare show of force following a series of North Ko-
rean threats that the Pentagon said have set Pyongyang on a dangerous 
path.”1 Chinese, North and South Korean, Russian, European, and US 
news outlets likewise focused almost exclusively on the nuclear capabil-
ity of the bombers used in this mission.

Any nuclear-armed state contemplating aggression against the United 
States recognizes the overwhelming odds against its success and the 
jeopardy it faces for foolhardy acts. Silo-based ICBMs deployed across 
America’s heartland, SSBNs patrolling beneath the world’s oceans, and 
our nuclear-capable bombers are constant, tangible reminders of the 
price for nuclear aggression against the United States. Myth #1 Busted—
The fact is the United States uses its nuclear weapons every day.

Myth #2: Nuclear Weapons Have  
Only Limited Utility for Their Cost

The USAF spends about $5 billion a year to maintain ICBMs and 
bombers to deter nuclear attacks against the United States, and the ser-
vice is committed to a 10-year, $83.9 billion strategic modernization 
plan for its portion of the nation’s nuclear deterrent. The Congressional 
Budget Office reports that the federal government will spend $355 bil-
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lion over the next 10 years for all nuclear weapons investments, includ-
ing those of the USAF, the Navy, the Department of Defense (DOD), 
and the Department of Energy.2 These actual and projected expendi-
tures are by no means insignificant, yet the cost of a weapon system is 
meaningful only in relation to the capability it provides and the broader 
purpose it serves. Stated differently, one must measure the merits of a 
weapon beyond just its monetary cost relative to the threat it confronts.

By deterring the only existential threat that can destroy the United 
States, nuclear weapons are a bargain. This does not diminish the warf-
ighting capability of conventional forces, but history has shown repeat-
edly that conventional weapons are not an effective deterrent against 
major interstate war, and certainly would not be in a nuclear-armed 
world. In the past, civilian and military leaders often failed to anticipate 
the costly consequences of war. One need only consider the millions 
killed in the two world wars of the twentieth century to conclude that 
conventional forces alone do not deter national leaders determined to 
undertake large-scale aggression.

Yet, foreign leaders today could hardly fail to grasp the consequences 
of such aggression against the United States. Carl von Clausewitz ob-
served in his classic work, On War, that when the potential exists for 
extreme violence, states should not take the first step toward war with-
out carefully considering the last step. Because the US nuclear arsenal 
clarifies and sharpens nuclear-armed adversaries’ thinking about war 
in ways other weapons cannot, those states are wary of taking the first 
step—because they readily grasp the image of the last step. Nuclear de-
terrence is thus a bargain against extreme forms of aggression. Myth #2 
Busted—Nuclear weapons are a priceless deterrent until nuclear weapons 
are verifiably eliminated from all countries’ arsenals.

Myth #3: Nuclear Weapons Are Going Away
Why bother spending billions of dollars to modernize US nuclear 

forces? Faith in the eventuality of a world devoid of nuclear weapons 
is the clarion call of the arms control community for radically reduced 
spending on nuclear weapons.3 The hope for nuclear disarmament has 
inspired many US presidents, most recently President Obama, but the 
twenty-first century presents an incontestable reality of nuclear-armed 
states, most notably China and Russia.4 The Congressional Commission 
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on the Strategic Posture of the United States acknowledged this real-
ity: “The conditions that might make possible the global elimination of 
nuclear weapons are not present today and their creation would require 
a fundamental transformation of the world political order.”5

The commission observed—with specific reference to uncertainty about 
China and Russia—that “the U.S. nuclear posture must be designed . . . 
not just [for] deterrence of enemies in time of crisis and war but also assur-
ance of our allies and dissuasion of potential adversaries. . . . The triad of 
strategic nuclear delivery systems should be maintained for the immediate 
future and this will require some difficult investment choices.”6 In 2014, 
nearly five years after the commission’s final report was released, the 
commander of US Strategic Command affirmed that foreign “nuclear 
powers are investing in long-term and wide-ranging military moderniza-
tion programs.”7 Notable among these programs are China’s and Russia’s 
growing nuclear capabilities.

China’s once modest nuclear force is rapidly evolving in size and in 
quality. “Over the next three to five years, China’s nuclear program will 
become more lethal and survivable with the fielding of additional road-
mobile nuclear missiles; five nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines, 
each carrying 12 sea-launched intercontinental-range ballistic missiles; 
and ICBMs armed with multiple independently targetable re-entry vehi-
cles.”8 In late 2014 Beijing tested its first ICBM capable of carrying up to 
10 warheads, a development that has been characterized as “a significant 
advance for China’s strategic nuclear forces and part of a build-up that is 
likely to affect the strategic balance of forces.”9 Even the less-favored air-
breathing leg of China’s nuclear arsenal will benefit from the addition 
of the new H-6K bomber, which is equipped with long-range, nuclear-
capable Changjian-10 cruise missiles, effectively increasing the aircraft’s 
combat radius to reach Okinawa, Guam, and Hawaii from the main-
land.10 Russia also continues a robust nuclear modernization program 
that includes silo-based and mobile versions of the RS-24 and mobile 
RS-26 ICBMs, both carrying multiple independently targetable reentry 
vehicles; deployment of up to eight new Borei-class SSBNs, fitted with 
16 launch tubes for new Bulava ICBMs (each carrying up to 10 inde-
pendently targetable warheads); and development of a new long-range 
bomber to be outfitted with hypersonic missiles.11 Given the reality of 
nuclear-armed states and nuclear-weapon aspirants, the United States 
must make the difficult choices to sustain our nuclear deterrent. Myth 
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#3 Busted—Nuclear weapons are not going away; rather nuclear states are 
modernizing their arsenals, while other states seek these weapons.

Myth #4: The United States  
Can Deter with Submarines Alone

This myth is predicated primarily on the notion SSBN survivability is 
“easier to achieve” relative to fixed-site ICBMs and long-range bombers 
that may be vulnerable on the ground and in the air.12 However, there 
are two risks with the submarine-only deterrent myth. First, while some 
argue the stealth of SSBNs ensures their survival for second-strike mis-
sions, the current US chief of naval operations has noted the limits of 
stealth-based platforms. Adm Jonathan W. Greenert has observed that 
the “rapid expansion of computing power also ushers in new sensors and 
methods that will make stealth and its advantages increasingly difficult 
to maintain above and below the water.”13 While adversaries probably 
could not achieve antisubmarine warfare (ASW) breakthroughs in the 
near term to threaten SSBNs, by divesting itself of the deterrent triad for 
a SSBN-based monad, the United States would necessarily create a high 
payoff incentive for adversaries to seek ASW capabilities to neutralize 
US ballistic missile submarines. Rather than saving defense resources by 
scrapping ICBM and bomber forces, a new and potentially destabilizing 
arms race could occur as each side postures and repostures below the 
world’s oceans.

The second risk of a submarine-only nuclear force is that the United 
States would have no way to demonstrate intent to nuclear-armed re-
gional adversaries or to allies who rely on US extended deterrence to 
preserve peace. Locational uncertainty is necessary for SSBNs to pre-
serve their second-strike capability; thus, submariners are highly averse 
to revealing their position. This vulnerability surrenders their primary 
method for survivability.14 However, being visible is exactly what is 
needed to demonstrate resolve—thus, the reason nuclear-capable bomb-
ers are so important. Ballistic missile submarines simply could not do 
what the B-2 bombers did over Korea in 2013. As the Commission 
on the Strategic Posture of the United States observed, “each leg of the 
triad has its own value.”15 The commission further pointed out that the 
unique and synergistic characteristics of the triad will remain “valuable 
as the number of operationally deployed strategic nuclear weapons” de-
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clines.16 Myth #4 Busted—The United States cannot safely deter nuclear 
aggression with a SSBN-based monad alone.

Myth #5: The USAF Is Stuck in a Cold War Mind-Set
Although the United States took an intellectual holiday from think-

ing about nuclear deterrence following the Cold War, the USAF has 
undertaken a fundamental transformation of its approach to thinking 
about nuclear weapons in the twenty-first century.17 Secretary of the Air 
Force Deborah James has noted the diminished understanding of deter-
rence across the nuclear enterprise and within the USAF, even among 
senior leaders, and she has made a forceful call for USAF professionals 
to reestablish their intellectual leadership on deterrence. In addition to 
dozens of immediate actions under its Force Improvement Programs, 
the USAF is undertaking longer-range reform of its doctrine, profes-
sional military education (PME) for all Airmen, and continuing educa-
tion of its nuclear professionals.

Established by the Nuclear Oversight Board, a governing body of 
USAF senior executives chaired by the secretary and chief of staff, the 
Air Force Nuclear Enterprise Flight Plan guides these initiatives. This 
publicly available document articulates the USAF’s foundational under-
standing of the nature of deterrence and Airmen’s role in providing the 
nation with nuclear deterrence capabilities.18

The USAF Chief of Staff, Gen Mark Welsh, has instituted a quar-
terly deterrence seminar for Air Staff principals. He leads this tabletop 
exercise, employing staff and outside expertise to consider various plau-
sible near-future scenarios and debating contending solutions. USAF 
senior executives take this seriously, and their debates are frank, open, 
and sometimes contentious.

The curriculum of all USAF PME institutions is under vigorous re-
view; new content and courses on twenty-first century nuclear deter-
rence are being introduced at every level. The Air Force Academy will 
soon offer several new courses supporting a new nuclear weapons and 
strategy minor for undergraduates. For all general officers and senior ex-
ecutives (even the chief of chaplains) there is now a senior leader course, 
“Nuclear 400,” that engages participants in problem solving case studies 
of real-world deterrence operations and nuclear enterprise management 
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challenges. Nuclear professionals are required to complete weeklong 
continuing education courses to refresh and renew their expertise.

The Air Force LeMay Doctrine Center is bringing together nuclear 
deterrence professionals from all across the USAF to make a funda-
mental transformation of the nuclear deterrence operations annex to 
Air Force doctrine and to revise the treatment of deterrence across all 
elements of Air Force basic doctrine. In November 2014 the Air Force 
Studies Board of the National Academies concluded a two-year effort to 
develop a comprehensive plan for developing new methods, approaches, 
and tools for analyzing twenty-first century deterrence.19 General Welsh 
directed the board’s recommendations be implemented to enable USAF 
senior leaders to exert renewed intellectual leadership on deterrence.

America’s Airmen know deterrence and are ready to articulate twenty-
first century deterrence capabilities. The USAF has undertaken several 
activities and initiatives to reverse the lack of attention and interest that 
beset much of the DOD after the Cold War.20 Moreover, the USAF will 
sustain its commitment and effort to deter extant and emerging nuclear 
threats in a post–Cold War world. Myth #5 Busted—The USAF is not 
stuck in a Cold War mind-set—far from it.

Conclusion
Although the United States is committed to the goal of a nuclear-

weapon-free world, as long as nuclear weapons exist in foreign arsenals, 
there is simply no alternative path for the United States than to maintain 
safe, secure, and effective nuclear capabilities. As a visible signal of our 
intent to act if circumstances warrant, the US bomber force remains 
crucial for extended deterrence of threats against allies and other part-
ners during times of crisis. ICBMs, widely dispersed around three Air 
Force bases, are key for deterrence of attack against the United States, 
because for the foreseeable future no aggressor has any prospect of dis-
arming our land-based missile force. Ballistic missile submarines patrol 
securely beneath the world’s oceans, ensuring a secure second-strike ca-
pability even under the direst circumstances. With the commitment of 
resources, the unique attributes of each leg of the triad will continue to 
complicate adversaries’ offensive and defensive planning and contribute 
to America’s security.
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Nuclear weapons played an essential role in preventing superpower 
war during the Cold War. Although the potential for major state-on-
state war today may be lower, it is not absent and may indeed grow; 
therefore, USAF nuclear capabilities, as part of the US nuclear arsenal, 
continue to provide essential contributions to preserve the peace. Diffi-
cult decisions lay ahead, as the United States thinks about nuclear forces 
and nuclear deterrence. However, focusing on facts and applying sound 
reasoning can make the choices clearer. 
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Applying Cost Imposition  
Strategies against China

Col Kenneth P. Ekman, USAF

Abstract

Cost imposition strategies focus on eliciting an adversary response 
that creates a hardship differential favoring the initiating nation. There 
is new interest in cost-imposing strategies as the most beneficial element 
of the competitive spectrum. If applied against China, cost-imposing 
strategies can succeed when based on correct predictions of Chinese re-
sponses and accurate accounting for the monetary and other security 
costs involved. In the air domain, competition involving China’s ballis-
tic and cruise missiles, surface-to-air missiles (SAM), and fighters offers 
the United States different degrees of advantage and hardship. Defense 
decision makers will find that cost imposition is not a panacea. They 
should understand the concept beyond its current level of misuse both 
for the disproportionate advantage it offers and for the liability it poses 
when used against America. To institutionalize the practice, the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) should revive the competitive strategies struc-
ture and methods developed in the 1980s. Implementation will require 
overcoming institutional resistance, short time horizons, and significant 
fiscal constraints.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

Over the last year, the potential to foist disproportionate peacetime 
military investment burdens on rival countries has sparked the inter-
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est of policy makers and defense practitioners alike. Think tanks like 
the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments and the American 
Enterprise Institute have included cost imposition in their prescriptions 
for future US security strategies. Long-range planning efforts like the 
DOD Quadrennial Defense Review have also considered the approach.1 
Research and development agencies like Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency included the principle when considering new ways of 
achieving air superiority.2 Senior military officers have used the term to 
characterize advantage and disadvantage relative to America’s competi-
tors.3 Further, in his proposed amendment to House Resolution 4310, 
the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013, Congress-
man Randy Forbes tasked the DOD “to conduct a study to identify 
cost-imposing/competitive strategies focused on countering potential 
challenges posed by foreign nations.”4 Hence, “cost imposition” is rap-
idly becoming today’s strategic concept of choice, suggesting the possi-
bility of attaining greater strategic advantage relative to US rivals.

This article attempts to clarify cost-imposition methods for defense 
decision makers while applying them to a military competition with 
China. China’s growing influence and aggressiveness appear threatening 
to US interests and allies in the Far East. Militarily, it has improved its 
capabilities to challenge US access and security guarantees, including 
general assurances in the Taiwan Relations Act. The military dimension 
of US-Sino relations is undeniably competitive, and opportunities for 
imposing costs upon China may exist as the competition unfolds. The 
argument begins by defining the concept of a cost-based competitive 
spectrum leading to cost imposition. It continues by accounting for the 
range of cost factors between security competitors and delves into react-
ing opponent responses, decisions, and choices linked to the initiating 
competitor’s actions. Finally, it presents cost-imposition prospects inher-
ent in key contests between US and Chinese air forces and suggests 
program, posture, and operating concept changes that could benefit 
America within each exchange.

Defining the Competitive Spectrum

In a military sense, competition consists of a contest to create an ad-
vantageous differential in military capabilities, capacities, and perhaps 
options between rivals. Competitive strategy, as implemented by the 
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DOD in the 1980s, involved “aligning enduring American strengths 
against enduring Soviet weaknesses . . . to force the Soviets to perform 
less efficiently or effectively.”5 Here cost imposition is defined as a more 
finely tailored competitive strategy whereby program, posture, and oper-
ational concept choices lead an adversary to incur greater hardship—
fiscal or otherwise—through disadvantageous competition. These costs 
are incurred in peacetime though the relationship between prewar 
choices, and the ability to inflict or avoid damages in war should be 
considered, as the former sets conditions for the latter.

Yet, not every military competition is conducive to, or appropriate 
for, a cost-imposing approach. Identifying candidate areas for cost im-
position involves less an either-or choice and more a correct assessment 
of where a capability standoff falls along the larger spectrum of mili-
tary competition (see fig. 1). In this case, the competitor’s measure of 
effectiveness consists of the capability advantage created by the choice 
divided by the commensurate cost or hardship disadvantage. Contests 
where the competitor realizes less capability advantage or suffers more 
disproportionate costs fall further left on the spectrum. In some military 
strength comparisons, a competitor could want a rival to have greater 
strength.6 These capability areas could include humanitarian assistance 
and disaster relief, nuclear weapons command and control, or internal 
security. Figure 1 depicts the resulting cost-based competitive spectrum, 
showing a trajectory leading to the best case though infrequent option 
whereby a nation can elicit an advantageous hardship differential from 
an adversary.
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From a direct investment perspective, acquiescence represents the 
cheapest and least capable cost-based competition. Here, the competi-
tor chooses to allow an adversary’s strength to go uncontested and saves 
resources in the process. Collective security agreements may permit the 
competitor to make this choice, as in the case of 25 nations that forego 
an indigenous nuclear capability while bandwagoning under the US nu-
clear umbrella.7 In other cases, adherence to weapons-control regimes 
leads a nation to refrain from adopting certain capabilities like nerve 
agents, cluster munitions, and space weapons. Finally, the cost or ad-
aptation required to field a competing or countering capability might 
simply be too much. The Soviets appear to have acquiesced when faced 
with the prospect of the US Strategic Defense Initiative. Unlike some 
of its extremist adversaries, the United States has chosen not to field a 
weapons system comprised of suicide bombers, though the DOD has 
taken other steps to mitigate this strategy. While acquiescence may ap-
pear to offer savings, the collateral costs required to compensate in other 
areas hardly make acquiescence a free option or an enduring choice. 
These include the autonomy ceded to join collective security agreements 
and the potential vulnerability of a competitor’s vital interests in the 
event of conflict.

In a more active though costly approach, a nation could accept com-
petition with a rival in a certain capability. Opting to compete creates 
further choices dealing with sufficiency. Reconciling an element of their 
military means with their security ends, competitors can compete to 
win, compete to achieve parity, or compete to create a lesser disadvan-
tage. In setting this balance, a nation can elect to develop either a com-
peting or a countering capability—or a combination of both. 

Tradeoffs between quality and quantity and the Soviet conception 
of “correlation of forces” speak to the pursuit of efficient competition. 
The competitor could develop and operate a weapons system less expen-
sively, as China’s People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) was able 
to do by purchasing discounted fighter aircraft from the former Soviet 
Union in the mid-1990s.8 Alternatively, a nation could enhance the sys-
tem’s effectiveness by employing superior operating concepts, such as the 
“initiative, innovation, and self-reliance” practiced by Western aircrews, 
providing them an advantage over their more numerous Soviet rivals.9 
The competitor could also develop and integrate new technologies, po-
tentially delivering more capability for every dollar spent, as occurred in 
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the transition to precision-guided munitions. By partnering with other 
countries possessing complementary weapons systems, the nation can 
leverage additional capability and capacity. Furthermore, the competitor 
can shoulder reduced deterrent clout and additional risk should conflict 
occur by accepting disadvantage in the capability contest. Within the 
cost-based competitive spectrum, the majority of military rivalries ap-
pear to involve either accepting competition or competing efficiently.

The competitive strategy approach imparts a new level of effectiveness 
and efficiency, where a nation possesses an advantage while its rival is dis-
advantaged. In 1972, Andrew W. Marshall penned Long Term Competi-
tion with the Soviets: A Framework for Strategic Analysis, proposing that 
the United States was in a protracted contest with the Soviet Union for 
military strength, economic growth, and international influence. This 
realization prompted the national security establishment to focus on 
cultivating areas of military capability where America already possessed 
a distinct advantage over the Soviets through the method of competitive 
strategies.10 The Reagan administration institutionalized the US-Soviet 
competition by creating the Competitive Strategies Office as an element 
of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and charged the organization 
with devising competitive initiatives vis-à-vis the Soviet Union. It func-
tioned until 1991.11 As a champion of the concept, Secretary of Defense 
Casper Weinberger claimed several American competitive strategy suc-
cesses.12 For example, he identified competitive success in antisubmarine 
warfare capabilities, made possible by US technological advantages in 
manufacturing, signals processing and acoustics, forward basing of these 
capabilities on the Soviet periphery, and submarine employment doc-
trine.13 By choosing further investment in these advantages, the DOD 
elicited from the Soviets “disproportionate expenditures” to reduce the 
US threat to their submarine force.14 As part of this response, Soviet 
conventional fleet design focused on defending areas close to the Soviet 
mainland, rather than projecting these forces long distances to threaten 
American assets in the US littoral.15 

Within the spectrum, cost imposition represents the holy grail of mili-
tary competition. Necessary preconditions include the requirement and 
will to compete, the impetus to do so efficiently, and the potential to 
do so from a position of capability advantage with ability and intent 
to elicit a disadvantageous response from an adversary. For the DOD, 
cost imposition should be waged within a larger framework of military 
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competition as an extension of competitive strategies. Successful cost-
imposing strategies yield benefits offered by the range of competition 
types further left on the spectrum, while allowing the initiating com-
petitor to endure less hardship than an adversary does.

In January 1966, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara cited cost 
imposition against the Soviet Union as partial justification for acquir-
ing bombers.16 America leveraged its superior manufacturing, exterior 
lines offered by bomber bases both at home and abroad, higher qual-
ity aircrews, and lead in technologies including radar, navigation aids, 
communications, and—more recently—stealth.17 The offensive, low-
altitude, and low-observable threat these capabilities posed exploited 
Soviet paranoia. In response, the Soviet Union fielded over 10,000 SAM 
systems, numerous early warning and fire-control radar systems, tens of 
thousands of air-defense artillery systems, and at least 15 different ma-
jor aircraft systems—many of which were single purpose interceptors.18 
One appraisal listed Soviet expenditures on SAMs alone at $120 billion 
to protect the nation’s 12,000-mile border.19 The same group of authors 
asserted, “American investments in stealth and bomber aircraft in the 
1970s compelled the Soviet Union to pay a substantially higher price to 
continue guarding its airspace from any intruder.”20 In the decade prior 
to the formal advent of the competitive strategies initiative, the Soviet 
Union’s military expenditures exceeded those of the United States by 50 
percent.21 Through these investments, the Soviets attained substantial 
numerical superiority in a wide array of capabilities and were reducing 
their qualitative disadvantages as well. However, the successful US com-
petitive strategy amounted to closing the military gap in effective and 
efficient ways that avoided “matching the Soviets tank for tank, ship for 
ship, or aircraft for aircraft.”22

Accounting for Costs

Cost imposition denotes a balance or calculus for gauging a differen-
tial in hardship between an initiating competitor and a reacting oppo-
nent. These costs can be monetary or less tangible, vary temporally from 
obsolescence to forward-looking, and create a range of consequences 
based on the economic strength and composition of each competitor. 
Clear accounting of costs becomes more important when predicting or 
assessing the relative advantage represented by hardship differentials.
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The most obvious category includes direct investment costs associ-
ated with competing weapons systems. Such expenses would include 
development, procurement, operating, and modernization costs, as well 
as costs of associated armament. Using a fighter aircraft example, the im-
position calculus would weigh direct investments in each competitor’s 
fighter aircraft arsenal and associated weapons but would include only 
the portion of those fighter inventories most likely to be engaged in a di-
rect confrontation between the competitors. While immediate program 
costs only capture a portion of the fiscal burden associated with specific 
weapons systems, a more comprehensive balance would include person-
nel costs, leading to consideration of individual service member produc-
tivity, unit manpower compositions and associated pay scales, and the 
broader array of military member entitlements and benefits.23 Further-
more, a weapons system only comprises one ingredient of an operational 
capability. Better accounting would include program costs for enabling 
weapon systems. Going back to the fighter aircraft example, compari-
sons would include the personnel costs associated with operations and 
maintenance. Such accounting would also include costs of base support 
structures and maintenance depots, along with the expenses associated 
with the mobility, air refueling, and command and control platforms 
and networks necessary to organize, to train, and to equip the fighter 
force and to employ it in the security competitor’s theater.

When facing a military capability threat, a rival nation can choose 
to field countering or asymmetric capabilities rather than directly com-
peting technologies.24 Oftentimes, this is not an either-or choice but 
rather a mix of competing and countering capabilities. Using the fighter 
force example, a rival nation could choose to compete via a modest in-
vestment in its fighter force, while favoring instead greater investment 
in SAMs and antiaircraft artillery. From a cost imposition perspective, 
countering capabilities can induce steep gradients in investment playing 
fields for all players. A countering capability fielded by a reacting op-
ponent can change the entire calculus. The tendency would be for the 
counter, in lieu of the directly competing alternative, to be cheaper and 
thus more advantageous for the reacting opponent. A better measure of 
cost imposition might include costs of previously fielded systems made 
obsolete by new capabilities. Loss of utility for sunk costs may constitute 
an economic and security disadvantage to a competitor. When consider-
ing these costs, an imposition calculus will have to include some criteria 
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to discern between modicums of capability advantage associated with a 
typical arms competition spiral and fundamentally game-changing ca-
pabilities that truly marginalize the preceding capabilities they counter.

Recognizing areas where the United States is a target of an adver-
sary’s cost imposition efforts may provide new ways of thinking about 
how to reduce hardships through more efficient competition. Changes 
in how America develops, procures, and sustains weapon systems can 
improve the balance. Personnel and installation costs offer significant 
potential—as does divestiture of weapons systems—having little impact 
on already disadvantaged competitor choices. Sustaining long-standing 
postures benefitting previous competitions entails foregone present and 
future opportunities. Operational concepts that proved advantageous 
when confronting lesser competitors may elicit no beneficial response 
from a peer competitor and thus merit revision. For example, project-
ing land-based fighters from invulnerable bases and enabling them with 
tankers; command and control platforms; and intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance assets operating close to contested areas spurs few 
responses from China that benefit the United States. Indeed, insights 
provided by a cost imposition framework can be as useful in the losing 
exchanges they illuminate as in the opportunities they identify.25

Ultimately, monetary costs become relevant in a strategic sense only 
when placed in context of the national economies bearing them. Here, 
the scale and composition of each nation’s economy becomes central. At 
one extreme, the United States can operate at a cost imposition disad-
vantage indefinitely against countries with small economies, simply be-
cause of its capacity to outspend them. These situations merely involve 
accepted competition where, at most, the United States could aspire 
to greater efficiency. With near-peer competitors like China, absolute 
investment costs must be placed in context and may be less relevant 
than percentages of gross domestic product (GDP) spent. In 2012, the 
United States spent $646 billion on defense, equating to 4.2 percent of 
GDP.26 At the same time, China spent approximately $180 billion on 
defense, equating to approximately 2 percent of GDP.27 Differences in 
total sums and percentages of GDP spent only approximate the hard-
ship differential created by cost imposition. In the case of a global power 
like the United States, only a portion of the nation’s spending involves 
competition with a particular opponent. One estimate attributes 35 per-
cent of the DOD budget, or $226 billion and 1.5 percent GDP, to Far 
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East force structure that could be used in a conflict with China, placing 
the United States and China much closer to spending parity in East 
Asia.28 Where a security standoff ultimately leverages the will of each 
competitor’s respective population, fiscal burdens at the national level 
comprise useful quantitative insights.

However, monetary costs only tell part of the story as they account 
for relative advantage. Cost-imposing strategies rely on fundamentally 
sound competition, waged efficiently, in a competitive strategies chan-
nel where the competitor enjoys an advantage. In the Soviet competitive 
calculus, quality and quantity of a particular force element were factored 
into a “correlation of forces” appraisal.29 Capability and capacity have 
inherent value, as they constitute “hard power” strength before and dur-
ing conflict. Better capabilities only loosely translate to military advan-
tage, affected as they are by a nation’s ability to adopt and wield them 
effectively.30 The manner by which each competitor employs groups of 
weapons systems via operational concepts imparts relative advantage 
and inherent flexibility that cannot be valued in strictly monetary terms, 
nor can these factors be accurately assessed. Likewise, the countering or 
competing operational concepts an adversary develops in response be-
stow some degree of value to the other side of the balance.

Nobel-winning American economist Thomas C. Schelling acknowl-
edged the challenge of bounding a cost-imposition calculus, observing 
that relative advantage is more easily determined when focusing on the 
narrow set of costs directly related to a specific capability contest.31 He 
further noted that while accounting within a “suboptimization” was 
easy, the main thrust of cost imposition involves impacting investment 
choices occurring outside the area of competition.32 Nevertheless, when 
one expands the scope of consideration, the more indeterminate the 
advantage becomes. Taken to the extreme, when the cost imposition 
balance grows to consider the entirety of international competition in-
volved, “the best overall strategy, worked out in all its detail, is just the 
best strategy, all things considered; and any relevant costs have already 
been implicitly taken into account.”33 In the end, if the calculus is too 
narrow, it misses accounting for the hardships sought by the strategy. If 
the calculus is too wide, the accounting becomes indeterminate and of 
secondary importance to an overall appraisal of the competitors’ relative 
security advantage.
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The focus on monetary and other costs has a decidedly military bias. 
Broadly, security competitions and, more narrowly, cost imposition 
efforts necessarily employ all the instruments of national power. Dip-
lomatic, economic, and information domains each provide their own 
opportunities for exacting hardships from a security competitor. Each 
domain possesses its own currencies that lend themselves to accounting 
and advantage determination to varying degrees. As with any security 
confrontation, the competitor most likely to win will be the one that ef-
fectively harmonizes all these instruments, in part through understand-
ing the real exchange ratios of the various types of currencies involved. 
Command economies and artificially set exchange rates make this deter-
mination even more difficult.

The challenge for defense decision makers involves determining 
which costs will and will not be considered in an imposition calculus. 
A collective understanding of a competitor’s national economy, defense 
spending, and methods of employing military capabilities will influence 
the choices. Selections made to create cost imposition advantage should 
include clear identification of the expected costs associated with the pri-
mary and alternative responses elicited. Practical limitations of insight 
and time will drive boundaries drawn for considered costs, which will 
involve some artificiality. Strategists and planners should elevate the dis-
cussion beyond comparisons of the cost of one antiship cruise missile 
to the cost of an aircraft carrier, moving instead to a comparison of the 
systemic costs of those opposing capabilities. Certainly, in defense circles 
no straightforward answer attends the question, “How much does it 
cost?” Valuation of cost imposition balances will be no easier.

Finally, the DOD should carefully consider both the reliability and vul-
nerability of the collective security partners affected by a cost-imposing 
strategy.34 When a strategy relies on the capability contributions of one 
or more allies, the United States should proceed only with the reason-
able assurance that partners will make good on their future contribu-
tions—lest the desired hardship differential be diminished. When de-
signing a cost-imposing strategy excluding partner contributions, the 
DOD should still gauge the potential for collateral damage resulting 
from the ensuing bilateral capability contest. While collective security 
arrangements can significantly exacerbate the hardship differential in 
America’s favor, the intricacies of each partner’s decision calculus should 
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be understood to prevent costs being placed back on the alliance leader 
and to preclude fracturing the alliance itself.

Gauging Adversary Response

Prospects for cost-imposing strategies depend on defense decision mak-
ers’ success in anticipating an adversary’s response to a DOD program, 
posture, or operating concept choice. Absent understanding of a nation’s 
intentions behind a competitive choice, it is difficult to make judgments 
regarding which choices were failed strategies and which choices were 
further left on the competitive spectrum. A variety of cause and effect re-
lationships informs international security relations and how they could 
enable cost-imposition attempts into potential points of leverage. Even 
when the opportunity exists, going forward with a cost imposition strat-
egy may not yield benefits and may actually do more harm than good. 
Certain arms race tendencies or crisis stability concerns could restrain 
cost-imposition attempts. Unfavorable differences in adoption capacity 
between the initiating competitor and the reacting opponent could also 
prompt inaction. In situations where the competitive choice is less likely 
to elicit the desired reaction and alternative reactions carry greater disad-
vantage, the competition should end. Furthermore, if a cost-imposition 
strategy is to sharpen rather than diminish a nation’s competitive edge, 
decision makers should consider several contextual variables.

The initiating competitor should have reasonable confidence that the 
reacting opponent perceives itself in competition in the selected capabil-
ity area. In absence of an opponent’s commitment to compete, the initi-
ating competitor’s choices are unlikely to elicit the desired reaction. This 
situation leaves the initiating nation incurring all the additional costs 
and likely results in a hardship differential that favors the reacting oppo-
nent. Particularly at the outset of a cost-imposing strategy, the initiating 
competitor should gauge the likelihood that the increased competition 
will prompt the opponent to react in overt conflict. A new, surprising, 
or highly disadvantageous hardship differential could fan the embers of 
a latent casus belli between the two competitors. Arms race theory warns 
that conflict is most likely at the outset of the race.35 In their book, 
Strategic Reassurance and Resolve, authors James Steinberg and Michael 
O’Hanlon repeatedly caution against the destabilizing effects an arms 
race between the United States and China could have.36 While carefully 
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managed arms races may actually contribute to crisis stability and con-
flict avoidance, they likely derive their stability from clear mutual un-
derstanding between competitors reinforced by control regimes. When 
an arms control agreement limits each competitor’s maximum defense 
investment or fixes their respective investments by prescribing a ratio, 
the monetary context becomes zero-sum. When an adversary reacts by 
spending to shore up a weakness, other capability areas must suffer be-
cause the adversary cannot increase the quantity of resources available 
for defense. Steinberg and O’Hanlon propose instituting a two-to-one 
military spending ratio for the United States and China, respectively.37 
While their main intent is to limit an overall arms race between the 
countries, such an agreement could increase the likelihood that cost-
imposing strategies would exact greater hardship differentials and yield 
more competitive advantage. Thus, the existence of and mutual adher-
ence to arms control agreements can increase cost-imposition efficacy. 
Because of the conflict risks they pose, when the relationship between 
two competitors appears precarious, cost-imposing strategies are better 
left unwaged, regardless of the hardship differential returns they offer.

Another dangerous opponent reaction would witness an unforeseen 
technological breakthrough coupled with the financial intensity and or-
ganizational capital to adopt it. This breakout alternative reaction could 
change the competition, placing the initiating nation at a disadvantage. 
A sound assessment of the opponent’s research and development enter-
prise can help mitigate this outcome, as would pursuit of similar innova-
tion by the initiating competitor. Opaque societies make this appraisal 
more difficult. As an example, the commander of US Pacific Command 
stated in October 2009, “In the past decade or so, China has exceeded 
most of our intelligence estimates of their military capability and capac-
ity, every year.”38

Decision Theories and Competitor Choices

While multiple theories like rational decision, deterrence, spiral, and 
arms control cast each competitor as monolithic and perfectly percep-
tive of the external environment, Robert Jervis disaggregates competi-
tors and injects more potential for fallibility. He posits that decisions 
are made by inherently flawed people, that competitors should be dis-
aggregated to allow multileveled analysis, and that decisions occur in 
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the “fog of foreign policy making” due to varying degrees of perception 
and misperception.39 Therefore, competitor choices become products of 
complementing or competing interests at decision-maker, bureaucratic, 
domestic political, and international environmental levels.40 Further-
more, competitors make choices based not only on their perceptions of 
the security environment but also on the “evoked set” of concerns and 
information dominating one or more of these factions’ cognizance at the 
time of the decision.41 Theories like Jervis’s help spur defense decision 
makers to better understand a security competitor’s intentions, predis-
positions, and decision-making processes before selecting cost-imposing 
strategies. Recognition that even the deepest of understandings can still 
yield suboptimum choices is inherent to this degree of insight.

Alternatively, some capability challenges go unanswered. One riddle 
of US-Sino competition queries why, despite America’s significant sub-
marine capability advantage and the impact this force would have in any 
conflict between the two nations, China has refrained from developing a 
significant antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capability vis-à-vis the United 
States.42 China employs its diesel attack submarines (SS) for coastal 
defense, offensive mine warfare, and as local sources of intelligence.43 
Chinese SS capabilities are appropriate to counter diesel submarines 
operated by potential regional adversaries but have limited to no capa-
bility against American nuclear attack and ballistic missile submarines, 
the most difficult ASW targets.44 Furthermore, the littoral focus of very 
limited Chinese ASW capabilities involves operating in poor acoustic 
conditions present in the Yellow, East China, and northern South China 
Seas; whereas, US submarines have the ability to maneuver at will in 
Chinese coastal waters.45 Moreover, China does not appear to be mak-
ing any major investments to improve its ASW force.46

Following the advent of a significant military innovation, competitors 
may or may not choose to exploit it. Political scientist Michael Horow-
itz characterized competitors’ ability to respond as adoption-capacity 
theory, stating that “once states have the necessary exposure to an in-
novation, the diffusion of military power is mostly governed by . . . level 
of financial intensity required to adopt . . . and the amount of organiza-
tional capital required to adopt.”47 Adoption-capacity theory explained 
otherwise anomalous responses to military innovations and provided in-
sights supporting better imposition choices. For example, the theory ex-
plained why—despite the 70-year existence of nuclear weapons—only 
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13 states adopted the technology, highlighting the financial intensity 
involved in developing and sustaining a nuclear weapons program.48 
Rather than compete or counter, competitors may elect instead to har-
ness the capabilities of a third-party nation, deferring substantial costs. 
When financial intensity or organizational capital precludes adoption, 
bandwagoning is an alternative response to the emergence of a mili-
tary innovation.49 For example, by bandwagoning under the US nuclear 
umbrella, 25 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) nations 
have foregone the financial intensity of developing indigenous nuclear 
weapon capabilities. The same recourse occurs in the case of mature, 
conventional capabilities. Collective defense alliances like NATO allow 
member nations to forego or share significant financial burdens, benefit-
ing the cost-imposition balance relative to the alliance’s security compet-
itors. Foreseeable competitor responses to US cost-imposition attempts 
should include the bandwagoning option and address the counterreac-
tions the United States would apply in response.

As a corollary, the United States has opportunities to leverage the invest-
ments and capabilities of its allies in a way that tilts the cost-imposition 
balance to its advantage. Direct military aid to allied nations provides 
a net capability increase while reducing US expenditures on costs such 
as manpower, installations, and enabling capabilities. Relatively inex-
pensive theater security cooperation bolsters both the capability and in-
teroperability of allied militaries—thus, imparting a new slope to the 
balance of forces. Foreign military sales improve interoperability. They 
also provide an economic boost to US companies, while denying sales, 
economies of scale, and associated interoperability benefits to a com-
petitor. However, third-party consideration can also constrain otherwise 
advantageous cost-imposing strategies. Fielding an improved weapons 
system or posturing a capability in a particular location may prompt an 
opponent’s response, placing allies at further disadvantage. This predica-
ment would effectively constitute cost-imposition collateral damage. 
Because of a competitor’s choice, allies bear increased hardship in their 
attempts to reset the balance. Thus, the primary and alternate responses 
of allied nations, particularly those proximate to a competitor, become 
essential considerations when developing cost-imposing strategies. At 
best, complimentary allied responses can further tip the cost-imposition 
balance against the opponent. At worst, allies could abdicate for finan-
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cial intensity or organizational capital reasons and either adopt a neutral 
stance or bandwagon with a US rival.

Theorists acknowledge to a varying degree uncertainty in eliciting a 
desired reaction from a competitor. Specifically on the subject of cost 
imposition, Schelling argued that small differences in a reacting oppo-
nent’s demand for a capability can create large differences in the actual 
response.50 The presence of “demand elasticity” creates the situation 
where a competitor’s action cannot reliably elicit the intended reaction, 
which in turn decreases the likelihood of creating a favorable hardship 
differential.51 Unpredictability makes the loop of assessment, feedback, 
and adjustment a critical element of successful cost-imposing strate-
gies. An additional consideration driving cost imposition deals with the 
degree to which program, posture, or operational concepts affect crisis 
stability between competitors. The history of nuclear arms competi-
tion includes several cases where a new capability introduction, change 
in force posture, or revised operating concept bolstered deterrence but 
made the path to conflict more likely and more difficult to arrest.52 As 
an example, in the mid-1960s Secretary of Defense McNamara chose 
to field multiple independently-targetable reentry vehicles (MIRV) on 
US submarine- and land-based missiles as a competitive counter to pre-
dicted Soviet antiballistic missile capabilities.53 This choice produced a 
first-strike incentive and reduced crisis stability between the two na-
tions, an unintended effect that took over 30 years to remedy.54 In a 
conventional sense, long-range, highly destructive, one-time use systems 
lack the ability to perform proximate, graduated, tit-for-tat escalating 
operations. While America tends to favor the offensive as a power-
projecting nation, defensive systems can stall an opponent’s initial 
attack and provide intermediate options between peace and full-scale 
conventional conflict.55 Ultimately, decision makers must consider cost-
imposing choices yielding prewar opportunities in light of the degree to 
which these options help or hurt US flexibility to respond in an advan-
taged but graduated manner should hostilities commence.56 Therefore, 
when focused by clear understanding of how the interaction between 
the competitors may unfold, a cost-imposing strategy has greater prob-
ability for success. Sun Tzu famously counseled strategists to know their 
enemies and to know themselves.57 By understanding the complexities 
of cost-imposition interactions, decision makers may refine the discus-
sion and make more successful choices.
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Cost Imposition and China

Over the last two decades, China’s defense spending has increased 
by an annual average of 11 percent in real terms and at a rate slightly 
more than China’s GDP growth.58 By 2020 China’s defense spending 
will likely approach $300 billion, while US defense spending will likely 
remain close to $550 billion.59 By 2030, China’s budget could reach 
$500 billion, based on GDP projections.60 Within these timeframes, 
the United States and China will come much closer to military spend-
ing parity than the current balance suggests. China’s rapid economic and 
military rise, investments in capabilities that thwart US regional security 
guarantees, and aggressive sovereignty claims signify ongoing competi-
tion with the United States. Since the 1990 Gulf War, and particularly 
after a successful US deterrent response in support of Taiwan in 1995–
1996, China has aggressively sought to nullify US military advantages 
in the Far East.61 However, the United States is late even to acknowledge 
the competition exists, partially due to preoccupation with campaigns 
in Iraq and Afghanistan.62 Not until 2012 did the Obama administra-
tion identify the need to rebalance toward the Asia-Pacific, and only in 
November 2013 did National Security Advisor Susan E. Rice describe 
“managing [the] inevitable competition” with China.63 Especially in the 
case of China, the US defense establishment clearly recognizes the po-
tential value of cost-imposing strategies. When opportunities exist to 
impose costs, the DOD should impose them via program, posture, and 
operational concept choices offering the most lucrative hardship dif-
ferentials.

A Framework for Competing with China

In their article, “U.S.-China Balance in a Three Game Framework,” 
David Frelinger and Jessica Hart suggest the military balance between 
the two nations, and particularly the implications of the PLAAF’s mod-
ernization, can be assessed within three different game frameworks: in-
fluence, third parties, and power.64

Each of these frameworks involves a different scope, which in turn in-
vokes different strategic ends along with alternate competitive ways and 
means to achieve them. The game of influence involves largely political 
competition—with the military in a supporting role—for influence and 
primacy in a variety of regions. For the United States, this region may 
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be global, while for China, the focus may be narrow and consist of the 
Taiwan Strait and the South and East China Seas.65 Secondly, the battle 
over a third-party game largely emphasizes the military power balance, 
as it would affect conflict over a third nation or over that nation’s key in-
terests. Stakes in this game can be highly asymmetric, with one competi-
tor ascribing greater importance to control of the third party. This asym-
metry of stakes and interests also makes armed conflict over disputes 
unrelated to the third party highly unlikely.66 Thirdly, the great power 
game has the broadest scope and highest stakes, leading to valuing every 
interaction between two competitors within a zero-sum calculus.67 Re-
gardless of which game ultimately best typifies US-Sino relations, cost 
imposition offers potential benefits if well played.

The entire concept of competitive strategy inverts the more traditional 
approach to building military power. The strategy focuses more on the 
reacting opponent than on the United States. Rather than countering 
opponent strengths, the strategy exacerbates opponents’ weaknesses. In 
the three-move process, the goal is to elicit a specific adversary reaction. 
The action taken by the United States is secondary and may require 
adjustment. When the adversary displays an unexpected reaction, in-
creased investment in previous choices would further entrench an obso-
lete action while foregoing a more appropriate counterreaction.

A measured competitive framework in the military domain against 
China could be one that emphasizes Frelinger’s and Hart’s battle over 
a third party. This approach acknowledges the asymmetries of national 
interest and constrains the military balance to proximate forces and 
those likely brought to bear in the event of conflict. It would localize 
the contest in the areas bounded by the South and East China Seas, 
Taiwan and the Taiwan Strait, plus eastern portions of mainland China. 
The competition would remain largely beyond reach of US territories 
and compel China to make further investments in primarily defensive 
programs, postures, and operating concepts. The conditions are largely 
set for an air component arms race specifically focused on fighter aircraft 
and armaments, where the United States need only preserve its advan-
tage while emphasizing quality over quantity. A lesser game of influence 
can be played in other regions of the world, where US capabilities and 
experience can eclipse China’s peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, 
and disaster response initiatives. Other activities, such as dealing with 
piracy off the Horn of Africa, will offer opportunities for US-Sino coop-
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eration, decreasing the likelihood that the battle over a third party will 
result in conflict.

While opacity characterizes many aspects of Chinese foreign policy de-
cision making, several insights clearly offer competitive strategy leverage 
to the United States. China’s evoked set of concerns deals with defense 
of the homeland, a constant in the country’s expansion of comprehen-
sive national power within its twenty-first century “strategic window of 
opportunity.”68 China’s leaders “view a modern military as a critical de-
terrent to prevent actions by outside powers that could damage Chinese 
interests, or to allow China to defend itself against such actions should 
deterrence fail.”69 The ability to prevail in a conflict over Taiwan—largely 
a conflict wherein China defends its territorial and governance claims—
has dominated the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) force moderniza-
tion agenda for the last 15 years.70 While the 2008 defense white paper 
commends a shift towards active defense and a better balance of offen-
sive and defensive capabilities, these efforts largely amount to holding 
would-be aggressors at greater distances.71 

Multiple factors suggest that first and foremost, the United States 
could leverage competitive and cost-imposing strategies against China 
in the air domain. Air capabilities have increasingly become the military 
foreign policy tool of choice. In fact, in the last six years China has even 
developed a “ladder of intensity levels” for deterrence using conventional 
air and space forces, including ballistic and cruise missiles, SAMs, and 
fighter aircraft.72 Foreseeable conflicts with China would largely occur 
in the air and sea domains encompassing the Taiwan Strait, the South 
China Sea, and the East China Sea.73 The United States and its close 
allies have no contiguous borders with China supporting large-scale em-
ployment of land forces. Furthermore, the limited US aims support-
ing peace and stability for people on Taiwan and reluctance to conduct 
large-scale land operations make land force investments a less lucrative 
choice.

Interacting with China and the PLAAF

Competition in the air with China involves a contest with the PLAAF. 
The better strategies will be those that account for the PLAAF’s stature 
as a component of the PLA, its history and perceptions, and the peo-
ple the PLAAF employs. Several attributes distinguish the PLAAF as a 
particularly attractive target for competitive and cost-imposing strate-
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gies within the larger US-Sino competition. As with greater China, the 
PLAAF nurtures an evoked set of sovereignty concerns borne out of its 
long-standing defensive orientation. PLAAF leaders and initiatives have 
limited influence within the larger PLA, making the air force less able 
to react effectively due to bureaucratic constraints.74 Furthermore, de-
fense analyst Kenneth Allen contends that the enduring pattern of army 
domination within the PLA will continue through the next decade.75 
Cultural and force-structure factors further exacerbate the PLAAF’s dis-
advantage relative to the US Air Force (USAF). The PLAAF has had no 
significant combat experience since the 1958 Taiwan Strait crisis, plac-
ing the service over half a century behind US air forces.76 Subsequent 
limited engagements of US forces during the Vietnam War provided 
grounds for a flawed service tradition wherein the PLAAF esteems it-
self as the only air force ever to have defeated the USAF.77 By its own 
admission, the PLAAF needs to improve considerably its capabilities, 
doctrine, and training to challenge US power-projection capabilities.78 
While initiatives prompting these needed changes are ongoing, the 
PLAAF will continue to compete from a position of disadvantage rela-
tive to the USAF in the interim. Key Chinese air capabilities warranting 
deliberate competition include ballistic and cruise missiles, SAMs, and 
fighter aircraft.

Chinese Ballistic and Cruise Missiles versus US Air Defenses

One capability contest that bears examining for its current location 
on the cost-based competitive spectrum and its poor potential for of-
fering cost-imposing opportunities involves Chinese ballistic and cruise 
missiles and US defensive measures. From an American perspective, the 
contest currently amounts to accepted competition in pursuit of reduced 
disadvantage. As of December 2012, China had deployed more than 
1,100 short-range ballistic missiles opposite Taiwan.79 While Taiwan 
possesses 22 SAM sites, with a mix of long- and medium-range systems, 
only three Patriot PAC-2 batteries have any counter-ballistic missile ca-
pability.80 One RAND study estimated that about 60 to 200 Chinese 
short-range ballistic missiles could neutralize most of Taiwan’s fighter 
bases, and additional missiles could effectively suppress Taiwanese air 
defense operations, allowing employment of PLAAF strike aircraft.81 
Land-attack cruise missiles launched by H-6 bombers and longer-range 
ballistic missiles like the DF-21/CSS-5 can extend the reach of PLAAF 
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missile attacks far beyond Taiwan to Okinawa, other bases in southern 
Japan, aircraft carriers at suitable employment distances from the Strait 
of Taiwan, and even Guam.82 The range, numbers, and destructive effec-
tiveness characterizing China’s relatively inexpensive missile force denies 
the United States and its allies the ability to stage fighter operations from 
sanctuary in support of a Taiwan crisis.

Successful active defense against Chinese missiles is difficult and 
costly. While relatively effective against individual missile attacks, Ter-
minal High Altitude Air Defense (THAAD) and Aegis Ballistic Missile 
Defense units protect small areas and could be overwhelmed by mass 
attacks. These systems are expensive. For example, each THAAD battery 
costs approximately $800 million.83 Each Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense 
Ashore battery, a land-based variant, also costs approximately $800 mil-
lion.84 Fielding sufficient systems to protect key military and strategic 
locations vulnerable to Chinese attack is simply cost prohibitive. As an 
alternative, measures improving resilience provide protection and enable 
continued operations despite even large-scale, coordinated attacks.85 
They also can invoke a spiraling competition involving adversary missile 
numbers, accuracy, and munitions effects. Dispersal complicates Chi-
nese missile targeting and may reduce attack densities per location, but 
limited sites support dispersed US fighter operations due to the run-
way length and composition, munitions, and fuel access. Increasing US 
air forces’ standoff distances can render obsolete many Chinese missile 
types, but the locations of Taiwan and other US allies remain intermi-
nably fixed and close. Camouflage, concealment, and deception, along 
with hardening aircraft, personnel shelters, and key infrastructure can 
improve survivability. Furthermore, programs and operating concepts 
allowing better indications and warning and enabling faster and more 
robust military installation recovery mitigate ballistic and cruise missile 
attacks.86 Nevertheless, the United States and its allies cannot defend 
everywhere against everything, cannot fully recover from every attack, 
and cannot endure the financial intensity of trying to do so.

While America’s prospects of fully protecting its air forces and its allies 
against Chinese missile capabilities are poor, competitive improvements 
remain possible and may reduce US capability disadvantage and hard-
ship. This competition may amount to foiling a Chinese competitive 
strategy that threatens to impose excessive costs on the United States. An 
appropriate American counter should consist of efficiently competing 
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from disadvantage while searching for alternative approaches to under-
mine China’s capabilities, postures, and operating concepts. The follow-
ing choices support these ends:

•  Programs—Harden threatened US installations sufficiently to 
make some conventional missile munitions and submunitions ob-
solete, creating a spiral of US hardening and Chinese obsolescence. 
Develop dispersed operating locations. At main operating bases, 
construct redundant runways and taxiways. Field robust airfield re-
pair equipment and backup systems delivering essentials like fuel 
and electricity.

•  Postures—Field ballistic missile defense systems at key US bases. 
Balance forces postured inside and outside PLAAF intermediate 
missile ranges. Encourage allies to acquire more ballistic missile de-
fense systems, preferably by buying or coproducing US models.

•  Operating concepts—Reduce Chinese missile targeting effective-
ness. Improve ability to counter air-launched cruise missiles, both 
before and after launch. Assess US capability to destroy or suppress 
ballistic missiles prior to launch. Improve attack recovery practices.

Chinese SAMs versus US Strategic Attack

An improved understanding of the PLAAF illuminates both the op-
portunities and limitations associated with the competition between 
Chinese SAM systems and American strategic attack capabilities. The 
PLAAF’s commitment to defensive systems suggests that it will respond 
aggressively to future US offensive capability enhancements. The nature 
of this particular military competition makes pursuit of US advantage 
both expensive and tenuous. Where this competition falls along the 
competitive spectrum in the future is not predetermined and will be 
heavily influenced by future US choices. 

True to its defensive heritage, the PLAAF has invested heavily in ad-
vanced SAMs, rendering its perimeter much less penetrable by US air-
craft and munitions. These defenses hold American air assets at greater 
distances, placing US strategic attack assets at a competitive disadvan-
tage in any conflict in the Chinese littoral. “US bombers carrying cruise 
missiles might be compelled to launch farther from the Chinese coast,” 
limiting their missiles’ reach.87 Chinese SAMs would also constrain non-
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stealth US fighters, which “would be greatly at risk if called upon to fly 
within the S-300/400’s envelope.”88 The range and capabilities of these 
systems would further constrain efforts to suppress or destroy them us-
ing munitions delivered from the air.

While the current balance of forces may amount to an American com-
petitive disadvantage, that balance may retrospectively constitute a com-
petitive and even cost-imposition victory. These defensive systems pose 
no direct threat to the United States, though they significantly affect the 
battle over a third party. SAM systems are expensive, with one source 
citing the cost of an unspecified S-300 variant battery at $115 million, 
plus $1 million per missile.89 Meanwhile, the United States has made 
few investments directly serving this competitive facet vis-à-vis China. 
America’s small bomber fleet—consisting of 74 B-52s, 62 B-1s, and 20 
B-2s—has multiple nuclear and conventional purposes.90 Within its 
foreseeable uses, a US-Sino conflict is but a subset. The stealthy B-2 has 
inherently greater capability in the face of Chinese defenses, as do stealth 
fighters like the F-22 and F-35—though these fighters’ range limitations 
necessitate closer proximity and air refueling. Fighters are also less able 
to penetrate deep into China’s interior. On the whole, China has spent 
heavily over the last two decades to counter US strategic attack systems 
that were primarily focused elsewhere.

Looking forward, the DOD may not have the opportunity to impose 
a similar degree of costs within this contest. Accepted competition for 
parity or advantage will require the United States to make additional 
investments to modernize its strategic attack capabilities, while the long-
range strike bomber capable of performing some or all of these functions 
may improve the US competitive edge. However, with a program cost 
exceeding $100 billion to achieve a planned force structure of 80 to 100 
aircraft, the Long-Range Strike Bomber (LRS-B) may not enable the 
United States to impose an advantageous hardship differential regardless 
of the response the program elicits from the Chinese.91

Opportunities may exist to compete more efficiently. Some trade space 
may exist between the F-35, LRS-B, and standoff munitions programs 
to achieve a more competitive and efficient balance tailored to the battle 
over a third party. Alternative conventional strike approaches, such as 
improved air-launched munitions or sea-launched munitions like those 
from the US Navy’s Virginia-class Payload Module can also improve 
efficiency but will have to be traded against the flexibility, range, and 
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persistence that may be inherent to the LRS-B. Where practicable, the 
United States should encourage third parties to field and sustain organic 
strategic attack capabilities.

Optimistically, the DOD might be able to leverage a competitive 
strategy in this contest while improving its forces’ abilities to defeat Chi-
nese SAMs and operate in areas protected by these systems to conduct 
conventional attacks deep in China’s interior. PLAAF SAM investments 
show China’s penchant for defense. In fact, a long-time China observer 
noted, “the Chinese armed forces are obsessed with defending China 
from long-range precision air strikes” and, therefore, invested heavily 
in passive defense capabilities provided by hardened and deeply buried 
facilities.92 Chinese writers have expressed concerns about space planes’ 
“global reach, information sharing, and precision strike capabilities.”93 
Like stealth technology, the speed of such craft effectively reduces the 
engagement envelope of Chinese SAMs. Furthermore, while Chinese 
SAMs ostensibly could operate in defensive concert with PLAAF fight-
ers, a dearth of information currently exists as to how the PLAAF op-
erates these defensive forces together.94 With some technological and 
financial intensity preconditions, opportunities may still exist for the 
DOD to elicit disadvantageous, defensive Chinese responses to future 
competition in the realm of US strategic attack. These considerations 
lead to the following choices as potential ways to shift the contest fur-
ther right on the competitive spectrum:

•  Programs—Balance F-35, LRS-B, and standoff munitions re-
sources to more efficiently serve conflict scenarios with China. De-
velop and field survivable, long-range munitions capable of striking 
Chinese target sets at less cost. Encourage partners and allies to field 
their own capabilities. Improve US abilities to suppress and defeat 
Chinese SAMs.

•  Postures—Pursue a frontier basing strategy, making a portion of 
available Asia-Pacific airfields suitable for supporting bomber op-
erations close enough to China to enhance deterrence and respon-
siveness but outside the range of most Chinese conventional offen-
sive capabilities.95

•  Operating concepts—Assess and exploit PLAAF weaknesses in 
conducting integrated SAM and fighter engagement zones. Train 
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with allied air forces to improve their capabilities and interoper-
ability with US forces in defeating Chinese SAMs.

Fighter Aircraft Competition

The ongoing US-Sino competition in fighter aircraft bears examin-
ing for several reasons. First, depending on the timeframe considered, 
the United States can claim or achieve varying degrees of hardship ad-
vantage or disadvantage. Next, fighter aircraft capabilities are expensive 
and complicated. The F-35 is the most costly and ambitious acquisition 
program ever, with total acquisition costs approaching $400 billion.96 
Finally, this competition can be susceptible to countering capabilities—
both within and outside fighter technologies—that may induce large 
shifts in relative competitive and hardship advantage.

China’s fighter aircraft modernization effort from 1995 to 2010 may 
represent a competitive and cost-imposition success for the United 
States that will be more difficult to continue in the upcoming period 
of USAF modernization. In this period, the PLAAF divested 3,500 air-
craft, while procuring 399 fourth-generation fighters and at least 250 
modernized third-generation fighters.97 Meanwhile, the USAF divested 
approximately 970—most with capabilities rivaling newer Chinese 
aircraft—and procured only 266 fighters during a period colloquially 
called a “procurement holiday.”98 While the USAF’s divestiture was not 
influenced by competition with China and procurement only partially 
so, the Chinese bore tremendous direct procurement and obsolescence 
costs in the PLAAF’s attempts to modernize primarily vis-à-vis the 
USAF. From a cost-imposition perspective, China’s introduction of the 
J-20 and J-31 prototypes bodes well, as they represent early milestones 
in a long, costly road to developing and fielding fifth-generation fight-
ers. Meanwhile, the USAF’s F-22 fleet has matured since initial opera-
tional capability in 2005, and the one hundredth F-35 was produced, 
though at no small cost.99

China has attempted to mitigate America’s qualitative advantage by 
countering with “informationization” or electronic countermeasures 
(ECM).100 It “gained immense benefit from its extensive access to Rus-
sia’s EW [electronic warfare] designers and manufacturers, whose busi-
ness was sustained by Chinese orders over the long period.”101 China 
acquired Russian Sukhoi Su-27SK and Su-30MKK fighters, with their 
associated state-of-the-art jammers and countermeasures pods.102 The 
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Chinese domestically produced J-11B carries an ECM pod resembling 
Russian designs, and the J-10B will likely feature an advanced radar, 
capable of functioning as a more powerful jammer.103 These counter-
measures could reduce the capability of and even neutralize current US 
fighters’ radars and radar-guided missiles.

Several factors make US-Sino fighter-aircraft competition ripe for 
American competitive strategy. Few weapon systems require successful 
integration of as many diverse high-end technologies as do fighters, and 
the Chinese are currently 15 to 20 years behind the United States.104 
Though in the past the PLAAF acquired its aircraft by either purchasing 
or coproducing them, China’s violation of the terms of its indigenous 
production agreements with Russia involving the SU-27 led to a 2006 
Russian refusal of further military aviation sales, leaving China short of 
aircraft suppliers.105 China now has to produce its own airplanes and, 
in doing so, is likely to incur more costs associated with development 
and manufacturing than China bore when purchasing Russian hardware 
in the mid-1990s. Since its inception, the PLAAF has been a fighter-
centric force and shows no signs of willingness to accept a balance of 
forces deficit relative to the United States in East Asia. Thus, for the 
PLAAF, the apparent imperative will be to spend heavily to match the 
United States.

Though China has willingly borne the financial intensity associated 
with adopting modern fighter technologies, it remains to be seen whether 
the PLAAF can expend the organizational capital. Operationally, the 
PLAAF has yet to make the transition to a centralized control and de-
centralized execution method of employment that has garnered such 
success for Western air forces.106 The ongoing transitions from purely 
defensive to the full spectrum of offensive to defensive tactics and from a 
purely air-to-air to multirole mission will heavily tax the PLAAF’s orga-
nizational capital.107 Autonomy exploited in US fourth-generation tac-
tics has not been infused in PLAAF employment. Furthermore, stealth 
aircraft diffusion via the J-20 and J-31 will require significant PLAAF 
employment and sustainment adaptations.

The United States is winning the fighter-aircraft competition with 
China. Retrospectively, the DOD elicited a Chinese response likely 
representing a hardship differential advantageous to the United States 
over the period of 1995 to 2010. Looking forward, the United States 
has the opportunity to wage a successful competitive strategy, though 
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the financial intensity associated with air force fighter recapitalization 
may inhibit favorable cost imposition. At the same time, the predomi-
nately fifth-generation US fighter force represented by the F-35 may 
make Chinese fighter investments to date merely obsolescent costs. The 
United States may preserve much of its advantage through the following 
choices:

•  Programs—Field the F-35 in sufficient numbers and sustain the 
F-22 to prompt continued Chinese fifth-generation fighter devel-
opment and fielding. Looking forward, the United States should 
continue developing a follow-on to these aircraft to make obsolete 
an even greater portion of the Chinese fleet. The DOD should pro-
cure fighters more efficiently. Inadvertent technology hemorrhage 
to China should be minimized. The size of the DOD fighter force 
should support bringing to bear a stressing number of US fighters 
in any crisis with China. Explore disruptive technologies in air-to-
air missiles.

•  Postures—Maintain adequate fighter presence in the Far East to 
provide immediate support to a broad range of response options 
during any US-Sino crisis. Prioritize Far East bases for F-35 or F-22 
bed down as the US fifth-generation fleet grows. Encourage allies to 
acquire competitive fighters, preferably by buying or coproducing 
US models capable of networking with US systems.

•  Operating concepts—Improve US effectiveness in countering 
Chinese fighters, particularly in an informationized environment. 
Research and test alternative ways to neutralize Chinese fighters—
both when airborne and prior to launch. Train with allied fighter 
forces to improve their capabilities and interoperability with US 
forces.

Bounding Challenges in US-Sino Competitions

The three specific US-Sino competitions for the air domain bear re-
visiting. In each case, drawing boundaries to clarify competing or coun-
tering capabilities and weapons system–specific contests involves some 
artificiality. When a larger boundary is drawn to encompass all three 
US-Sino air-centric contests addressed in this study, different competi-
tive standings may emerge. For instance, Chinese ballistic and cruise 
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missiles counter far more than just the US air defenses opposing them. 
Rather, they thwart US and allied attempts to stage air operations from 
locations near China.108 Therefore, Chinese missiles represent part of 
the nation’s competitive reaction to US fighters. As a corresponding 
counteraction, the DOD can choose to improve active and passive de-
fenses of close fighter bases, to stage fighters from more distant locations 
enabled by greater numbers of tankers, or to employ some combination 
of these two actions. Even more indirectly, Chinese missiles may miti-
gate the US advantage in the fighter contest.

From a cost-imposition perspective, redrawing the cost boundary 
changes the accounting from just Chinese and US fighter costs to in-
clude Chinese ballistic and cruise missiles, US fighter base air defenses 
and US tanker and command-and-control costs required to project 
and coordinate fighters from sanctuary. Within this larger balance, the 
United States may have even less ability to create an advantageous hard-
ship differential. When the contest considers these disparate but related 
capabilities, the DOD may find itself pushed further left on the com-
petitive spectrum. In the end, this effect was part of Schelling’s point. 
The more a cost-imposition calculus expands beyond suboptimization 
of a specific contest, the more hardship differential becomes less relevant 
than which nation has the best overall strategy.109

Conclusion

While cost imposition retains its appeal, successful application of the 
strategy starts with recognizing what the approach is and what it is not. 
Cost imposition occupies one extreme of the cost-based competitive 
spectrum and offers advantageous hardship differential between an ini-
tiating competitor and a reacting opponent in a limited number of in-
stances. Currently, these instances may be even more limited, given dis-
proportionately high US defense investment relative to all competitors, 
including China. Cost imposition is not a stand-alone remedy for the 
DOD’s fiscal constraints, but it has potential as a multiplier effect on the 
balances attained by expenditures within those constraints. The strategy 
will not bankrupt China, and it loses utility when used to lament or to 
justify the expense of defending US security interests. The DOD should 
develop some new organizational structures or adapt existing ones to 
implement long-term competition with rivals. The Competitive Strate-
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gies Office approach of the 1980s was sufficient to the task then, and it 
most likely would be now.110 The Joint Staff, service staffs, and combat-
ant command staffs should accommodate the change, as each will play 
its part in conceiving, tailoring, executing, and adjusting the approach.

Successful cost-imposing strategies will require net assessments of the 
United States and each prospective rival and will place specific demands 
on US intelligence resources. To realize an advantageous hardship dif-
ferential, the DOD will need an in-depth understanding of the Chinese 
economy, including all facets of the nation’s military spending. Even 
then, the cost-imposition calculus will be somewhat artificial—bounded 
to be as inclusive as possible while still meaningful—and reliant on some 
type of exchange rate to better compare very different economies. Be-
fore making program, posture, and operating concept choices promis-
ing cost-imposing advantage, defense decision makers should ask hard 
questions about theories of interaction, reactions and counterreactions, 
and quantitative accounting. Theories of interaction only gain predic-
tive utility when based on sufficient insights defining the adversary’s de-
cision calculus leading to primary and alternative reactions.

Managed competition between the United States and China in the 
military domain will require a mix of restraint and aggressiveness. The 
interdependencies of the two nations and potential collateral effects on 
third parties commend thoughtful, deliberate action. China’s large com-
petitive steps, begun in the mid-1990s to counter US capabilities, sug-
gest that competitive and cost-imposing strategies have a high likelihood 
of eliciting significant reactions. The DOD should take a very long-term, 
calculated, and adaptive approach to the threats posed by Chinese bal-
listic and cruise missiles, SAM systems, and fighter aircraft. The ability 
to contest each of these Chinese capabilities falls at a different place on 
the competitive spectrum. For the security of the United States and to 
meet US responsibilities in other regions of the world, defense decision 
makers must do much better to optimize US performance within and 
among these competitions. The DOD should embark on cost-imposing 
initiatives fully cognizant of the expected and alternative outcomes, as 
informed by their underlying interaction theories and net assessment 
insights. By sharing the insights and assumptions informing a choice, 
defense decision makers can improve the likelihood that individual ser-
vice supporting actions are coherent. The Office of Net Assessment, or a 
similar group, will have to conduct the deep and holistic understanding 
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of prospective competitors along with an inclusive appreciation of US 
attributes. Were the Office of the Secretary of Defense’s program re-
view process to include a cost-imposition facet, potential changes might 
be minor adjustments rather than major course corrections. However, 
cost-imposing strategies will frustrate the collective attention span of 
the DOD and may not survive the more self-interested, less spendthrift, 
Congressional review process.

The concept of cost imposition can yield new clarity when examining 
security alternatives for the services, the DOD, and the nation. It pro-
vides another attribute that, when considered in evaluating alternatives, 
can lead to better decisions that maximize competitive advantage. DOD-
wide, cost-imposition principles can recast investment trade space, re-
focus regional presence and posture goals in a manner that rebalances 
near-term conflict preparedness with long-term competitive shaping, 
and provide new impetus for component interactions and the operating 
concepts they become. For the nation, cost imposition can provide a new 
framework for evaluating America’s security challenges, which may sug-
gest new options and priorities over current approaches. 
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Deterring Malicious  
Behavior in Cyberspace

Scott Jasper

Abstract
Recent incidents reveal cyberattacks are being employed and honed 

in a systematic, coordinated fashion to achieve the objectives of mali-
cious actors. Deterrence of the wide array of actors in cyberspace is dif-
ficult, since deterrence has to work in the mind of the attacker. Each 
attacker will weigh the effort of the attack against the expected benefit 
under their own criteria or rationality. This article analyzes whether the 
contemporary and complementary deterrence strategies of retaliation, 
denial, and entanglement are sufficient to deter malicious cyber actors or 
if the alternative of active cyberdefense is necessary and viable.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

Hackers, criminals, terrorists, foreign powers, and virtual states, a col-
lection of actors working in concert online to influence world affairs, 
continue to probe and penetrate cyberspace.1 Many of these actors seek 
our state secrets, trade secrets, technology, and ideas or aim to strike 
our critical infrastructure and to harm our economy.2 Recent incidents 
reveal cyberattacks are being employed and honed in a systematic, co-
ordinated fashion in an attempt to achieve competitors’ objectives. In 
his first major television interview, the director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, James Cook, said China has hacked every big US com-
pany looking for useful information; however, the cases investigated by 
the US Senate related to Chinese hackers breaking into computer net-
works of private transportation companies working for the US military 
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point more to preparing the digital battlefield for a potential conflict.3 
The Islamic State terrorist organization appears eager to enter into digi-
tal jihad, boasting of plans to establish a “cyber caliphate” from which 
to mount catastrophic hacking and virus attacks on the United States 
and the West.4 Although their aspirations or objectives vary, the wide 
array of malicious actors in cyberspace has one thing in common: an 
expanding choice of cyberattack vectors to enact cyber aggression. Each 
attacker will weigh the effort of the attack against the expected benefit 
under their own criteria or rationality.

Given the ubiquitous nature of these threats, can malicious cyber ac-
tors be deterred? The aim of deterrence is to create disincentives for hos-
tile action and normally involves two components: deterrence by pun-
ishment (the threat of retaliation) and deterrence by denial (the ability 
to prevent benefit). Some notable scholars have suggested a complemen-
tary third component: deterrence by entanglement (mutual interests) 
that encourages responsible behavior of actors based on economic and 
political relationships.5 However, are contemporary and complementary 
deterrence strategies of retaliation, denial, and entanglement sufficient to 
dissuade and deter malicious cyber actors, or is an alternative required?

Deterrence of the wide array of actors in cyberspace is difficult, since 
deterrence has to work in the mind of the attacker. The point of deter-
rence is to add another consideration to the attacker’s calculus.6 Deter-
rence instills a belief that a credible threat of unacceptable counteraction 
exists, that a contemplated action cannot succeed, or that the cost of 
action outweighs the perceived benefits. Complicated issues, like attri-
bution, legality, liability, privacy, trust, and verification hamper conven-
tional strategies and beg for an alternative ability to influence malicious 
behavior. The controversial concept of active cyberdefense (proactive 
actions), which relies on forensic intelligence and automated counter-
measures, offers such an alternative and could limit exposure to threats.

Before considering each of the four strategies mentioned above, it 
is instructive to first consider aspects of cyberattack vectors along with 
current threat-actor strategies. The complexity and severity of acts of cy-
ber aggression indicate that implementation of any strategy will require 
cooperation among all stakeholders in industry, government, and de-
fense spheres. A proven method for national cooperation is the compre-
hensive approach used in international stabilization and reconstruction 
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operations as witnessed through the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO).

Attack Vectors and Actor Strategies
A cyberattack vector is a specific method or technique to access equip-

ment, computers, or systems to deliver a hostile payload for a malicious 
outcome. These vectors range from social engineering attacks, Internet 
Protocol (IP) address spoofing, web malware attacks, Bluetooth eaves-
dropping, and other malicious code delivery means by physical manifes-
tation (like thumb drives).7 Cyberattack vectors have grown in number, 
complexity, and sophistication. Their expansive propagation enables 
unbridled acts of cyber aggression, like theft or exploitation of data, dis-
ruption or denial of access or service, and destructive action—including 
corruption, manipulation, and damage or the alteration of data. The 
technical properties of cyberattack vectors that prevent attribution allow 
actors to operate with near anonymity and impunity.

Criminal exploitation, military or industrial espionage, nationalist 
hacker protests, and infrastructure infiltration or sabotage are prominent 
in competitor operations and campaigns. A diverse array of cyberattack 
vectors are used to threaten the security of industrial, commercial, gov-
ernmental, and military systems and devices. Not only has the volume of 
malicious code, known as malware, increased to 31 million new strains 
in 2013, but also the means of delivery have expanded to take advantage 
of human and technological weaknesses and modern-day platforms. The 
most sensational and publicized attack vectors are various types of intru-
sions by groups of attackers categorized as an advanced persistent threat 
(APT) and assaults by distributed denial of service (DDoS) methods. 
APT hacking is designed to covertly penetrate networks and systems to 
steal or alter information, manipulate data, or cause damage. A DDoS 
assault disrupts web site availability by overwhelming network equip-
ment with volumetric attacks or consuming resources with application-
centric attacks.8

The buying or renting of malicious code viruses, exploits of code vul-
nerabilities, botnets, and command-and-control servers provide an array 
of tools and services for motivated threat actors and states. The state-
criminal nexus is evident, as cyber intruders who commit crimes and 
espionage use similar methods, for instance Remote Access Trojan tools 
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that capture and extract information, including Poison Ivy, Ghost, and 
PlugX.9 For those actors willing to pay, professional hackers are for hire, 
including the Hidden Lynx group, which operates from China. Hid-
den Lynx professionals obtain specific information that could be used to 
gain competitive advantages at both corporate and nation-state levels.10 
They have been involved in several high-profile campaigns, including 
Operation Aurora—the obscure APT intrusions on Google and more 
than 30 other companies disclosed in 2010.11

A medium-sized Chinese APT group (about 50 members) ran the 
NetTraveler cyberespionage campaign. This malware infected more than 
350 victims in 40 countries from 2005 through 2013.12 The group stole 
more than 22 gigabytes of data found on 30 command-and-control 
servers.13 The domains of interest they sought were space exploration, 
nanotechnology, energy production, nuclear power, lasers, medicine, 
and communications.14 However, not all cyberespionage campaigns for 
hire originate from China. An Indian APT group, possibly a commercial 
security firm that has targeted entities and industries mainly in Pakistan 
since September 2010, runs Operation Hangover. Oddly rudimentary, 
the group uses publicly available tools and basic obfuscation methods 
while exploiting only known and fixed vulnerabilities.15

In late 2012, then Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta warned that 
the attacks on energy companies in the Persian Gulf and on banks in 
the United States mark a significant escalation of the cyber threat and 
renewed concerns over still more destructive scenarios.16 Whether or 
not these incidents are representative of catastrophic results is debatable, 
since Saudi Aramco production systems were not breached and the 
longest interruption of the US banks was merely hours. However, prepa-
rations for conflict indicate we may already be in Phase Zero (“Shape”) 
of cyberwarfare campaigns as postulated in the notional six-phase model 
of joint and multinational operations described in US joint doctrine.17 
The head of US Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) stated in Con-
gressional testimony that China was responsible for the APT intrusion 
into RSA SecurID systems.18 Moreover, in February 2013, the long-
suspected role of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in system-
atic cyber espionage and data theft was confirmed by a US security firm 
that exposed APT1, believed to be a military unit under the PLA Gen-
eral Staff Department.19 The Pentagon made further allegations against 
China in its 2013 annual report, alluding to the use of “computer net-
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work exploitation capability to support intelligence collection against 
the U.S. diplomatic, economic, and defense industrial base sectors.”20 
This sort of state-sponsored espionage threatens military operations and 
readiness.21

The cost to the United States in intellectual property (product plans, 
research results, and customer lists) and confidential business informa-
tion (trade secrets, exploration data, and negotiation strategies) theft 
amounts to billions of dollars annually.22 In May 2014 the Department 
of Justice indicted five members of the Chinese military on charges of 
computer fraud, damaging a computer, aggravated identify theft, and 
economic espionage.23 The conspirators, working for Unit 61398 in 
the vicinity of Shanghai, stole trade secrets useful to Chinese compa-
nies, including state-owned enterprises. For example, they hacked into 
SolarWorld computers to steal files about production capabilities and 
cost structure while the Oregon-based company was an active litigant in 
trade cases against Chinese solar manufacturers that had dumped prod-
ucts into US markets at prices below fair value.

The term cybered conflict could be an appropriate moniker to frame 
the complexity and ambiguity of struggle involving cyberspace, includ-
ing hybrid warfare and insurgent campaigns.24 Cybered conflict charac-
terizes “old and new forms of conflict born of, enabled through, or dra-
matically altered by cyberspace.”25 For instance, cyberattacks occurred 
on both sides over the weekend of Crimea’s vote to secede from Ukraine 
and join Russia in March 2014. Beginning Saturday evening, NATO’s 
main public web site, which carried a statement by the secretary general 
over the illegitimacy of the vote, worked intermittently. A hacker group 
called Cyber Berkut said the attack was carried out by “patriotic” Ukrai-
nians angry over NATO interference; of note, Berkut refers to the feared 
riot squads of ousted pro-Russian Ukrainian president Victor Yanukov-
ich.26 On Sunday, a wave of 42 DDoS attacks hit Ukrainian government 
sites. The Monday after the vote, 132 separate DDoS blasts, most likely 
by OpRussia and Russian Cyber Command hackers who opposed an-
nexation, slammed Russian sites.27 Political conflicts have also spawned 
cyberattacks against Western news organizations, evidenced by the Syr-
ian Electronic Army, a group of pro-regime hackers, compromising ex-
ternal web sites and social media accounts of the New York Times, the 
Associated Press, CNN, the Huffington Post, and Forbes to gain publicity 
for the embattled Syrian regime.28
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Complementary Deterrence Strategies
Deterrence seeks to shape another’s perception of costs and benefits. 

Deterrence requires national resolve to commit resources, enhance co-
operation, or use force when necessary. In July 2013 the US chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen Martin E. Dempsey, US Army, posited 
that national mission teams could counter threat actors’ activities but 
recognized the need to work with other nations to set norms of respon-
sible behavior in cyberspace, while improving information sharing and 
cyber standards.29 In the Senate hearing to consider the nomination for 
the new commander of USCYBERCOM, Senator James Inhofe fittingly 
summarized the central problem in stating that “the lack of a cyber-
deterrence policy . . . [has] left us more vulnerable to continued cyber 
aggression.” When asked “how do we prevent that,” the nominee, Vice 
ADM Michael S. Rogers, responded, “We’re generating capability, we’re 
generating capacity. . . . But in the end I believe we’ve got to get some 
idea of deterrence within the cyber arena.”30 The concept of deterrence 
is still hotly debated in the cyber community, because, for instance, tra-
ditional nuclear deterrence relies on an adversary having knowledge of 
the destruction that will result from transgressions, which is not possible 
in cyber because the secrecy of weapons is necessary to preserve their ef-
fectiveness.31

Deterrence stems from an adversary’s belief that a threat of retalia-
tion exists, that the intended action cannot succeed, or that the costs 
outweigh the benefits of acting. 32 The strategic debate during the Cold 
War over how best to deter nuclear attack normally was divided into de-
terrence by punishment (threat of retaliation) and deterrence by denial 
(limitation of damage).33 Since today US policy would not condone the 
punishment of another country, a more appropriate view of this form of 
deterrence would simply be retaliation. With the strategic and economic 
interdependence that has resulted from contemporary globalization, one 
might also add deterrence by entanglement (mutual interests).34

For deterrence to be effective, it must be based on capability (possess-
ing the means to influence behavior), credibility (instilling believabil-
ity that counteractions may actually be deployed), and communication 
(sending the right message to the desired audience). The achievement of 
these conditions for effectiveness is extremely difficult. State capabilities 
to influence the behavior of threat actors in cyberspace are constrained 
by these actors’ abilities to operate undiscovered for great lengths of 
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time; even if actors are convinced counteractions may be deployed, their 
rationality cannot be assumed. Additionally, the audience of actors con-
ducting cyber aggression is vast and varied in motivations and inten-
tions. No singularly sufficient answer exists to deter different types of 
groups using varied means of cyber aggression.

Identifying the need to “integrate newer behavioral approaches out-
side a rational state based actor construct,” the Assistant Chief of Staff 
for US Strategic Deterrence and Nuclear Integration, Maj Gen William 
A. Chambers, USAF, encourages moving beyond reliance solely on “im-
position of costs to integrate denial of benefits and other methods for en-
couraging restraint.”35 To make this move beyond Cold War-vestiges the 
focus must be on linking cyberdeterrence to desired effects, regardless of 
the actor being deterred.36 The strategy of deterrence by entanglement 
can encourage responsible state behavior—to refrain from the conduct, 
endorsement, or allowance of malicious cyberactivity within a nation’s 
territory—through cooperation based on mutual interests. However, for 
the wider array of threat actors, a different paradigm or concept must 
be considered to achieve deterrence’s central premise—altering an ad-
versary’s behavior. The concept of active cyberdefense that entails tenets 
of deterrence is another method for encouraging adversaries’ restraint. 
Automated, active cyberdefense-technologies can interdict, isolate, or 
remove threat vectors, denying benefit and engaging, deceiving, or stop-
ping adversaries while imposing costs—regardless of the source.

US Department of Defense (DOD) cyberspace policy maintains ef-
fective deterrence is partly founded upon ensuring the capability to re-
spond to hostile acts with a proportional and justified response.37 This 
form of deterrence by retaliation is complicated by the difficulty in mon-
itoring cyberspace, in identifying intrusions, and in locating the source 
with a high degree of confidence and in a timely manner. For example, 
advanced persistent threats conceal detection of attacker identities and 
allow plausible deniability. If definitive attribution can be obtained, the 
military could act within its prescribed authority in self-defense against 
an armed attack-equivalent in cyberspace. The cyberspace policy also 
recognizes effective deterrence in cyberspace is founded upon both the 
security and resilience of networks and systems. This strategy for de-
terrence discourages adversaries through the denial of benefit of their 
attack. In this context, security infers reducing risk by defensive cyber 
measures, and resilience means the ability to withstand and recover from 
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disruptions or attacks. Defensive measures emphasize the continual de-
ployment of solutions to protect multiple threat points, including net-
work, endpoint, web, and e-mail, from cyberattack vectors.

Pursuit of deterrence by entanglement through mutual interests has 
potential to reduce miscalculation and escalation. This strategy assumes 
potential adversaries are stakeholders in cyberspace, so embedded in the 
network they would not attack in peacetime or crisis. The deterrent ef-
fect is restraint based on the cost associated with attacks in cyberspace, 
in particular the loss of access for one’s own purposes. Deterrence by en-
tanglement involves encouraging others to accept a stake in the integrity 
of cyberspace through formal or informal rules or norms. The challenge 
in agreeing upon defined and achievable rules or norms that pertain to 
and are accepted by all state actors in the cyber realm lends credence to 
exploration of other options for achieving the effects of deterrence.

The DOD defines active cyberdefense as the synchronized, real-time 
capability to discover, detect, analyze, and mitigate threats and vulner-
abilities.38 This definition implies the limitation of damage and elu-
cidates the threat of retaliation—both elements of deterrence. Active 
cyberdefense is widely understood to include offensive actions in cyber-
space taken for defensive purposes, with the limited goal of mitigating 
an immediate hostile act.39 Federal or international laws and legislation 
govern any action beyond internal networks. Today “it’s illegal to chase 
bad guys up the wire, even if you have the capability to do so—it’s illegal 
to shoot back.”40

Deterrent Responses to Malicious Behavior
Analyzing the sufficiency of deterrent responses—retaliation, denial, 

entanglement, or active defense—to influence malicious behavior by 
threat actors in cyberspace requires answering the following questions:

•  Can threats of proportionate response realistically achieve deter-
rence by retaliation?

•  Are defensive measures adequate to achieve deterrence by denial?

•  Will cooperative measures restrain behavior through deterrence by 
entanglement?

•  Is the concept of active cyberdefense technically and legally viable?
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Feasible answers to these four questions are found in the following in-
spection of initiatives, issues, and constraints.

Deterrence by retaliation imposes costs for hostile acts in cyberspace. 
Retaliation is based on a nation’s right to use all necessary means to 
defend itself, its allies and partners, and its interests in cyberspace. As 
appropriate and consistent with applicable international law, the means 
for a proportional and justified response includes diplomatic, informa-
tional, military, and economic measures.41 Military response options 
may include using cyber- and/or kinetic capabilities. Under some cir-
cumstances, hostile acts in cyberspace could constitute an armed attack 
within the meaning of Article 51 of the United Nations (UN) Charter. 
Established principles would apply in the context of an armed attack (jus 
ad bellum). First, the right of self-defense applies against an imminent or 
actual armed attack whether the attacker is a state or nonstate actor. Sec-
ond, the use of force in self-defense must be limited to what is necessary 
and proportionate to address an imminent or actual use of force. Third, 
states are required to take measures to ensure their territories are not 
used for purposes of armed activities against other states. Existing rules 
and principles of the international law of armed conflict address the use 
of cybertools in the context of armed conflict (jus in bello).

Regarding the question of whether or not a cyber operation consti-
tutes an armed attack, the Tallinn Manual on the International Law Ap-
plicable to Cyber Warfare (Rule 13) offers, that, it depends on the scale 
and effects.42 Cyber operations that result in death or injury of indi-
viduals or destruction or damage of objects could rise to the level of an 
armed attack.43 Although the Stuxnet computer worm caused physical 
damage, the International Group of Experts that developed the Tallinn 
Manual was divided on whether the damage constituted an armed at-
tack. Future cyberattacks could be structured to transmit data or subtly 
modify, degrade, or corrupt data in a malicious but not immediately 
apparent manner.44 NATO’s Policy on Cyber Defense reiterates that any 
collective defense response is subject to political decisions by the North 
Atlantic Council.45 This ambiguity gives an adversary good reason to use 
cyber as a method of attack against critical infrastructure.46

The imposition of costs in deterrence by retaliation is intended to 
reduce an adversary’s willingness or ability to initiate or continue an 
offensive. While some argue the fundamental interconnectedness of 
networks means the effects of responsive cyber operations cannot be 
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limited, others claim that contained operations are possible even within 
broadly connected systems.47 However, deliberate, inadvertent, or ac-
cidental escalation could trigger a chain reaction that raises the level of 
conflict beyond that contemplated by any party to the conflict.48 In the 
United States, only the president can approve a cyber operation likely 
to result in significant consequences—a tough decision due to the in-
ability to predict collateral damage and the uncertainty over political 
effect.49 Equally, the threat of massive cyber retaliation would probably 
encourage actors to seek low levels of malicious behavior that fall below 
the threshold that would trigger such retaliation.50 In many cases, target 
countries may be constrained to seek justice rather than retribution. In 
court, target states can press for access to individuals or to information 
and use refusal to cooperate as a justification for retaliation. However, 
until retaliation does ensue, there is no punishment—hence, no deter-
rence.51 Meaning the threat alone of proportionate responses will not 
realistically achieve deterrence by retaliation.

Deterrence by denial of benefit denies an adversary’s objectives by in-
creasing the security and resilience of networks and systems. Traditional 
passive reactive methods, like antivirus software and blacklists, have 
grown ineffective as the volume and complexity of threats increase.52 
A defense-in-depth approach emphasizes the continual deployment of 
reactive solutions to protect multiple threat points, including network, 
endpoint, web, and e-mail security.53 The spectrum of cybersecurity 
tools and techniques ranges from next-generation firewalls, applica-
tion whitelisting, intrusion prevention systems and sandboxes to access 
control, data encryption, patch management, and data loss prevention. 
Layering multiple technologies combined with best practice endpoint 
management can decrease the risk of customized malware payloads, be-
cause each layer blocks a different aspect of multipronged cyberattacks. 
For example, at the delivery phase, device control can block infected 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) devices. At the exploitation phase, patch and 
configuration management can eliminate known vulnerabilities. At the 
installation phase, application control can prevent unapproved execut-
ables.54 Cybersecurity frameworks suggest technical measures that can 
monitor networks and systems, detect attack attempts, identify com-
promised machines, and interrupt infiltration. The Council on Cyber 
Security’s Critical Security Controls offers a prioritized program for 
computer security based on the combined knowledge of actual attacks 
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and effective defenses.55 These controls cover a range of best practices, 
including vulnerability assessment, malware defenses, and access con-
trol. The controls identify commercial tools to detect, track, control, 
prevent, and correct weaknesses or misuse at threat points. The top three 
drivers for adopting these controls are increasing visibility of attacks, 
improving response, and reducing risk.56 When the Congress failed to 
enact the necessary legislation, Pres. Barack Obama signed an executive 
order for the development of a Cybersecurity Framework that incor-
porates voluntary consensus standards and industry best practices. The 
inaugural Cybersecurity Framework is built around the core functions 
of identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover.57 The Critical Security 
Controls are part of the Framework’s informative references that illus-
trate methods to accomplish activities under these functions.

To facilitate cybersecurity information sharing, as called for in the 
executive order, the National Cybersecurity and Communications Inte-
gration Center (NCCIC) works with the private sector and government 
and international partners. The NCCIC strives to establish shared situ-
ational awareness of harmful activity, events, or incidents to improve the 
ability of partners to protect themselves. The NCCIC integrates analysis 
and data into a series of actionable and shareable information products. 
In addition, the NCCIC engages with information-sharing and analysis 
centers (ISAC) to protect portions of critical information technology 
with which they interact, operate, manage, or own. For example, during 
the 2012 series of DDoS assaults on US major banks, the NCCIC col-
laborated with the Financial Services ISAC to provide technical data and 
assistance to financial institutions. Data included DDoS-related IP ad-
dresses and supporting contextual information, which was also provided 
to over 120 international partners.58

Agencies and companies acknowledge the need to share more data 
about threats across enterprise boundaries but are worried about liabil-
ity and risk. Commercial offerings, like Internet Identity’s Active Trust 
platform, let contributors retain ownership of data and control dissemi-
nation.59 However, only cybersecurity legislation can enable the private 
sector to share real-time cyber threat activity detected on its networks 
without fear of violating civil liberties and rights to privacy of citizens.60 
Thus, by design, participation in sharing arrangements and adoption 
of industry best practices for securing cyberspace remains voluntary for 
the private sector that largely owns the nation’s critical infrastructure.61 
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Private sector awareness of threats, vulnerabilities, and consequences is 
questionable, when external parties reveal 85 percent of cyberespionage 
breaches months after intrusion.62 Defensive measures are not adequate 
to achieve deterrence by denial, as security has not kept pace with the 
threat; more dynamic, active defenses are necessary. It is not a matter 
of if a company will be breached, but when. While the defense is not 
catatonic, it is not certain the offense will get continually better either, 
particularly when defense defines what the offense can do.63

Deterrence by entanglement encourages responsible behavior, while 
restraining malicious behavior through cooperation based on common 
interests. To some extent, nations share political, economic, commer-
cial, and strategic dependency in cyberspace—as well as some degree 
of vulnerability. According to the UN secretary general, “While all Na-
tions appreciate the enormous benefits of ICTs [information and com-
munication technologies], there is also broad recognition that misuse 
poses risks to international peace and security.”64 The secretary gener-
al’s report, authored by the Group of Governmental Experts, identifies 
that the development and spread of sophisticated tools and techniques 
increases the risk of mistaken attribution and unintended escalation. 
States have repeatedly affirmed the need for cooperative action against 
threats resulting from this malicious use. States must lead these efforts, 
but effective cooperation would benefit from participation by the pri-
vate sector and civil society in a comprehensive approach. An array of 
actions is required to promote a peaceful, secure, and open information 
and communications technology environment.65

One action to strengthen deterrence by entanglement could be the 
implementation of formal binding agreements. Arms control aims to es-
tablish legal regimes that make conflict less likely. The objective of such 
regimes is to reduce the existence of, or restrict the use of, certain weap-
ons. However, imposing limitations on the development and prolifera-
tion of cyberweapons is difficult, because their properties are incompat-
ible with the rationale for arms-control treaties.66 The lack of universal 
consensus on what even constitutes a cyberweapon complicates verifi-
cation of compliance. Most of the technology relied on in an offensive 
capacity is inherently dual-use, like vulnerability assessment tools, and 
software can be minimally repurposed for malicious action.67 Control 
of cyberweapon development, spread, and use is practically impossible. 
Cyberweapons require no controlled materials, identifiable manufactur-
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ing facilities, or restricted skills.68 Open-source software that could be 
used as a cyberweapon is widely available for free or for purchase, i.e., 
the Blackhole exploit kit.69 Alternative devices and systems are continu-
ally being compromised and turned into cyberweapon platforms. Ad-
ditionally, the creator or source of the weapon is not often the user, 
i.e., in hacktivist campaigns cybertools with instructions are provided to 
patriotic or ideological hackers supporting a cause.

Absent practical and acceptable treaties, cooperative measures could 
enhance international peace, stability, and security. Internationally ac-
ceptable norms, rules, and principles of responsible behavior by states 
could encourage order in the domain. These measures start with the 
premise that international law—in particular the Charter of the United 
Nations—is applicable to cyberspace. The Seoul Conference on Cyber-
space resulted in a “Framework for and Commitment to Open and Secure 
Cyberspace” that offers guidelines for governments and organizations 
on coping with cybercrime and cyberwar.70 These guidelines include 
verbatim recommendations by the UN Group of Government Experts 
for states to meet their international obligations regarding wrongful acts 
attributed to them, to refrain from using proxies to commit wrongful 
acts, and to ensure their territories are not used by nonstate actors for 
unlawful acts.

Regional or bilateral dialogue can establish voluntary confidence-
building measures to promote trust and assurance, like those agreed 
upon by the United States and Russia for sharing of threat indicators.71 
Other practical measures to increase predictability and reduce misper-
ception include exchange of views on national policies, like a recent 
briefing by the DOD given to Chinese officials regarding Pentagon doc-
trine for defending against cyberattacks.72 Finally, capacity-building as-
sistance might be necessary for states to fulfill their responsibilities for cy-
berspace. Efforts for assistance range from developing technical skill and 
sharing best practices to strengthening national legal frameworks. Over-
all, cooperative measures—international norms, confidence-building 
measures, and capacity-building assistance—are well-suited mecha-
nisms for deterrence by entanglement. These mechanisms can address 
potential threats, vulnerabilities, and risks, but a clash of self-interests 
might thwart cooperation that restrains malicious behavior. For example, 
Beijing suspended a US-Sino working group on cyber-related issues after 
the indictment of the Unit 61398 members, citing “we should encourage 
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organizations and individuals whose rights have been infringed to stand 
up and sue Washington.”73

Active cyberdefense is defined as the “proactive detection, analysis 
and mitigation of network security breaches in real-time combined 
with the use of aggressive countermeasures deployed outside the victim 
network.”74 These tasks imply defensive measures and proportionate re-
sponses that shape an adversary’s perception of benefits and costs—the 
essence of deterrence. In military terms, the tasks are very similar to de-
fensive cyberspace operations described by the director of operations at 
USCYBERCOM as “passive and active cyberspace defense activities that 
allow us to outmaneuver an adversary.”75 Defensive cyberspace opera-
tions provide the ability to discover, detect, analyze, and mitigate threats 
with malicious capability and intent to affect key cyber terrain. Sub-
categories of these operations are internal defensive measures (IDM), 
actions taken internally, and response actions (RA) taken outside the 
information environment. Tasks for IDM are hunting on friendly ter-
rain for threats and directing appropriate internal responses, whereas RA 
are about going after the shooter outside friendly network space to stop 
the attack.

For the private sector, active cyberdefense entails working with cyber-
security solution providers to identify and interdict cyber intrusions.76 
Once packets are determined to be malware, defensive actions can be 
taken, including diverting packets to a holding area or other actions 
aimed at the attacker. The broad spectrum of actions available include 
using honeypots, beaconing, sinkholing, and deceiving, which raise ad-
versary costs and risks through interference, delay, obstruction, or trick-
ery.77 Even limited action would contribute to assurance (detection of 
intrusions) and attribution (identification of actors). Many public de-
bates center on aggressive response aspects of active cyberdefense, like 
hack back, for which existing legal constraints would have to be adapted 
to allow use of these tactics.78

A more practical description of active cyberdefense is a range of pro-
active actions that engage the adversary before and during a cyber inci-
dent. Examples would be using a honeypot to see which documents the 
adversary chooses to exfiltrate, remotely tracking stolen documents by 
passive watermarks on files, or allowing the adversary to steal documents 
that contain false or misleading information.79 Legal issues confront em-
ploying actions outside of the victim’s network, like taking control of 
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remote computers to stop attacks or launching denial of service attacks 
against attacking machines. The primary law in the United States that 
applies to these more aggressive techniques is the Computer Fraud and 
Abuse Act (CFAA), codified as Title 18, Section 1030. A defendant can 
violate the CFAA by accessing a “protected computer” without authori-
zation or by exceeding authorized access.80

One could argue US common law admits certain rights of self-defense 
and of defense of property in preventing the commission of a crime 
against an individual or a corporation. Applying the latter for hostile 
cyberattacks, the range of allowable actions is roughly comparable to 
the range for nonlethal self-defense. While individuals are not permit-
ted to engage in revenge or retaliation for a crime, they are—in some 
instances—entitled to take otherwise-prohibited actions for the purpose 
of preventing or averting an imminent crime or addressing one that is in 
progress. However, in most cases, challenges in quickly obtaining defini-
tive attribution preclude exercising this right.81 Therefore, under current 
law, a private-sector actor may realistically only respond to hostile attacks 
within its own networks and systems organizational boundaries. Only 
one active defense capability, HawkEye G, exists internal to the network 
today. It uses automated countermeasures to remove cyber threats before 
they can compromise intellectual property or cause process disruption.82 
Until legally viable for vendors to provide solutions outside the network, 
the concept is technically limited to denial of benefit.

A Comprehensive Approach
The US Joint Staff recognizes the government and the private sector 

must plan and coordinate their activities to prepare for cyber threats. 
However, the staff also realizes that achieving unity of effort to meet 
national security goals is always problematic due to challenges in in-
formation sharing, competing priorities, and uncoordinated activities. 
Success in preparation and response to cyberattacks is dependent upon 
unity of effort enabled by collaboration and coordination among part-
ners.83 The US Cyberspace Policy Review also delineates the need for a 
comprehensive framework to facilitate coordinated responses by gov-
ernment, the private sector, and allies to a significant cyber threat or 
incident. The review maintains that “addressing network security issues 
requires a public-private partnership as well as international coopera-
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tion and norms.”84 Deterrence, as an element of cybersecurity policy, 
provides a strategic response that is underpinned by this partnership and 
cooperation. The challenge is to align the efforts of all involved parties 
for a common purpose. NATO has used the concept of a comprehen-
sive approach to align parties in NATO operations by capitalizing on 
shared interests, complementary opportunities, and mutual procedures. 
The comprehensive approach is based on “principles and collaborative 
processes that enhance the likelihood of favorable and enduring out-
comes within a particular situation.”85 NATO proclaims “the need to 
promote a comprehensive approach applies not only to operations, but 
more broadly to many of NATO’s efforts to deal with 21st century secu-
rity challenges, such as . . . protecting against cyber attacks.”86

Although NATO experiences offer a starting point to design a com-
prehensive approach for operations in a particular domain of interest 
(cyberdeterrence), the methodology must be modified and translated for 
different operational conditions, structural characteristics, and promi-
nent partners, including commercial actors. The Comprehensive Na-
tional Cybersecurity Initiative aims to build an approach to cyberde-
fense strategy that deters interference and attack in cyberspace. The 
White House provides a shining example of embracing a comprehensive 
approach for cyberdeterrence by suggesting public- and private-sector 
partnerships for cyberdefense of critical infrastructure sectors.87 Within 
this context of a comprehensive approach, a partnership would be de-
fined as close cooperation between parties having common interests in 
achieving a shared vision.

Given cooperative interaction can potentially facilitate the common 
interests of organizations, the comprehensive approach aims for con-
gruence of purpose—not unity of command.88 However, the approach 
needs to recognize and overcome a clash of self-interests—where one 
party strives to maintain economic or military advantage—that might 
prevent cooperation in deterring cyber aggression. For instance, the pri-
vate sector is reluctant to share cyber threat data with the government, 
because it does not believe the latter can protect the confidentiality of 
a company that has been attacked, which may devalue stocks or com-
promise proprietary information to the advantage of competitors.89 A 
state might not agree to cooperative action if binding rules constrain its 
preferred method of competition in cyberspace. Critical to gaining con-
sensus for the comprehensive approach is the multilateral characteristic 
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of diffuse reciprocity, whereby parties recognize their self-interests will 
be satisfied over the long term. Examination of models and precedents 
in other functions or domains, like the emerging International Code of 
Conduct for Outer Space Activities, could identify principles, measures, 
and mechanisms that not only foster trust and cooperation but also fa-
cilitate openness and transparency.90

In reality, many cyber incidents today are merely easily-corrected 
annoyances—causing irritation, inconvenience, and perhaps delay.91 
Even the vaulted Stuxnet worm that resulted in the replacement of about 
1,000 IR-1 centrifuges at the Iranian nuclear facility in Natanz, only 
exposed vulnerabilities in Iranian enrichment facilities that ultimately 
improved centrifuge performance.92 Whether cyber means are capable 
of inflicting real persistent harm on the fighting power of an enemy is 
doubtful.93 Likewise, the analytical basis for cyber alarmism is dubi-
ous, despite public policy makers ranting repeatedly about wake-up calls 
following cybersecurity incidents.94 However, bolstering that stream of 
concern, the US Director of National Intelligence has testified, “We 
assess that the likelihood of a destructive attack that deletes informa-
tion or renders systems inoperable will increase as malware and attack 
tradecraft proliferate.”95 Admiral Rogers believes China, along with one 
or two other countries, already has cyber capabilities that could shut 
down the electric grid in parts of the United States.96 A comprehensive 
approach has produced interaction among diverse organizations, lead-
ing to a more effective overall effort in operations.97 For cyberspace, the 
framework could enable the implementation of complementary deter-
rence strategies or an alternative that achieves similar desired effects.

Conclusion
The US chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff claims “disruptive and 

destructive cyber attacks are becoming a part of conflict,” and “civilian 
infrastructure and business are targeted first.”98 In response, the Qua-
drennial Defense Review reiterates that deterrence of these sorts of cy-
ber threats requires a multistakeholder coalition that enables “the lawful 
application of the authorities, responsibilities, and capabilities resident 
across the U.S. Government, industry, and international allies and part-
ners.”99 This mandate effectively endorses the use of a comprehensive 
approach to influence malicious behavior in cyberspace. The challenge 
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remains in the number and type of malicious actors with various motiva-
tions and the assortment of cyberattack vectors at their disposal. When 
asked whether the cyber intrusions on JP Morgan Chase, and at least 
four other banks, were coming from entities associated with the Russian 
government, US Secretary of the Treasury Jack Lew replied, “We have a 
lot of concerns about the sources of attacks because there are many dif-
ferent sources.”100

The cyber breach at JP Morgan Chase Bank offers an illustrative case to 
examine the sufficiency of the suggested deterrence strategies or alterna-
tive. In June 2014, hackers used a phishing attack vector to compromise 
a bank employee’s user name and password and enter a web-development 
server. With a variety of malware, the hackers eventually gained access to 
more than 100 servers that housed personal data, but not account infor-
mation, for 76 million household accounts.101 Many believe the attacks 
were a direct result of sanctions imposed by the United States against 
Russia. The lack of any apparent profit motive generates speculation that 
the hackers were sponsored by the Russian government. For this case, 
deterrence by retaliation, by at least military means, falters as the inci-
dent does not cross any threshold for an armed attack. For deterrence 
by denial, JP Morgan’s chairman admits that even though the bank has 
fortified its defenses (with a $250 million annual digital security budget) 
the battle is “continual and likely never-ending.”102 For deterrence by 
entanglement, the question is, would the Russian government investi-
gate if asked, especially if the attack was indeed conducted by a proxy 
group on their behalf. Additionally, for the active cyberdefense concept, 
while the initial authenticated entry would not have been blocked, the 
breach might have been detected earlier by capabilities that discover and 
interpret subtle behaviors in enterprise activity.

In not only the above suspected case of state-sponsored espionage  
but also in other disruptive or destructive forms of cyber aggression, 
each suggested deterrence strategy has limited merit in preventing 
threat-actor action. The promise of active cyberdefense is in autono-
mous countermeasures that act without regard to the identity of the 
malicious threat actors or their motivations—only that their malware 
is isolated or eradicated. Although active defense can close the time be-
tween discovery and compromise, many organizations are reluctant to 
adopt machine-enabled defensives for fear of algorithmic misfires with 
unexpected consequences. Despite preventive efforts, attacks continue 
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and increase in sophistication. Malicious actors are using multiple-stage 
attacks, stretched out over months or using new infection vectors.103

The proliferation of threat vectors and actors will not allow pause for 
policy makers to get some idea of deterrence within the cyber arena. 
Deterrence convinces adversaries not to take malicious actions by means 
of decisive influence over their decision making. Decisive influence is 
achieved by threatening to impose costs or deny benefits while impos-
ing restraint.104 The solution to the dilemma is a mix of strategies and 
capabilities that influence the decision-making process of an actor, re-
gardless if rational or not. Ways do exist to enhance the sufficiency of the 
suggested responses, including imposing real consequences (retaliation), 
employing reactive defenses (denial), sustaining diplomatic perseverance 
(entanglement), and considering legal adaptation (active defense). The 
suggested responses are at least a starting point to achieving an end state 
where the actor chooses not to act for fear of some combination of cost, 
failure, or consequences. 
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Remediating Space Debris
Legal and Technical Barriers

Joshua Tallis

Abstract

As with many international crises, the solution to space debris is far 
more complicated than the circumstances that created it. A host of legal, 
political, and technical considerations persists in making space debris a 
topic of frustration. Preventing future debris has been a rallying point 
for a number of spacefaring nations, but it remains a growing problem 
that encourages greater utilization of technology and personal responsi-
bility among agencies the world over. Still, as long as trash continues to 
clutter the skies, the risk to national security and economy will persist. 
Thus, while attempts at debris mitigation are critical to positively im-
pacting long-term sources of debris, such limited attempts do not offer 
a solution to the wider problem. Something must be done. But what?

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

Space. The word says it all: a pristine expanse with boundless potential 
and enough room for anything we could throw at it. However, words 
can be misleading. Outer space may be nearly boundless, but the neigh-
borhood we populate is not. Currently there are over 500 operational 
satellites in low earth orbit (LEO); there are about 80 operational satel-
lites in medium earth orbit (MEO); and there are around 400 opera-
tional satellites in geosynchronous orbit (GEO).1 Accompanying those 
working instruments are 17,000 pieces of catalogued debris in LEO, 
1,000 pieces in MEO, and 1,000 pieces in GEO.2 Every single one of 
those measureable space objects is hurtling around the globe at an as-
tonishing 7–12 kilometers per second, topping speeds on the imperial 
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scale of 15,000 miles per hour.3 One need only conduct a Google im-
age search for “satellite” to see that space, at least the part of it that we 
have to contend with, is far from spacious. Moreover, the repercussions 
of a crowded earth orbit have significant national security implications 
through the threat of space debris. 

Such debris is a hazard not only to life on the planet but, as a loaded 
minefield, can also precipitate a considerable loss of critical infrastruc-
ture. Yet, there remains little progress in the remediation of space debris. 
This article aims to highlight some of the significant legal and techno-
logical barriers to implementing space debris remediation, with politi-
cal considerations intermixed in both, concluding that alleviating legal 
restrictions is the best avenue for encouraging any meaningful focus on 
this risk.

Trackable debris, or orbital debris, is used as a catchall term for any 
nonoperational piece of hardware in orbit. Particulates can range from a 
detached screw to an entire dislodged booster. The smaller (1–10 centi-
meters) remnants of disintegrated and exploded satellites number in the 
millions, and despite being the size of paint chips can easily kill an astro-
naut on a space walk or rip a hole through the International Space Sta-
tion. In addition, while fewer in number, larger pieces of space junk—
such as decommissioned satellites or abandoned segments of flight 
vehicles—pose a considerable risk across LEO and to the constellations 
of tightly orchestrated satellites in GEO. Larger debris presents a greater 
future risk of fragmentation, and thus, their removal has a dispropor-
tionate positive impact on orbital stability. Antisatellite (ASAT) missile 
tests (such as the Chinese Fengyun ASAT test), orbital collisions (such 
as the Cosmos-Iridium crash), and jettisoned capsules are among the 
largest sources of these materials. So why should the United States care? 

First, reentering material threatens infrastructure and people, poten-
tially leaving a wake of destruction on Earth’s surface that, while sound-
ing like science fiction, occurs far more frequently than is commonly 
believed. For example, in 1978, a Russian spy satellite (Cosmos 954) 
failed to separate from its nuclear reactor before reentry. Consequently, 
the Canadian arctic was littered with radioactive debris from the satel-
lite crash. In 1979, the American Skylab space station descended un-
controlled, striking parts of Western Australia. More recently, four solid 
rocket motors crash-landed in Uruguay, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, and 
Argentina since 2001.4 Second, the International Space Station is also 
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frequently at risk of damage, placing in danger the lives of astronauts 
onboard and in transit. By some estimates, over the course of a typi-
cal mission, space shuttles faced the risk of a 1-in-250 chance of being 
catastrophically damaged by a high-velocity micrometeor or piece of de-
bris.5 In the course of 100 missions, that risk would reach a cumulative 
33 percent—an admittedly dramatic but illustrative assessment.6 Finally, 
space junk has the potential to disable a host of satellites critical to global 
commerce, national defense, international navigation, and agriculture.

So why not simply send up the space vacuums and clean up the mess 
we have made? As with many international crises, the solution to this 
issue is far more complicated than the circumstances that created it. A 
host of legal, political, and technical considerations persist in making 
space debris a topic of frustration. Everyone agrees something must be 
done; very few agree on just what exactly that something is. Preventing 
the creation of future debris has been a rallying point for a number of 
spacefaring nations. However, it is a Band-Aid fix to a still growing prob-
lem, albeit a fix that encourages greater utilization of technology and per-
sonal responsibility among agencies the world over. Still, as long as trash 
continues to clutter the skies, the risk to national security and economy 
will persist. Some observers, like National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA) physicist Donald Kessler, even suggest an instance 
of critical mass at which time the abundance of debris material in LEO 
could cascade into perpetual chain-reaction accidents. This phenome-
non has been termed the Kessler syndrome.7 Reports being circulated by 
NASA’s Johnson Space Center support at least some aspect of Kessler’s 
theory; even had all launches stopped in 2005, the preexisting cloud of 
orbital trash was, at the time, large enough to continue creating debris 
faster than atmospheric drag could remove it.8 Thus, while attempts at 
debris mitigation are critical to positively impacting long-term sources of 
debris from ASAT explosions and ejected mission modules, such limited 
attempts do not offer a solution to the wider problem. The overall clut-
ter of catalogued debris would likely continue to increase even if satellite 
launches stopped tomorrow; something must be done. But what?

Legal Barriers

In popular perception, technology is seen as an exponentially expand-
ing industry that, much like Moore’s law, continuously pushes its own 
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boundaries. Such rapid growth is infrequently, if ever, matched by an 
equal evolution in the legal framework that governs it. Consequently, 
the controlling space law and treaties are, in many ways, hindrances 
to addressing contemporary problems because of their obtrusively out-
dated nature. In 1967, the United States signed the Outer Space Treaty 
(OST), broadly defining the most significant Cold War aims of what was 
then a bipolar celestial contest. In 1968, the United States and USSR 
included an Astronaut Rescue Treaty to this agreement and, in 1972, the 
Liability Convention was added as another addendum. In 1979, both 
the Registration Convention and the Moon Agreement were final cave-
ats to this body of international law.9 Since then, governments have nec-
essarily oriented space law around this paradigm, and the result has not 
always been favorable to meeting mounting contemporary challenges.

First and most significantly, as of 2006, no international agreement 
or UN document uses or defines the term “space debris.”10 It is impos-
sible to address a problem that is neither identified nor institutionally 
acknowledged. Concededly, Article IX of the OST condemns the harm-
ful contamination of space, though it does so in a rhetorical fashion and 
without mechanisms for enforcement or clear understanding of what 
contamination means.11 Aiding in the reluctance of states to engage in 
a discussion on this topic is the inclusion of Articles VI and VII in the 
OST. Together, these sections form a broad conceptualization of liabil-
ity in which a state is not only liable for the material it launches, but is 
also liable for any orbital devices launched by nongovernmental enti-
ties within that state’s domestic borders.12 In 1967, when the United 
States and the Soviet Union were the only two nations with serious space 
capabilities and their respective governments provided the launch sites 
and overall vision for the space industry, that clause was a minor mat-
ter. Today, with space technology an ever-growing component of global 
commercial activities and with increased commercialization (and even-
tual privatization) of the space community, Articles VI and VII heap 
an overwhelming degree of liability on states, given the prevalence of 
corporations currently in the space business.

Ironically, the similarly outdated 1972 Liability Convention further 
complicated the question of fault. This convention was an attempt to 
define negligence in a manner to encourage the international commu-
nity to behave responsibly in space. However, for such an agreement 
to have any considerable impact on debris remediation, its tenets must 
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be straightforward and enforceable. The convention produced neither. 
The first and most critical question to answer in exposing liability is 
the identification of what objects were involved in a given collision. In 
1972, tracking equipment did not exist to make any meaningful tech-
nological impact on these talks. And while today US Strategic Com-
mand’s (USSTRATCOM) Space Surveillance Network has a far greater 
capability to detect and monitor orbital debris, this ability is far from 
perfect and is not universally accessible. Yet even if a claimant could ac-
curately identify who was involved in an orbital collision, the issue of 
negligence still has to be determined. Legally, the last affirmative action 
a state takes in launching a satellite (sans standard station-keeping ma-
neuvers) is deciding its orbital parameters; merely launching a satellite 
does not constitute negligence.13 Some believe that Inter-Agency Space 
Debris Coordination Committee guidelines, expanded International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) registration, or the standard practice 
of boosting payloads to graveyard orbits offer avenues for assigning fault 
against those who do not comply with such norms in the future. But to 
date, no dominant rules-based order has reached global consensus.

Finally, the Liability Convention leaves us without a clear answer as to 
what constitutes causation. There are no rules of the road in space—no 
way of telling who was driving in the wrong lane or who blew a red light 
(only GEO slots even require registration with the ITU). Furthermore, 
functional satellites can often maneuver small distances. If a nonopera-
tional piece of debris struck an operational satellite that did not jettison 
(move out of the way), is that contributory negligence? So far, there are 
no firm answers to questions like this, and consequently, catastrophic 
events such as Fengyun continue to pollute near earth orbits, while the 
international community feels no legal compulsion to act. In reality, the 
Liability Convention was not convened with the intention of protecting 
space; it was a political treaty meant to solidify key national interests in 
still poorly understood technical and judicial fields.14 Still, without a 
compelling legal (and consequently economic) incentive to patrol space, 
the remediation of refuse will continue to be purely a matter of lip ser-
vice for most states.

For argument’s sake, let us assume states genuinely wanted to fix this 
problem and agreed to uniformly address every issue raised thus far. Only 
a handful of nations have the capability to actually remove debris from 
LEO, MEO, and GEO (mainly the United States and Russia). Imagine, 
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in a joint project, that these states develop a clever mechanism for the 
remediation of medium- to large-sized nonoperational orbital material. 
Despite these efforts, according to both the OST and the Registration 
Convention, there is no such thing as salvage rights in orbit. Anything 
put into space remains the property of the entity that launched it—even 
if that property explodes into 5,000 pieces. It is therefore illegal to move 
or remove any object in space that does not belong to the launching 
state or state of registry—at least to do so without permission.15 Article 
VIII of the OST, which embodies this rule, may therefore bar Russian or 
US efforts to clean up debris in this scenario. This is, of course, assum-
ing states can even identify who owns a certain piece of debris, which, 
as noted, is not a simple task. And lest we forget, what if in the effort to 
clean up debris, we create more? In that circumstance, we would find 
ourselves back at the circular discussion on liability.16

As we can see, remediation of space debris meets its first major ob-
stacle in the perplexing legal regime that makes incentivizing through 
liability and ownership laws ambiguous and difficult to enforce. To be 
sure, there are solutions being considered as pressure mounts to solve 
this worrisome problem. Damage-compensation funds, apportioning 
damages based on market-share liability, and fault-based standards for 
damages have all been suggested.17 While none has achieved a consen-
sus, the mere fact that such matters are under discussion is a promising 
indication that the issue of space debris remediation is gaining ground. 
However, until liability, ownership, causation, rules of the road, and 
negligence are clarified and orbital debris is officially codified as a prob-
lem, motivation for greater action will continue to languish.

This reluctance among states to interact within a maladaptive legal 
system surrounding the space environment, while expressed in the leth-
argy of international action, also finds roots in domestic political and 
defense considerations. Any conversation on the legislative regime can-
not be disentangled from the rationale driving state actors. For many 
nations, reluctance on this subject is driven largely by the defense ap-
paratus. In the United States, NASA and the Department of Defense 
(DOD) have historically partnered on the topic of debris mitigation 
and adhere to strict guidelines in an effort to help reduce space debris.18 
Such efforts have likewise passed the United Nations General Assembly, 
for simple enough reasons: everyone can agree that creating even more 
space junk is a bad idea. In addition, while the 2010 US National Space 
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Policy instructed NASA and the military to pursue research and devel-
opment on debris remediation, the policy lacked any timetable, render-
ing the instruction functionally useless.19 Additionally, the government 
has yet to seriously task any agency with actually performing any debris 
removal, adding to the confusion in Washington.20

One reason for this disinterest in remediation is a result of the types 
of technology space cleanup would produce. Similar to concerns over 
satellite maintenance craft, the ability to dock and tamper with another 
satellite or fragment thereof leads inevitably to issues of dual use in space 
technology. Dual use is a reference to the civil and military applications 
of a related hardware. For example, a craft that could patrol and collect 
small debris could similarly be tasked to deorbit components of satel-
lites belonging to another nation or competitive entity. The DOD and 
its counterparts in major spacefaring nations such as Russia and China 
have no interest in promoting the growth of such capabilities. This is not 
because these agents favor orbital clutter but because space debris is so 
far favorable to the investment in a civil technology that invariably car-
ries with it national security ramifications. As space trash nears critical 
mass, such priorities may shift. Until that time, those in favor of invest-
ment in space debris technology and legislation will continue to meet 
strong opposition among governments.

Technical Barriers

So, what can be done about existing debris? The answer, on the hard-
ware side, is some method of active debris removal (ADR), which is an 
industry moniker for “something.” Recent events, such as the Chinese 
ASAT test in 2007 and the collision of Russian (Cosmos 2251) and 
American (Iridium 33) satellites in 2009, have brought increased at-
tention (and refuse) to the topic of debris remediation.21 One cannot 
overstate how critical an issue debris has become as a consequence of 
these two instances. Together, they have increased trackable material by 
nearly one-third. In response, the technical community has been tasked, 
despite the immense barriers noted in the previous section, with explor-
ing some realistic and economical ADR systems for deployment within 
a reasonable though unspecified timeframe. However, something seem-
ingly as simple as requesting designs for ADR concepts is inevitably 
tied up in myriad technical and political considerations. This section 
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outlines some of the obstacles to technological innovation in this field, 
with a heightened focus on the impact of policy choices on the develop-
ing technology.

Technical developments in fields that project little to no short- or 
medium-range economic advantages do not tend to garner private re-
sources. Some believe government research grants should fill this gap. 
This belief implies that, for better or for worse, political considerations 
directly affect where technology in such industries migrates. The im-
pacts of this correlation are obvious in highly politicized debates on cli-
mate change or stem cell research. Moreover, despite the lower profile, 
this relationship plays just as significant a role in ADR investment. Be-
cause defense concerns and legal uncertainties motivate governments to 
defend the status quo, no profound government push has driven tech-
nological developments. Furthermore, even should political motivations 
converge to produce a discernable mandate for ADR research, engineers 
will inevitably face constricting parameters from defense agencies con-
cerned about dual-use applications. For example, a giant laser (an actual 
suggestion) designed to heat up one side of a piece of debris, causing it 
to collapse out of orbit, is essentially a giant ray gun. If it can deorbit 
a decommissioned satellite, it can just as easily disable an operational 
one. Furthermore, assuming the existence of positive responses from the 
defense community, a favorable legal climate, and supportive American 
political will, there remains a point of debate regarding exactly what 
type of ADR projects merit the limited resources made available to the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and NASA. Such determi-
nations would require prioritizing either the removal of smaller debris, 
which aids in safeguarding existing operational satellites, or the reme-
diation of larger debris, which contributes to the long-term stability of 
orbital systems.22 Arguments for the former stress the use of tight re-
sources in addressing immediate issues. Small debris is difficult to track, 
and the number of individual pieces extends into the millions. Diffi-
culty cataloguing and monitoring so much debris means that things 
like paint chips and loose screws present the greatest short-term threat 
to operational satellites. Arguments for the latter stress the projections 
that removing even as few as five of the highest-risk large pieces of debris 
can considerably stabilize the orbital environment.23 Because actors can 
easily catalogue large debris, such materials present a more limited im-
mediate threat. However, as noted above, the fragmentation potential 
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of a large piece of orbiting junk presents an outsized, long-term risk. 
This risk will inevitably need to be addressed, though the necessarily 
myopic nature of politics (and the presence of more pressing consider-
ations) makes the seemingly simple task of removing only a handful of 
pieces of debris difficult. Similarly, policymakers face a related choice be-
tween targeted and dragnet technologies, each posing their own benefits 
and issues as well.24 Dragnets are particularly useful after a catastrophe, 
cleaning up clusters of debris before they spread by capturing a large 
amount of material similar to a trawler dredging the ocean floor. How-
ever, dragnets may be as undiscerning as a dredge as well—inexact in 
what they collect. Targeted techniques may be more equipped to miti-
gate the chances of specific collisions. So, assuming all of the political, 
legal, security, economic, and prioritization problems can be addressed, 
what technology is currently available for research investment?

The first step in answering that question involves enhancing situ-
ational awareness in space. To date, only USSTRATCOM monitors 
space debris in anything resembling a comprehensive fashion, opening 
a host of ethics questions on its own. For example, is the United States 
obligated to warn a foreign company or country of an impending col-
lision? However, this single monitoring task relies on aging technology 
to track only tens of thousands of the millions of pieces of man-made 
junk in space. In 2013, the US government scrapped an S-band radar 
system known as Space Fence, due to sequester constraints. This system 
was an attempt to upgrade some of the infrastructure the joint force uses 
to track space debris. In June 2014, government revitalized the program, 
awarding Lockheed Martin a contract of nearly one billion dollars to 
resume work on the project. The legacy tracking system can track debris 
around the size of a basketball in LEO. The proposed Space Fence will 
be able to track debris down to the size of a baseball or smaller.25 This 
increased ability could result in the amount of catalogued debris shifting 
from nearly 20,000 to closer to 200,000.26 Yet, no matter whether Space 
Fence survives future cuts, any attempt at debris remediation will require 
that USSTRATCOM be afforded the resources to continue combing 
software-based predictive models enhanced by a growing ability to spot-
check more debris. Such a capability is a prerequisite to any attempts 
at remediation, as we cannot remove what we cannot find. Likewise, 
enhanced situational awareness contributes to alleviating a number of 
the technical issues plaguing the debate on liability.
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Yet, eventually, debris remediation will require the physical removal 
or deorbiting of space debris, and there is no shortage of proposals on 
how to accomplish this. One popular concept being circulated is the use 
of a tether, utilizing either electromagnetics or momentum exchange. 
Such devices usually focus on larger debris, causing such materials to 
drop out of LEO or flinging them into graveyard orbits above GEO—
much in the way an object tied to a rope can be sent flying. The elec-
trodynamic variant has gained prominence recently, with a $1.9 million 
grant from NASA to Star Technology and Research making news in 
March 2012.27 The advertised layout of their ElectroDynamic Debris 
Eliminator (EDDE) used a fleet of twelve crafts launched into LEO, 
working in unison to grab debris and drag it to short-lived orbits before 
cascading out of circulation. The company, which has received other 
government grants in the past, projected that a fleet of this size could 
conceivably remove all current LEO trash over two kilograms within 
seven years.28 Consequently, while this is a targeted system carrying with 
it the benefits of accuracy and control, it is designed to choreograph in 
such a manner that it produces the long-term benefits of a dragnet ap-
proach as well. Whether it can truly keep up with the natural increase 
of debris, whether deorbited material runs the risk of reaching the sur-
face, and whether such a large and mobile fleet further increases the 
chances of collisions are questions still needing to be answered, leaving 
this regiment one among a host of uncrowned contenders for the title 
of panacea. It joins the ranks of lasers and harpoons in the ever-growing 
club of designs vying for a slice of the inevitable windfall to be made 
from a likely crisis. While just one example, the EDDE demonstrates 
the complexities involved at every level of technical development and 
the associated costs for even nonoperational prototypes.

Space is an incredibly hostile environment. No atmosphere, high ra-
diation levels, extreme temperatures, and the remote aspect of opera-
tions all make remediation a technical issue of the highest complexity. 
Additionally, with costs so high, outcomes so uncertain, priorities so 
ambiguous, and technologies still untested, active debris removal will 
continue to linger at the mercy of political whim. Only after such uncer-
tainties are settled can the arduous process of technical trial and error be-
gin. Space cleanup will not be a quick fix, and scientists concerned about 
the immediacy of the crisis will undoubtedly continue to see solutions 
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pushed to the horizon until those who control the flow of funding are 
persuaded to make the necessary political and economic investments.

Finally, any discussion of the role of commercial aerospace cannot ig-
nore the reality that private industry is a growing segment of the launch 
and payload market. NASA increasingly relies on commercial partners 
(Orbital Sciences Corporation and Space Exploration Technologies 
Corporation [the latter more commonly referred to as SpaceX]) to meet 
its resupply obligations for the International Space Station. The Boeing 
Company, Sierra Nevada Corporation’s Space Systems, and SpaceX are 
also in competition to provide commercial American access to LEO, 
a capability the United States has lacked since the termination of the 
shuttle program in 2011. SpaceX announced in August 2014 that it had 
selected Brownsville, Texas, as the site of a private commercial spaceport, 
where the company intends to conduct upwards of a dozen commercial 
launches annually. With these developments as a backdrop, it is obvious 
that private corporations cannot simply look at space remediation as an 
industry cash cow. Aerospace companies must be included in a regime 
that fairly distributes the responsibilities of debris prevention and re-
mediation in a way that meets their role in the modern system. Updat-
ing the Liability Convention could provide one framework with which 
to help expand the international legal and financial responsibilities of 
commercial launch companies. International bodies such as the Interna-
tional Telecommunications Union (a United Nations affiliate) offer yet 
another avenue within which policy makers can discuss this decidedly 
multinational issue. However, no matter the method for addressing the 
rights and responsibilities of private companies, any broader discussion 
of the legal and technical barriers to space debris remediation must rec-
ognize this is no longer solely a governmental issue.

Conclusion

Space debris is evidently a complicated and inherently international 
topic, with direct ramifications for national security. However, with ma-
terial and responsibility spread among multiple nations and liability a 
major cause of concern for every participant, solutions can only originate 
in a global forum. Policy makers can address technical issues with fund-
ing; funding for such projects comes from the political establishment; 
and the political establishment listens to lawyers and generals. The best 
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way to appease that core constituency is to reach a multilateral consensus 
on an international set of standards and programs that eliminate un-
certainty and the fear of legal reprisal against those who seek to fix the 
problem. This is the capstone of barriers to space debris remediation. If 
nations could concur on fundamental negligence principles and rules of 
liability in this context, while uniting technologically (as they have done 
with the International Space Station) to respond to the issue, the remain-
ing conflicts do not disappear, but they do become far more manageable.

In a joint venture, the DOD could monitor openly the capabilities of 
participating agencies. Furthermore, it is inevitable that most military 
communities will eventually see debris as an unavoidable threat to na-
tional security. Thus, the status quo will not survive. With the defense 
community on board, political support for ADR becomes sustainable. 
This consequently opens funding in the budget process, which large 
companies and entrepreneurs alike can manipulate to the gain of ADR 
research grants. Additionally, with an agreement on enforceable liability 
and causation standards, investment will likewise follow in enhanced 
monitoring and situational awareness capabilities. By establishing a co-
herent set of incentivizing ground rules, we expose the tangles of space 
debris remediation to realistic solutions. If the international commu-
nity can come together, the cleanup of space refuse becomes a far more 
promising venture. Until then, space junk will continue to fill our hori-
zon and remain among the greatest potential threats to America’s critical 
infrastructure. 
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Power and Predation in Cyberspace

Christopher Whyte

Abstract

This article offers an alternative framework for understanding the 
sources of national security and power online. Wide-scale deployment 
of cyberweaponry regularly occurs beyond the scope of direct attacks 
on the infrastructure of national security and has a real effect on the 
power potential of states in the international system. Though the threat 
of cyberattack is a potent one, the greater impact on state power stems 
from the long-term disruption and distortion of the national innovation 
economy. The integration of civil and industrial functions with network 
systems allows for unprecedented levels of access to those second-order 
processes that underwrite national innovative potential and, ultimately, 
national power. A disruption to this underlying national apparatus via 
persistent, intrusive computer network exploitations (CNE) could di-
minish the innovative growth potential of sovereign actors in interna-
tional affairs along several lines and essentially produce a power poten-
tial deficit that would not otherwise have existed.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵

Can cyberweapons be used to alter the dynamics of global power? 
For many years, the answer to this question has been a resoundingly 
conditional one.1 Certainly, the ubiquitous ability of state and nonstate 
actors alike to hack broadly with an ever-evolving set of digital tools of-
fers support for the common notion that development of a significant 
and sophisticated digital establishment might benefit one or more global 
powers at the expense of others. The cyber domain—unlike the more 
traditional operating domains of sea, air, land, and space—offers actors 
the ability to affect and manipulate a man-made security environment 
defined wholly by the scope of those computer systems that are increas-
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ingly at the heart of major socio-industrial processes. “Cyberweapons of 
mass destruction” that offer generic, far-reaching methods for shaping 
events in such environments could, in particular, supplement the abili-
ties of geopolitical competitors as to affect a real change in the global 
balance of power.

However, the technical and organizational complexities involved in 
harnessing such processes on a large scale are significant. Although it 
seems fair to think broad-scoped digital weapons are likely to play an 
enabling role in any future conflict involving computer-assisted forces, 
the question of utility and lasting effect remains. If digital aggression is 
unable to cause lasting destruction or achieve permanent victories with-
out a broader application of state capabilities, then could the capacity 
for launching massive cyberattacks really affect agent power in interna-
tional affairs?2

Despite the emergence of a sizable body of analytic and technical work 
linking knowledge of network technologies to national security issues, 
attempts to explore this and related questions have been relatively unidi-
mensional in considering the relationship between state power and cyber-
space. Studies that focus on the nature of network-constituted capabilities 
as impactful in world affairs rarely stray from the idea of power diffusion. 
For instance, authors like Joseph Nye suggest that the unique meaning of 
network developments for power dynamics lies with the increased capac-
ity of lesser actors.3 Though useful for certain types of strategic analyses, 
this kind of assessment does little to speak to the broad-scoped nature 
of new technologies as increasingly synonymous with most mechanisms 
of social, commercial, and governmental capacity in the modern world. 
Cyberspace is not only an operational domain within which elements of 
the overt national security apparatus exist; it is also an avenue for access 
to national potential at a more fundamental level.

The purpose of this article is to develop a strategic understanding of 
the ways in which digital developments relate to creating and mobilizing 
power in both latent and societal terms. This is an alternative narrative 
of strategic power derived from network processes that rely on particu-
lar dynamics of interdependence and collective behavior at micro and 
macro levels. The central claim is that wide-scale deployment of cyber-
weaponry regularly occurs beyond the scope of direct attacks on the 
infrastructure of national security and has a real effect on the power po-
tential of states in the international system. Though the threat of cyber-
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attack is a potent one, the greater impact on state power stems from the 
long-term disruption and distortion of the national innovation econ-
omy.4 Integrating civil and industrial functions with network systems 
allows unprecedented levels of access to those second-order processes 
that underwrite national innovative potential. Disrupting this underly-
ing national apparatus via persistent, intrusive CNE, could diminish the 
innovative growth potential of sovereign actors in international affairs 
along several lines and essentially produce a power potential deficit that 
would not otherwise have existed.

The first consideration is the nature of cyberweaponry, noting the 
distinction between cyberweapons of mass destruction (CWMD) and 
mass effect (CWME). Next, the predator-prey model is used to describe 
the basic logic of interaction in international affairs and to explore the 
potential capacity-altering ability of CWME. Discussion centers on the 
implications of CWME deployment for state power, before looking at 
the incentives of involved agents. Another troubling reality—the in-
ability to perfectly control such practices—is likely to interact with the 
incentives of different domestic actors to frustrate both governmental 
and intergovernmental efforts aimed at threat mitigation. This article 
concludes with a discussion of implications for governance and future 
research.

Cyberweaponry and Massive Effect

Why are cyberweapons generally considered to have the potential 
for massive effect and, thus, the potential to directly influence power 
dynamics? It is certainly the case that digital instruments lack a singu-
lar function. Unlike nuclear weapons, where the potential for massive 
strategic impact stems very clearly from the destructive potential of the 
bomb itself, the shape of digital methods of incursion and destruction 
depend very acutely on the technical environment in which they are 
deployed. As such, the label of weapon of mass destruction might ap-
pear to be an inaccurate or, at the very least, an incomplete one. This is 
reflected in the policy making and operational environment in which 
the use of cyberweapons is made possible, with decision makers forced 
to consider the unique technical dynamics of a target environment in 
such a recurring fashion as to make the strategic value of a specific given 
digital tool inconsistent over time. Both evolutionary and revolutionary 
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systems development constantly alters the operational nature of the par-
ticular challenges facing analysts and officials, with the result that policy 
often accommodates situation-specific cyberweapon deployments rather 
than massive ones.

Nevertheless, cyberweapons and any digital instrument of manipula-
tion have clear utility for massive effect deployments. One rationale is 
that cyberattacks, regardless of the technical shape or the manner of 
delivery of the payload, can and might be targeted at network processes 
that control, regulate, or coordinate the function of massive or massively 
dispersed systems. Today, concepts of digital arsenals most common to 
punditry and scholarship consider CWMD in much the same way we 
think of nuclear weapons—as instruments of destruction or incursion 
operationally defined by the scope of the desired outcome.5 An example 
of such a WMD-style cyberattack would be the oft-cited threat of dis-
ruption to national power grids in which a vulnerability is exploited to 
shut down electrical networks across a nation.6 Such an attack would 
lead to a widespread and far-reaching, disastrous outcome. Unsurpris-
ingly, observers consider the types of payload needed to accomplish such 
an attack to be highly complex, technically sophisticated and deviously 
deployed at opportune times. One might say the same of nuclear or 
other WMD.

Another reason why we might consider cyberweapons to have massive 
effect potential has to do not with the scope of an intended outcome 
but rather with the scope of a given implemented incursion as one that 
is far-reaching.7 Though an online arsenal that is deployed to achieve a 
massively destructive attack on, for example, an energy grid or nuclear 
facility is certainly of great concern, it is unquestionably the case that 
cyberweapons are increasingly deployed to undertake long-term, low-
level sorties across a significant number of computer systems.8 Generic 
code and design attributes, much like those found during analysis of the 
Stuxnet program, lend themselves to adaptive programs that are able 
to accomplish numerous incursive tasks, while simultaneously avoid-
ing detection and spreading smartly. Though the particular nature of 
deployment was likely a response to the specific defenses in place in 
Iran’s nuclear complex, Stuxnet stands as a good example of this type of 
assault, in which broadly-defined behavioral parameters guided remote 
action across a wide range of digital environments.9 Beyond the physi-
cal sabotage of industrial facilities like Natanz, such generically coded, 
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adaptable programs are also—and perhaps most often—found as spying 
assets or attempts to steal or corrupt valuable data.10 Indeed, though 
CWME deployments are far less-closely linked to those major digital 
attacks that aim to overwhelm host systems, they are thought to consti-
tute the bulk of aggressive cyber activities between countries around the 
world. Compared with the relatively small number of publicly reported, 
high-value attacks reported to have taken place against US entities in 
recent years, intellectual losses of more than $338 billion per year have 
been accrued from cyber incursions. This suggests that theft and dis-
tortion of information in its various forms are massively worthwhile 
pursuits.11

In sum, the extant literature on cyberspace and national security places 
a significant focus on the potential for massive digital attack on highly 
specific systems. In cybersecurity terms, “mass destruction” refers to the 
targeting of particular critical systems with sophisticated payloads at op-
portune moments. This is the main typology of behavior undertaken 
by opponents in cyberspace most closely tied by analytic and scholarly 
work to power political outcomes, perhaps because cyberweapons are 
thought of as enablers for broader geopolitical actions—like Russian op-
erations in Georgia and Ukraine. In contrast, outside of confined circles, 
policy makers have broadly overlooked weapons of mass effect (WME) 
as having the potential for significant effects on power dynamics in in-
ternational affairs, despite the relatively more common employment of 
such weapons. Of course, there is a difference between cyberattack and 
cyberexploitation, but semantic differentiation is made at the functional 
rather than the strategic level of policy planning.

This analytic disregard is problematic. Scholars and policy makers re-
quire a fuller understanding of the effects of cyberweaponry on power 
politics in international affairs at the micro and macro levels, not least 
because professional study of such developments lends itself to a more 
discursive and, potentially, cooperative international arena. The distinc-
tion is an important one, because CWME more intimately reflects the 
massive scope of network integration in relation to state functionality 
at every level of national security. Using the predator-prey model offers 
a first step in understanding the effects of those low-level, wide-effect 
instruments of interaction that are less easily categorized as amenable to 
mass destruction.
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Predators and Prey in Cyberspace

How might observers best understand the affect, if any, of deployed 
CWME on power dynamics in international affairs? As previously 
noted, cyberspace remains remarkably unidimensional in the context of 
power in international systems. Nye and various others have regularly 
cited the greater relative abilities that digital capabilities award to rela-
tively weaker, smaller actors in international affairs.12 This idea of power 
diffusion simultaneously broadens and constrains the scope of debate 
on the subject of network technologies in saying that cyberspace is both 
a medium through which many actors can affect societal, economic, or 
security processes and an operating domain that has noteworthy limita-
tions on possibilities for interaction and effect. It also inappropriately 
focuses debate concerning cyber capabilities on assessments of the char-
acter of governments, rather than on the strategic nature of the security 
environment. What do advancing network developments mean for dif-
ferent types of actors online? How might states adapt policies to deal 
with a proliferation of online threats from multiple vectors?

While, at the organizational level such questions are ultimately neces-
sary, there is a need to revisit and consider questions of interaction in 
cyberspace if we are to construct an appropriate framework for fully un-
derstanding power dynamics and potentialities in the context of cyber-
weapons. Beyond one-time attacks on state infrastructure, broad-scoped 
network exploitations produce real long-term, value-added outcomes 
for aggressors online. This is particularly true when institutionally orga-
nized by an established authority. Theft of sensitive data endangers mili-
tary preparedness and diminishes gaps between security competitors in 
political affairs. Moreover, theft of intellectual property and operational 
data on a massive scale curtails national potential as derived from a state’s 
innovation infrastructure processes. In addition to the relatively intan-
gible consequence of reduced soft power in the international system, 
theft reduces access to the various resources a country like the United 
States might call on as leverage to guarantee particular actions or more 
generally to underwrite credibility in political interactions. In short, the 
deployment of CWME portends considerable potential to reduce the 
power of vulnerable actors to extend power in a diplomatically coercive, 
institutional, and normative manner in the long term.

Commonly referenced in the natural sciences, the predator-prey 
model illustrates the potential effects of CWME on power dynamics in 
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the international system. Though a strict read of the model is not apt for 
broad analysis, it is useful as an example of the manner in which actors 
interact in a system where there exists a degree of dependence on perfor-
mance and resources and where awareness occupies an important part 
of the calculus undertaken by decision makers. It is important to realize 
that the treatment of CWMEs on power dynamics is not an intrinsi-
cally pessimistic one, even though the prospect of long-term structural 
repositioning might suggest so. As with any assessable threat to national 
and international security dynamics, rational outcomes merely define 
the scope of possibility and allow actors to consider the operational en-
vironment with a degree of contextual comprehension.

Relativity and Process in International Affairs

In world politics, actors at every level operate in a relative context. 
However, the metaphor is incomplete, as no actor can be assumed en-
tirely predatory in nature nor can the complexities of the international 
system be described so simplistically. We might consider the lessons of 
the Lotka-Volterra model of interdependent predator and prey popula-
tions as exemplary of the relational nature of power.13 When prospects 
are dependent upon the position of others, the ability to influence the 
strategic environment of a given system emerges from a combination 
of relative power differentials. If one considers the ever-increasing man-
ner in which international political and security outcomes manifest as 
a function of various interdependent processes, there is little doubt the 
competitive behavior of one actor affects others to greater or lesser de-
grees. Indeed, this assumption is a staple of vast subfields of literature in 
political science and elsewhere.

As in the Lotka-Volterra model, interaction and abilities are functions 
of power as derived from second-order processes. Specific institutional 
power is the relative ability of an actor or population to survive and 
thrive. Rather than treat institutional power as the ability of some ac-
tors to defeat or significantly influence others through the extension of 
hard forces, such power is constrained in the long term via reference to 
the relative increase of each population. The birthrate of the predator 
group falls when there is overextension and a limited ability to survive 
off a reduced prey population. The birthrate of the prey group then rises 
again over time as predators experience slow population growth and 
lack the capacity to hunt effectively. Allowing for a certain broad degree 
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of balance in the population levels in a set system (i.e., not considering 
instances of mass importation of new actors, etc.), this leads to a cyclical 
rise and fall in the relative prospects of the two actors.

How does this relate to an understanding of international relations 
useful to our analysis of CWME? The “refresh rate” denoted by birth-
rates in the Lotka-Volterra model reflects an assessment of relative strate-
gic power and long-term power potential that is a common characteristic 
of policy practices in the history of realpolitik and major international 
conflict. In particular, the rise of Nazi Germany and the development 
of war plans in the 1930s are notable in that the role of latent power 
potential played an over-weighted role in influencing thinking on pol-
icy execution. The assessment of Adolf Hitler and much of the military 
leadership in Germany was that the Soviet Union (USSR), long consid-
ered to be the most immediate threat to German stability and prospects 
in a given conflict, would be increasingly difficult to combat.14 Indeed, 
several historical studies have shown that Hitler believed the USSR—
rapidly recovering from its civil wars and the horror of Joseph Stalin’s 
early reign—would have effectively improved its refresh rate of power 
production so as to be relatively unassailable by 1950.15 This acceler-
ated war-planning efforts and likely influenced the development of a 
France-first policy married with a showpiece nonaggression pact. At the 
same time, Hitler and other Nazi leaders rarely missed an opportunity 
to express their view that, though the USSR was a more immediate 
challenge, the long-term competition for global hegemony would be 
one against the United States—a nation whose massive latent industrial 
potential later prompted Winston Churchill to utter the words “so we 
have won after all,” upon hearing of the attack on Pearl Harbor.16

Thus, process-based, institutional power significantly underwrites the 
nature of systemic relationships and has historically had great influence 
on decision makers over time. Certainly, leaders and national security 
establishments necessarily premise many decisions on assessments of 
near-term threats to stability and prosperity. Moreover, incipient cri-
ses and the need to continually assess a changing operational environ-
ment—the latter a prominent characteristic of the diffuse, man-made 
cyber domain—incentivize the development of policies focused on a 
flexible ability to cope with emergent future challenges. But there is 
significant need to cast strategic operations in the context of the poten-
tial for changing dynamics. Long-term power differentials and potential 
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capabilities in the future depend very much on the present behavior of 
actors, with the result that present policies must reflect a commitment to 
strategic positioning beyond the scope of immediate concerns.

Building Blocks of Power and Cyberspace as a Strategic Concern

Why consider the rise of CWME in the context of such institutional 
drivers of national power? In a nutshell, the notion of power as an in-
stitutional and developmental phenomenon is highly relevant to any 
discussion of cybersecurity and broader international security strategies 
in today’s complex, globalized world because CWME are essentially de-
signed as weapons of national sabotage. While the threat of deployed 
CWMD prompts consideration of various types of actions that must be 
undertaken to protect the integrity of national infrastructure and of mil-
itary forces, CWME deployed on a large scale and able to flexibly utilize 
generically-designed digital tools have real value-diminishing effects on 
the power potential of different actors in the international system.

History bears out the fact that a state’s geopolitical power and influ-
ence significantly comes from its ability to tailor economic processes 
toward national interests, and superior abilities to react and adapt in the 
international environment are largely derived from an ability to success-
fully cultivate an edge in innovative capabilities. In addition to common 
arguments that cite technological innovation as crucial in awarding cer-
tain states distinct hard-power advantages from revolutionary military 
capabilities, the postwar economics literature on national production 
and growth further pegs innovative capacity as a singularly important 
driver of market prosperity.17 In more than just allowing for economic 
growth, a country’s refresh rate determines the ability of a country to fuel 
future growth and maintain an innovative edge in global affairs. New in-
tellectual property allows an increasingly unfettered ability to translate 
growth revenues into a more effective marketplace for the generation of 
robust intellectual, technological, and service-oriented products. Thus, 
in addition to an improved ability to produce powerful instruments of 
international operation, the better a nation is able to incentivize inno-
vative growth, the better it is able to underwrite a future ability to off-
set static material outgrowths of foreign power. American hegemony in 
all things economic and security-related for the past seven decades is a 
reflection of this actualization of a structural ability to efficiently and 
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effectively leverage innovative potential to perpetuate an advantageous 
systemic position.

CWME that aim to steal or disrupt information, particularly intellec-
tual property and operational specifics, dramatically offset the ability of 
a nation or bloc to leverage an innovative edge in international competi-
tions. This is particularly the case if broad-scoped CWME are periodi-
cally deployed in incapacitation attacks to provide additional disruption 
to the regular processes of targeted institutions. Victim companies and 
other organizations are then forced to compete on a playing field in-
creasingly chosen and manipulated by advantaged opponents, regardless 
of the original source of innovative potential. For victims, this portends 
a development spiral increasingly defined by potential and periodically 
actualized threats and a necessary counteroperation that itself distorts 
innovation potential. In some situations, as in the process of selling mas-
sive product lines or in maintaining technological advantages in particu-
lar exchanges, this has significant immediate value. Over time, this can 
produce industry- and market-wide ripple effects, as lost revenue fails to 
yield the returns needed for continued innovative development in the 
future.

Of course, in the broader context of prospects for success in inter-
national interactions, such value-diminishing actions undertaken on a 
wide scale curtail and constrain the ability of an actor to wield hard, eco-
nomic, and soft power by reducing the assets available for the purpose 
of underwriting geopolitical gestures. Military development necessarily 
suffers from the reduced innovative potential of a struggling private sec-
tor and production efforts become less of a cutting edge approach as 
new projects reflect increasingly reactionary considerations. Addition-
ally, the reduction of a competitive edge for national companies dimin-
ishes prospects in international business and shrinks the degree to which 
a state can access foreign markets and influence foreign actors. This, in 
particular, has the effect of lessening the ability of a country to under-
write promises made for either coercive or mediative purposes; threats 
and assurances essentially become less credible as the power potential of 
an actor to follow through falls away.

Moreover, beyond the cumulative effects of CWME for the domes-
tic polity, the use of broad-scoped digital instruments of intrusion to 
steal and disrupt information and processes portends opportunity cost 
advantages for aggressors. After all, innovation and successful sectoral 
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operation are not without significant costs. Thus, stolen power poten-
tial from CWME deployment comes in the form of value-diminished 
investment for the victim nation/company and operational savings for 
an aggressor. Certainly, absorption and adaptation effectiveness dimin-
ish an aggressor’s ability and benefit along these lines, but the potential 
is clear. Moreover, an aggressor might use the disruptive or information 
extraction capabilities provided by widely-deployed CWME to insulate 
itself from the significant uncertainties involved in investing to develop 
powerful national instruments for geopolitical influence. Avoiding the 
trial-and-error usually involved in the construction of both an effective 
national security apparatus and a strong private marketplace allows for 
programs that build on the earned successes of foreign actors and frees 
up funding for other national concerns, like social spending, military 
growth, or support for national economic development. Indeed, recent 
reports on the economic costs of cybercrime and espionage point to 
this fact—in essence a value-multiplier effect—as evidence of the grav-
ity of major industry losses from digital attacks that otherwise might be 
pegged at no more than 2 percent of national income.18 The benefits of 
a dollar stolen are thought to outweigh the gains of a dollar invested in 
research by as much as a factor of two.19 And this multiplier effect has 
only been quantifiably considered in the aggregate; the explicit target-
ing of pivotal nuggets of intellectual capital might produce even greater 
advantages for aggressors.20

In sum, the spoils of nondestructive hacking could disproportion-
ately sustain the ability of states, including potentially revisionist ones, 
to devote significant resources to areas of national interest. Though cy-
berspace is often considered to be its own operational domain, the fact 
of the matter is that networks intersect with societal processes at every 
level. Thus, beyond the use of digital pathways to mount destructive 
campaigns against actors in international affairs, broad-scoped instru-
ments of intrusion and low-level systems assault are likely to have a real 
and measurable effect on the latent and institutional power available to 
states out into the future. Though power potential might appear as a dif-
fuse variable relative to the immediate capabilities-based concerns most 
commonly considered by policy makers, cyberweapons present a strate-
gic concern that is difficult to decouple from broader considerations of 
power and competition in international affairs. This is unavoidably so, 
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because the integration of network technologies with core and periph-
eral socioeconomic functions continues.

Governance and the Payoffs of CWME Deployment

Since cyberweapons are developed and deployed diffusely in interna-
tional society (i.e., not exclusively by states), it becomes important to ask 
if an appropriately concentrated effort to undermine foreign actors is a 
plausible strategic concern to be considered by policy makers. Answering 
this question requires a closer exploration of the incentives involved in 
developing and maintaining CWME arsenals and consideration of the 
positions of those agents—namely parochial organizations and govern-
ment entities—whose actions might cumulatively constitute a regime.

An appropriate starting point for such an effort is also an odd one: the 
idea that centralized state manufacture and maintenance of aggressive 
CWME deployments cannot be assumed. The reason for this is simple: 
many incursive or predatory cyber campaigns are undertaken by private 
organizational or individual actors acting to better narrow interests. In 
most cases, central governments have appeared to lack the capacity to 
organize private society along such lines. Though relative gains produced 
by such efforts may ultimately benefit national processes and undergird 
national prospects for greater influence in world affairs, it is shortsighted 
to think that such a subversive and broadly diffuse regime is synony-
mous with policy at the highest level of strategic planning and decision 
making. Even in cases where this seems to be the case, the complexities 
involved in integrating multifunctional digital technologies across so-
cieties and government establishments suggests that any assumption of 
universality or adherence to centralized approaches is limited.

Given this, from where might potential support for established use of 
CWME on a national scale come? Can we expect such processes to be 
governed at all? At the most basic level, of course, development and uti-
lization of offensive low-level digital techniques might originate wholly 
within the realm of private civil and industrial society. The ability of 
relatively weak actors and individuals to hack effectively and with little 
chance of getting caught alters the payoff structure involved in produc-
ing outcomes via illicit, rather than legitimate, means. Moreover, di-
rect outside intrusion into agent concerns or knowledge of the strong 
possibility thereof can further tip the balance in favor of preemptively 
producing a CWME capability, as can the probable difficulties involved 
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in seeking reparation for technically complex attacks through legitimate 
channels. In simple terms, potential gains and knowledge of possible 
hard-to-attribute competitor defection portends equilibrium where pre-
emption is rational.

It is also plausible that governmental efforts might drive such a regime 
in two different ways. First, governments might recognize the potential 
for national gains and construct explicit, if well classified, regimes for 
directing such efforts. This may be significantly more likely for countries 
where government controls extend effectively into industry and civil so-
ciety. Indeed, various reports attribute the high-level linkages involved 
in China’s military, government, and bureaucratic establishments as 
beneficial for implementing high-level policy initiatives on cybersecurity 
on a broad scale.21

Second, it is possible that governance of this diffuse, massive pro-
cess of widespread incentive to seek advantage online occurs itself in a 
diffuse and self-interested manner. Though governments tend to adopt 
broad positions of balanced regulation in line with strategic and na-
tional interests, it is commonly the case that sectoral operation is dic-
tated by the relationship between governmental subentities and private/
civil sector actors. Organizations, like the Department of Commerce, 
are significantly incentivized to support private sector operations within 
the context of enumerated policy interests defined much more broadly 
than a particular strategic stance on an issue might be. Likewise, par-
ticular subsections of the political elite are motivated to support local 
and regional economic interests, while national security bodies with nar-
row charters inevitably find direct and tacit support for private actor-
instigated CWME deployments fall in line with operating imperatives 
not bounded by the presence of a high-level strategic directive on such 
operations. Governance, in short, can occur as a sequential result of a 
distributed series of compensatory payoff structures. This proposition is 
perhaps far more valuable by itself than the broader prospect of state-
led CWME initiatives. The incentive-based emergence of such a regime 
merely requires some degree of diminished high-level control to play a 
role in motivating broad-scoped CWME intrusions.

Implications for Governance and Future Research
The problem of CWME and the long-term potential for dynamic 

power shifts as a strategic concern suffers as much from distributed gov-
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ernance issues as it does from the diffuse nature of the online environ-
ment. Affecting the regulatory control necessary for ensuring reductions 
in the development and deployment of CWME is likely to be as difficult 
as the challenging task of setting technical standards within which digi-
tal operators might simultaneously be protected and governed. Why? 
Quite simply, the incentive to hack is produced by the clear prospects 
for significant economic and circumstantial betterment that stem from 
CWME use. Moreover, motivation to hack is positively affected by the 
balance of attribution and other technological prospects that are likely 
to oscillate over time.

In the context of international cooperation and countermeasures that 
might be taken against the use of CWME, such difficulty in governing 
at home manifests in a significantly more foundational set of problems. 
Though greater cooperation for control of such regimes might be an 
obvious and desirable outcome, real progress is likely to face multitiered 
challenges on a recurring basis. First, as is often the case in interna-
tional relations, verification of implementation of agreed frameworks 
and actions can be difficult when dealing with such a broad-scoped de-
velopmental issue. Governments are naturally secretive, and cyberspace 
is an area in which, due to the relatively ungoverned condition of public 
networks, programs and interests are closely guarded at the level of agen-
cies. Second, in many cases, the gap between government policy making 
at the highest level and the instigation of new development or deploy-
ment of CWMEs at the level of substate actors can be immense. Trust 
in agreed frameworks or cooperative treaties would not only require 
credibility of process at the level of foreign government policy but also 
credibility of control over actors in those sectors of civil and industrial 
society that are, in addition to military or intelligence agencies, the real 
targets of any action. This may be problematic even in the case of gov-
ernment units, as national security outfits resist the constraints of nar-
row parameters for action and others argue for tight regulation to pro-
tect parochial interests. Finally, cooperation on this particular typology 
of cyberweapons—whether the particular circumstances describe cases 
of cyberespionage, cybercrime, or otherwise—is likely to require recur-
ring review and an approach that emphasizes the need to alter frame-
work procedures. After all, any success in regulating the deployment of 
such value-adding instruments will come into constant conflict with the 
inherent payoff motivations of continued development. The potential 
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payoffs of such low-end, high-gains cyber efforts represent a constant 
lure for government elements across a range of functions, again suggest-
ing that broad-scoped cooperation is prone to defection.

So, how should policy makers approach the issue of CWME—as dis-
tinct from CWMD—and set about a diplomatic treatment of such a 
long-term challenge to national interests? Though further research may 
produce a more concise statement of policy recommendations moving 
forward, three clear angles of approach emerge. First, policy makers 
may find significantly more interest among foreign counterparts in co-
operating on matters involving CWMEs that are generally considered 
to be unrelated to national power and process. These include incidents 
of cyber hacktivism by civil society groups distinct from oft-cited and 
accused examples of state incursion for political purpose, like North 
Korea’s 2013 attack on South Korean television stations or Russian van-
dalism of Estonian political web sites in 2007. The hope for success 
here would be twofold. First, attempts to coordinate international anti-
hacking efforts along narrowly-defined operational lines and boost mul-
tilateral observational capacities could constrain the relative ability of 
aggressive national agents to intrude without detection. Second, such an 
effort would aid in the development of international norms of behavior 
for low-level incursive activities in cyberspace, with the intended result 
of making coordinated condemnation of and action against broader 
CWMEs easier to achieve.

Second, policy makers and practitioners may find it easier to pros-
ecute a campaign of counter-CWME development and deployment by 
focusing on those government and substate actors that have major repu-
tational interests to consider. Multinational corporations, in particular, 
are likely prospects for any such regime, as the incentive to hack at any 
level contends with the need to maintain an ability to legitimately oper-
ate across multiple jurisdictions and within various markets.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, policy makers are likely to find 
progress more easily if broad cooperative efforts are underwritten and in-
formed by an extensive and well-designed data collection and modeling 
program. Such a program could identify broader patterns in CWME ac-
tivity (verified or suspected) and interact with data on national produc-
tive potential to produce quantifiable mechanisms for assessing CWME 
impacts, tipping points, and functionality. Such a program would be 
a first step in producing a national capability to effectively coordinate 
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on diffuse issues of cybersecurity and underwrite deterrent, compellent, 
and diplomatic efforts in interactions within and across borders.

It is not enough, of course, to simply prescribe an effective data regime 
to undergird national security policy-making efforts without recogniz-
ing the clear challenges involved. In particular, the cybersecurity field 
of analysts, scholars, and practitioners faces both parametric and mo-
tivational problems requiring broader research that interlinks existing 
bodies of knowledge in political science, military studies, and technical 
fields with the developmental realities of digital developments.

 On the one hand, theory must catch up in such a way that policy 
makers might be afforded the ability to link complex ground truths with 
generalizable “systems of parts” that can provide insights appropriate for 
grand strategy planning. Then again, questions of incentives and data 
access must be broached in such a way as to effectively render informa-
tion to which conceptual frames might be applied. Suggested voluntary 
data collection programs are a good start.22 However, future efforts will 
need to contend with major issues. Notably, data fitted to theoretically 
derived models must match program requirements if robust results are 
to be had. This suggests that policy and rhetoric must work toward the 
goal of making data volunteering compatible with the self-interests of 
private actors—a task made particularly difficult by the need to match 
market and structural imperatives with strategic ones. It is critical that 
skewed availability of data should not, as it has in the past, act to distort 
strategic planning by emphasizing knowable incremental threats at the 
expense of relatively inaccessible ones.

In the end, it is perhaps most important to note that the various chal-
lenges presented by the existence of deployable CWME that could have 
a real impact on systemic power differentials are not intrinsically negative 
for states around the world. The dynamics described above do not, in 
themselves, portend an enduring arms race in the digital world in which 
actors at every level of society are unerringly motivated to participate. 
Certainly, developmental incentives and structural realities complicate 
the ability of policy makers and statesmen to coordinate and produce 
peaceable solutions to such national security woes. However, a legiti-
mate cyber regime that “reduce[s] transaction costs and uncertainty” 
and acts to perpetuate appropriate norms of cooperation and mutual 
restraint would do much to counteract the negative effects of potential 
threats.23 The task ahead for practitioners, as much as it is technical in 
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nature, is principally one of doing just that—transmuting the national 
benefits of such hacking and ensuring that cooperative certitude is a 
preferable option for self-interested actors in geopolitical affairs. For this 
to occur, fuller understanding of the parameters of cyber phenomena, 
the theoretical and technical, is needed.

Conclusion

Though cyberespionage and broad-scope intrusion make their way 
onto the pages of most cybersecurity literature and punditry these days, 
it is vital that we develop a strategic understanding of the potential costs 
and ramifications of sectoral and parochial behaviors as they apply at 
the highest level of international political considerations. The ramifica-
tions of doing so are more than just greater understanding of the evolu-
tion of the cyber phenomenon; they are a chance for better-constructed 
policy and the evolution of a more discursive environment for produc-
ing meaningful solutions to our most foundational security challenges. 
Significant research and data explication are needed in the future if ana-
lysts and scholars are to effectively reconcile questions of CWME and 
strategic initiative within the cyber ecosystem of states. The complexities 
involved in understanding the shape of competing market and institu-
tional formats for organizing incursive actions portend much needed 
developments along several lines and speak to the evolution of the cyber 
field in security and political studies as one of multifaceted focus.

The arguments and suggestions made here are a first step toward 
expanding professional and scholarly thought along these lines. Key 
among the takeaways is the fact that low-level intrusion is not only pos-
sible; it is the norm for incursive interactions in cyberspace. CWME 
pose a threat to global power dynamics so distinctly different from more 
commonly considered digital instruments of sabotage that they require 
both separate consideration as a strategic artifact and a unique approach 
to professional and diplomatic engagement on the subject. Moreover, 
and perhaps more so than with “traditional” online national security 
concerns, CWME can be creatures of socioeconomic construction as 
easily as they are of defense establishments. Where strategies of CWMD 
prevention or deployment might require a concentrated series of com-
plex efforts, the shape of CWME counterproliferation is likely to be one 
of broad state and institutional enterprise. 
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Fear and Learning in Tehran
What Recent Psychological Research Reveals 

about Nuclear Crises

Michael D. Cohen

Abstract

Recent psychological research has shown that experiencing fear, if 
people believe they have some control over the source of the fear, reduces 
their tolerance for risk. Leaders who experience fear of imminent nuclear 
war thereafter tend to reject these risky policies. Indeed, experiencing 
the fear of imminent nuclear war will cause leaders to avoid calculated 
and uncalculated risks. While the United States should work toward a 
comprehensive solution with Iran, using force would be not only risky 
but also counterproductive. If Iran developed the bomb, the use of force 
would be much less likely to succeed than the simplest policy of all: al-
lowing Iranian political leaders to stop this behavior on their own.

✵  ✵  ✵  ✵  ✵
The Iranian nuclear challenge continues to command attention in the 

news and within the diplomatic community. Despite the continuing ne-
gotiations with the Iranian government at Geneva, fierce debate persists 
over how to respond to the threat posed by the country’s nuclear activi-
ties. Most experts believe these activities aim to create either a nuclear 
weapon or the capability to produce one. Some have pushed for a mili-
tary attack to damage or destroy Iran’s nuclear program, worrying that 
any permanent settlement would allow Iran to develop a secret breakout 
nuclear capability and continue to advocate the use of force if Tehran 
falls short of its Geneva commitments.1 Others have hoped sanctions 
and diplomacy alone will keep Tehran a great distance from the bomb 
and believe a final settlement can permanently prevent the regime from 
developing it.2 However, both sides share the underlying assumption 
that if Iran develops nuclear weapons or perhaps even the capability to 
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produce them, the situation would wreak medium- to long-term havoc 
in the Persian Gulf and wider Middle East as Iran pursues its revisionist 
agenda behind the cloak of its nuclear deterrent.

However, there is another possibility. James Lindsay and Ray Takeyh 
recently argued that while a nuclear Iran would be most dangerous “at 
first, when it would likely be at its most reckless, like other nuclear as-
pirants before them, the guardians of the theocracy might discover that 
nuclear bombs are simply not good for diplomatic leverage or strategic 
aggrandizement.”3 The waxing and waning of the Iranian nuclear crisis 
over recent decades suggests that the country’s supreme leader, Ali Hos-
seini Khamenei, and his associates are still learning about what nuclear 
weapons might offer Iran. Indeed, global trends in the conflict propen-
sity of nuclear powers strongly suggest that if Iran developed nuclear 
weapons, such a learning process described by Lindsay and Takeyh is 
much more likely than long-term brazen regional behavior.4 Tehran may 
try to brandish its newly found nuclear weight around the region, but 
Khamenei and his associates will quickly learn that nuclear threats do 
more harm than good. Despite regular warnings that an Iranian bomb 
would undermine an already fragile Middle East, the fact is since the 
1950s, states that have harbored intentions to revise major parts of their 
status quo—a desire termed revisionist—and have developed secure 
second-strike nuclear forces have quickly learned that nuclear weapons 
are not useful for changing their environments. Such states have then 
accepted their regional order.

One can partly attribute this great nuclear-learning phenomenon to 
the number and strength of US alliances throughout the world and the 
presence of adversaries equipped with nuclear weapons. However, nu-
clear learning mostly results from fear of imminent nuclear war, when 
leaders of new nuclear weapons states attempt to transform their status 
quo and cause a nuclear crisis. Recent psychological research has shown 
that experiencing fear, if people believe they have some control over the 
source of the fear, reduces their tolerance for risk. Beliefs about no con-
trol or total control reduce the effect of fear on risk.5 Because leaders are 
likely to believe they have some control over whether nuclear war occurs 
in the context of calculated (i.e., territorial grabs) and uncalculated risks 
(i.e., inadvertent escalation and/or deliberate nuclear attack), fear of im-
minent nuclear escalation will tend to make leaders minimize risk and 
use nuclear weapons for deterrence rather than dangerous coercive strat-
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egies.6 As leaders of new nuclear powers push to transform their status 
quo, they are more likely to approach the nuclear brink and experience 
fear of imminent nuclear war.7 Attempting to transform the regional sta-
tus quo after developing nuclear weapons involves accepting the risk of a 
nuclear crisis and nuclear escalation. Leaders who do this and experience 
fear of imminent nuclear war thereafter tend to reject these risky policies, 
because the brain subconsciously associates any risky policy to the initia-
tor. Indeed, experiencing the fear of imminent nuclear war will cause 
leaders to avoid calculated and uncalculated risks: land grabs, other faits 
accomplis, ultimatums and other coercive demands, and limited uses of 
force. Therefore, while the United States should work toward a compre-
hensive solution with Iran, using force if the regime is not forthcoming 
would be not only risky but also counterproductive. It would encourage 
Khamenei to respond with force if he had a bomb and would further 
encourage him to build one if he did not. If Iran developed the bomb, 
the use of force would be much less likely to succeed than the simplest 
policy of all: allowing Iranian political leaders to stop this behavior on 
their own.

Nuclear Dogs That Have Not Barked

Former Undersecretary of State for Arms Control and International 
Security Robert G. Joseph echoed a widely held belief, when he claimed 
that nuclear weapons would “embolden the leadership in Tehran to ad-
vance its aggressive ambitions in and outside of the region, both directly 
and through the terrorists it supports.”8 In theory, the more nuclear 
weapons have spread throughout the world, the more the danger of re-
gional instability should have increased.

However, over the past six decades, nuclear proliferation has caused 
short periods of instability and conflict that have been followed by lon-
ger periods of peace and tentative cooperation. Experience with nuclear 
weapons and the experience of fear in a nuclear crisis moderates the 
higher conflict propensity of new nuclear powers.9 The four years that 
followed the Soviet Union’s development of the ability to target the 
United States with nuclear missiles in 1959 were the most dangerous 
of the Cold War.10 Nevertheless, Soviet challenges to major US interests 
in Berlin and Cuba substantially declined by 1963. China killed sev-
eral Soviet troops on the disputed Zhenbao Island on the Ussuri River 
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in 1969, five years after developing nuclear missiles in 1964. However, 
China did not challenge Soviet positions in the region again and indeed 
has not used force against the Soviet Union anywhere since then.11 Af-
ter Pakistan developed nuclear weapons around 1990, fatalities in the 
Kashmir conflict increased from 30 in 1988 to nearly 2,000 in 1992 
and more than 4,500 by 2001. During this period, Pakistan fought the 
1999 Kargil War with India and engaged in a 10-month mobilized cri-
sis in 2001–02.12 However, fatalities in Kashmir have steadily declined 
since then, and by 2012 were almost at pre-1990 levels.13 Indo-Pakistani 
relations have slowly but steadily improved as Pakistani president Pervez 
Musharraf and Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh authorized se-
cret back-channel diplomacy that may have come close to concluding a 
final Kashmir settlement.14

International security experts have been unable to convincingly ex-
plain this remarkable trend. The first and most credible conventional 
explanation is that changes in the local or international balance of mili-
tary power prevented territorial revisionism that was earlier permissible. 
US, Soviet, and Indian defenses were certainly consolidated after Soviet, 
Chinese, and Pakistani challenges, which made subsequent attempts at 
revanchism more difficult. However, no defenses could have prevented 
further challenges. Pres. John F. Kennedy could not have stopped Soviet 
premier Nikita Khrushchev from attempting to reinstall Soviet missiles 
in Cuba or issuing further Berlin ultimatums. Soviet premier Leonid 
Brezhnev could not have prevented further Chinese attacks on Soviet 
positions on Zhenbao Island. In addition, no Indian defenses could 
have prevented further Pakistani challenges in the rugged, mountainous 
peaks of Kashmir. The international balance of nuclear and conventional 
power hardly changed when Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani challenges 
ceased.15 Increased defenses, useful as they are, cannot account for this 
phenomenon.

A second conventional explanation is that while changes in the bal-
ance of military power may not have been very effective, the simple pres-
ence of nuclear weapons has been. Nuclear weapons threaten to wreak 
total destruction out of even limited conflict; so, nuclear powers should 
behave with extreme caution.16 While nuclear powers have hardly be-
haved with reckless abandon, this caution is not immediate and has to 
be learned.17 Before Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani leaders learned to 
behave with the caution appropriate for nuclear powers, they pursued 
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policies that carried a real risk of nuclear war. The simple presence of 
secure second-strike nuclear forces cannot explain this variation: a con-
stant cannot explain variation.

A third conventional explanation is that the undesirability of nuclear 
war prevents leaders from forcefully responding to regional aggression 
by nuclear powers. Moreover, the tendency for military organizations 
to develop doctrines and policies that diverge from the preferences of 
civilian leaders carries a real risk of accidental or unintended nuclear 
escalation. New nuclear powers have indeed tended to be dangerous.18 
However, the same experienced nuclear powers have not. Instead, they 
have accepted major parts of their status quos that earlier were deemed 
intolerable. Military doctrines have not yet caused nuclear war and have 
been most dangerous when civilian leaders have practiced revisionism.

Finally, many have pointed toward elite competition within these re-
gimes as a source of their undesirable behavior. However, Khrushchev 
and Mao Tse-tung were at the peak of their political power within the 
Soviet Union and China respectively when these states’ foreign policies 
were so dangerous.19 It is unlikely Musharraf authorized the Pakistani 
intrusion into Kargil in 1999 as part of a political power grab, and the 
general controlled Pakistani policy toward India throughout the 2001–
02 crisis. Although the regime in Tehran may be highly fragmented, it is 
likely that if Iran develops nuclear weapons, Khamenei will have as much 
control over Iranian foreign policy as Khrushchev, Mao, and Musharraf 
did over theirs. There is an imperfect correlation between elite politics 
and foreign policies of these states: whereas the former hardly changed, 
the latter fundamentally transformed.

Fear and Loathing

A more convincing explanation for the moderating effect of experi-
ence with nuclear weapons begins with the familiar observation that 
nuclear weapons are poor instruments for coercive diplomacy.20 How-
ever, the low coercive value of nuclear weapons says nothing about how 
leaders learn this. Leaders—especially those motivated to revise their 
regional order—are no more likely to immediately hit upon accurate 
answers here than they are to immediately learn about the coercive 
power of other military strategies or weapons. The historical record pre-
sented hereafter clearly shows leaders of revisionist states learn about 
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the coercive limits of nuclear weapons the way most people learn most 
things: personal experience.21 It occurs in their own nuclear crisis rather 
than through a more systematic analysis of their adversary, region, or 
the historical record. Moreover, their initial belief that nuclear weapons 
might allow them to realize their otherwise elusive revisionist dreams 
causes their nuclear crisis. Fear is the relevant variable that causes these 
lessons about the limits of nuclear weapons over time. Nuclear crises 
cause enough fear to produce moderation of revisionist, new nuclear 
powers that no aggregation of military and economic power can realize. 
Thus, there is a systematic effect of experience with nuclear weapons on 
a state’s conflict propensity.22

Numerous studies have found that the experience of fear causes people 
to reduce their acceptance of risk. Images that are known to cause fear 
under laboratory conditions, such as images of snakes or the Septem-
ber 11 attacks, routinely cause people to accept less risk in subsequent 
choices than those not shown the images. People’s brains are hardwired 
to avoid future situations they perceive as similar to those that caused 
the initial fear experience. If leaders fear imminent nuclear war, they will 
avoid any policies they believe will likely bring them back to the brink. 
Leaders’ successors will likely also have experienced fear and likely be-
have similarly. This effect of fear on risk is not generated by any amount 
of reading of history and is conditional on people believing they have 
some control over the source of their fear. Unsurprisingly, fear has little 
effect on risk when one believes they have little control over its source. 
Why run from the bear if you think you cannot escape it? When people 
experience fear and believe they have no control over its source, its effect 
on risk acceptance is slight. However, when people experience fear and 
believe they have some control over its source—as leaders in nuclear cri-
ses would—they become extremely unlikely to accept further risks. This 
risk aversion occurs in those areas that are perceived to cause similarly 
dangerous situations as those that originally caused the fear in other 
unrelated circumstances. While these insights come from the labora-
tory experiments cited above, it is also clear that the effects of fear are 
substantially greater when the subjects are world leaders rather than un-
dergraduate students and when these leaders genuinely believe they have 
control over whether nuclear war erupts.

Although it is difficult to measure the experience of fear precisely, the 
historical record shows that when leaders develop nuclear weapons and 
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stumble into a nuclear crisis, the fear of imminent nuclear war is neces-
sary for them to radically transform their foreign policies. If they attempt 
to transform their regional order through some combination of nuclear 
threats and salami tactics and do not experience fear of imminent nuclear 
war, they will likely continue with their aggression. A healthy respect for 
the danger associated with nuclear weapons is insufficient to cause them 
to reverse course. Knowledge about how nuclear powers might cause 
nuclear war will not suffice. Leaders must stare down the nuclear brink 
and expect imminent nuclear destruction within hours or days.

People take time to learn. It took Khrushchev almost four years from 
the development of nuclear missiles in 1959 to the Cuban missile crisis 
in 1962. Five years passed Mao’s first 1964 nuclear test before the 1969 
war scare. Pakistan developed nuclear weapons in 1990, and Musharraf 
did not experience fear of imminent nuclear war until May 2002. Of 
course, new nuclear powers are not all the same. The Soviet Union, 
China, and Pakistan differ in many obvious ways. Cold War Europe, 
East Asia in the 1960s, and South Asia in the 1990s exhibited important 
differences. Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani leaders had different griev-
ances and addressed them through different strategies. However, these 
differences conceal a striking similarity. Fear of imminent nuclear war 
had similar effects on Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani aggression. Such 
fear made deterring revisionism by these powers much easier, because 
they were less inclined to accept the risk. While before experiencing fear 
they pursued dangerous policies that dragged them into nuclear crises, 
afterward they substantially moderated their aggression and largely re-
solved contested but otherwise unresolved issues. Despite stark differ-
ences in culture, ethnicity, history of previous conflict, and leadership 
personality, the experience of fear of imminent nuclear war was neces-
sary to cause leaders to refrain from nuclear coercion.

Fight or Flight?

The Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani cases all involved leaders who be-
lieved they had some control over nuclear escalation when they expe-
rienced fear. It is clear Khrushchev, Mao, and Musharraf had supreme 
control over their respective countries and would have believed they had 
real leverage—but obviously not total control—over whether nuclear 
war occurred. The Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani crisis years—in the 
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early 1960s, late 1960s, and early 2000s respectively—might seem to 
contradict the idea that fear causes revisionist states to back down. After 
all, these episodes constituted the most dangerous peak of crisis peri-
ods that almost plunged the world or specific regions into nuclear war. 
However, these cases are clear instances of fear of imminent nuclear war 
moderating reckless foreign policies. Indeed, it is likely that had these 
leaders not experienced fear of imminent nuclear war they would have 
continued in their revisionist ways.

Although the Soviet Union first tested a nuclear bomb in 1949, 
Khrushchev did not obtain the capability to reliably target the United 
States with nuclear missiles until a decade later.23 One-way Soviet 
bombing runs were too vulnerable to North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation (NATO) air defenses, and Khrushchev’s 1956 Suez crisis threat 
was all bluff.24 Nevertheless, the Soviet leader believed nuclear threats 
would enable him to get his way in the Middle East, West Berlin, 
Cuba, and elsewhere. According to Khrushchev’s son, Sergei, the Soviet 
leader learned that “the mere mention of nuclear-armed missiles had 
a powerful effect.”25 Indeed, these years were the most dangerous of 
the Cold War. In addition, throughout the two Berlin crises, Khrush-
chev did not experience fear of imminent nuclear war.26 However, after 
President Kennedy announced the quarantine of Cuba on 22 October 
1962, Khrushchev began to experience fear of imminent nuclear war. 
He claimed to his presidium colleagues, “We started out and then got 
afraid. . . . [Moreover,] the tragic aspect is that they might attack and 
we will repulse it. It might turn into a big war.”27 He likely worried that 
US forces would prevent the remaining Soviet ships and submarines 
that advanced toward Havana from proceeding and that Soviet retalia-
tion would quickly escalate to nuclear war.28 Khrushchev stated to the 
president of Czechoslovakia on 30 October 1962, “We were truly on 
the verge of war.”29 He proclaimed in early December 1962, “Of course 
I was scared. It would have been insane not to have been scared. I was 
frightened about what could happen to my country—or your country 
or all the other countries that would be devastated by a nuclear war. If 
being frightened meant that I helped avert such insanity then I’m glad I 
was frightened.”30

Khrushchev learned of the danger of nuclear coercion not from his-
tory or abstract theory but from his own personal experience at the nu-
clear brink. After this experience, he not only refrained from attempting 
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to reinstall Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba but also accepted the intoler-
able situation in West Berlin, offered concessions in stalled nuclear test 
ban negotiations, and accepted milder communist revolutions in Iraq 
and Laos. Where earlier he lashed out, after experiencing fear, he more 
passively accepted intolerable changes. Tacit cooperation and confidence 
building measures replaced coercive demands.

By February 1969, Soviet forward patrolling of the disputed Zhenbao 
Island had become more aggressive, and fighting had seriously wounded 
several Chinese troops.31 After a Chinese retaliatory ambush in March 
caused 200 Soviet fatalities, Chairman Mao began to worry about a 
retaliatory Soviet nuclear strike and experienced fear of imminent nu-
clear war.32 Extensive underground tunnels were built throughout the 
country, Chinese leaders were evacuated from Beijing, and military 
units were placed on high alert. Mao confided to his personal nurse 
that “China and the Soviet Union are now at war.”33 It is possible that 
Andrei Grechko, the Soviet defense minister who planned the 1968 in-
vasion of Czechoslovakia under the pretext of Warsaw Pact training ex-
ercises, had threatened to punish China with a nuclear assault.34 Mao’s 
doctor recalled the August 1969 relocation of millions from the city to 
the country: “Remaining city residents were mobilized to ‘dig tunnels 
deep’ in preparation for aerial, possibly nuclear, attack.”35 That month, 
Mao concluded that “it is not good for all central officials to assemble 
in Beijing . . . [because] even one atomic bomb will kill many of us.”36 
The evacuation of China’s top leaders from the capital shortly followed. 
He worried the incoming flight carrying Soviet premier Alexei Kosygin, 
arriving ostensibly to restart negotiations, might turn out to be an am-
bush and placed specially trained battalions throughout the airport. On 
18 October, when the Kosygin flight was expected to arrive, Chinese 
strategic missile forces were placed on their highest alert for immedi-
ate launch. People’s Liberation Army units were ordered to a state of 
total readiness. At a meeting of generals from all regional commands 
and service arms to address readiness, the term most often heard in the 
meeting hall was “the coming Soviet surprise attack.”37 On 19 October, 
Mao’s deputy, Lin Biao, remained fixated on the Soviet aircraft that was 
carrying the Soviet delegation to Beijing, demanding intelligence up-
dates every few minutes and delaying his usual afternoon nap until the 
Soviet delegates had departed Beijing.38 After the Kosygin talks safely 
concluded, Chinese forces were kept at full alert for another six months. 
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Moscow and Beijing subsequently agreed to conflict prevention and es-
calation reducing measures, and China has not used force against Soviet 
or Russian positions on Zhenbao or elsewhere since 1969.39 Mao seems 
to have learned of the dangers of nuclear weapons not from history but 
from his own nuclear crisis with the Soviet Union.

After developing nuclear weapons in 1990, Pakistan had not fought 
a war with India for almost two decades. However, Islamabad substan-
tially increased sponsorship of the Kashmir insurgency throughout the 
1990s, started the Kargil War in 1999, and engaged in a ten-month 
mobilized crisis with India between 2001 and 2002. After Pakistani-
supported insurgents killed 30 civilians at a military camp in Jammu in 
late May 2002, Indian prime minister Atal Vajpayee threatened Pakistan 
with an invasion to dismantle terrorist infrastructure. Pakistani president 
Musharraf responded in late May with three missile tests and threats of 
nuclear attack against an Indian invasion.40 By the end of the month, 
Musharraf “hardly slept . . . [and] feared imminent nuclear war.”41 Dur-
ing his 27 May presidential address to his nation, Musharraf claimed, 
“Pakistan is currently passing through a critical juncture. We are faced 
with a grave situation and we are standing at the cross road of history. 
Today’s decision will have serious internal and external effects on our 
future. . . . Tension is at its height.”42

On 1 June, in his first public speech after experiencing fear of immi-
nent nuclear war, Musharraf proclaimed that leadership on both sides 
must realize the very dangerous nature of the situation and that there 
should be no miscalculation on either side.43 He subsequently described 
the May crisis as “very close . . . [and] extremely tense because there 
were war clouds.”44 In June 2003, he told the Washington Post that “two 
hundred percent, there won’t be war . . . [because of ] the understand-
ing of the leaders. We’ve fought three wars and we know the hazards 
of war.”45 Musharraf made no such claims after the 1999 Kargil War 
and the December 2001 terrorist attacks on the Indian parliament. In-
dian and Pakistani English-language newspaper coverage of the South 
Asian crisis also suggests that Musharraf experienced fear of imminent 
nuclear war at the end of May 2002.46 Pakistani newspaper coverage of 
the crisis during the last week of May was about eight-times greater than 
coverage in December 2001 when the Indian parliament was attacked. 
Coverage during the last week of May 2002 was between two-thirds and 
four-fifths of Pakistani coverage of the Kargil War between mid-June 
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and mid-July 1999, when the Indian army began to attack Pakistani 
positions, killed hundreds of Pakistani troops, and recaptured occupied 
territory.47 That Pakistani coverage in May 2002 was almost as high as 
when hundreds of Pakistani troops were being killed in Kashmir at the 
height of the Kargil War suggests that the May crisis also captured much 
national attention. Musharraf learned of the dangers of nuclear coercion 
not from the Cold War or even the history of Indo-Pakistani relations 
but from his own experience at the nuclear brink.

While violence in the Kashmir insurgency after May 2002 did not 
disappear, it declined substantially.48 However, 2012 was almost as dan-
gerous as 1999. Many have argued that this Pakistani about-face was 
caused in fact by US pressure on Islamabad to rein in its support for 
Kashmiri insurgents in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks and 
the US war in Afghanistan.49 US pressure on Musharraf indeed occurred 
during the same period he experienced fear, making it difficult to iso-
late the role each played in Musharraf ’s decision-making process. How-
ever, the problem with the US coercion argument is that Pakistan did 
not succumb to US pressure to rein in its support. After Pres. George 
W. Bush’s heavy-handed threats, Musharraf paid lip service to appease 
Washington and Delhi but offered no meaningful concessions. Pakistani 
authorities handed no militants over to India, and many of the militants 
the Pakistanis did apprehend were later released. Moreover, the US coer-
cion argument cannot explain why Pakistan pursued a policy of nuclear 
threats to realize its Kashmir goals before May 2002 but opted for secret 
diplomacy, confidence-building measures, and tacit cooperation there-
after. Pakistani policy in Kashmir during the decade since 2002 has sim-
ply been much more risk averse than in the decade before. Musharraf ’s 
experience of fear of imminent nuclear war in late May 2002 explains 
the dramatic turnaround.

Terrified in Tehran?

One might argue these findings are not applicable to Iran, due to that 
country’s unique culture and religion and its distinct geopolitical and 
economic motives to develop nuclear weapons. However, the fact is that 
almost all states that have developed nuclear weapons have stumbled 
into a crisis out of inexperience and then authorized more moderate 
nuclear strategies and foreign policies after a few years’ experience. This 
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“experience effect” in the cases of the United States (in Korea), the So-
viet Union (in Hungary), the United Kingdom (in Egypt) and France 
(in Algeria), cases in the late 1940s and early 1950s, are likely attribut-
able to the early Cold War as well as nuclear weapons. It is not clear 
that fear played a role here, because the uncertainty associated with the 
early Cold War drove the conflict propensity of the new nuclear pow-
ers. However, all inexperienced nuclear powers since the late 1950s have 
found themselves in conflicts and wars either trying to revise a status quo 
(Soviet Union and Pakistan) or preventing and/or coercing a revisionist 
nuclear power from doing so (India). In China’s case, nuclear weapons 
seem to have emboldened the Chinese to respond more forcefully to 
aggressive Soviet patrolling of disputed territory. In some cases whether 
the new nuclear power is revising or defending the status quo is unclear, 
because many other factors are also changing in a particular region, for 
example Israel and South Africa. Nevertheless, the fact that countries as 
different as the Soviet Union in the early 1960s, China in the late 1960s, 
and Pakistan in the early 2000s exhibited strikingly similar variation 
in their fundamental choices of coercive or moderate nuclear strategies 
shows that the great nuclear learning phenomenon knows no cultural or 
geographic bounds even though these countries exhibit important dif-
ferences. The effect of experience with nuclear weapons on the central 
elements of their nuclear strategies over time is striking.

We can predict the general contours of how an inexperienced nuclear 
Iran would behave based on a careful reading of similar trends in these 
earlier cases. Many have argued Iranian culture and religion suggest the 
regime would behave far more dangerously than earlier inexperienced 
nuclear powers. However, while most Iranians believe a uranium en-
richment program is their natural right, public opinion regarding de-
veloping nuclear weapons is much more divided. Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomenei explicitly stated that Iran should not develop nuclear weap-
ons. While some conservative leaders have spoken of the virtues of sac-
rifice for the nation, it is far from certain this would cause them to use 
nuclear weapons or authorize aggressive foreign policies that put the 
regime and country at risk. Iranian culture and religion are obviously 
different from those of other nuclear powers, but there are no reasons to 
expect the regime to be an exception to the historical rule. One might 
worry Iran would give nuclear weapons to terrorists, but it would have 
strong incentives not to forfeit control over such powerful weapons.50
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Others might also argue that Iran’s motivation for developing nuclear 
weapons differentiates it from other cases. Scholars have extensively de-
bated the causes of nuclear weapons proliferation.51 However, the fact 
remains, whether those states that have developed nuclear weapons did 
so because of defensive or offensive geopolitical ambitions, domestic 
politics, well-endowed science bureaucracies, global isolation, psycho-
logical biases, or nationalistic beliefs, leaders in all countries behaved 
in fundamentally similar ways over time when they were inexperienced 
with nuclear weapons. The relationship between a state’s decision to de-
velop nuclear weapons and what happens after development is tenu-
ous. A partial exception to this rule is the extent to which Khamenei 
and his associates in the Revolutionary Guard are dissatisfied with the 
status quo in the Persian Gulf. They likely desire to end their state’s re-
gional and global economic and political isolation and to increase their 
influence over regional affairs and economic development.52 They may 
wish to reduce US influence by increasing the cost of US presence in 
the region. The stronger these desires—either before or after developing 
nuclear weapons—the greater the likelihood of Iran harassing Persian 
Gulf tanker traffic, sponsoring Shiite groups around the region to un-
dermine conservative Sunni states, and sponsoring attacks against US 
troops throughout the Persian Gulf. Iran might issue coercive threats 
to the United States or its regional allies. While the Iranian army is 
large, many of its forces are obsolete and are no match for Israeli or US 
forces in a conventional conflict. Nor would Iran be able to do much 
to threaten or destroy Saudi oil production.53 However, if Iran develops 
nuclear weapons, fear of imminent nuclear war in a crisis is likely to 
cause Khamenei and his associates to rely on moderate nuclear strate-
gies. Moreover, if an inexperienced nuclear Iran begins to demonstrate 
hubris in the region, a crisis, fear of imminent nuclear war, and more 
moderate nuclear strategies will follow irrespective of whether Iranian 
threats were directed at the United States or its regional allies. Direct 
threats against the US homeland may cause a crisis more quickly than 
threats against Israel, Saudi Arabia, or other US regional allies, but the 
likelihood of a nuclear crisis and the concomitant effects of fear of im-
minent nuclear war would be the same in both cases.

One can also argue that an Iranian bomb could unravel the nuclear 
nonproliferation regime. The causes of a Saudi or Turkish bomb and 
the impact of this on the nuclear nonproliferation regime are separate 
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questions that I cannot fully address here. However, the literature on the 
causes of nuclear proliferation suggests that whether an Iranian bomb 
would cause regional proliferation is far from clear. Policy makers have 
worried about this ever since Pres. Kennedy worried about 40 nuclear 
powers in the 1960s, but well into the twenty-first century, the number 
of nuclear powers remains below 10.54 For example, while Saudi policy 
makers have often said they would develop nuclear weapons if Iran did 
so, much of this is designed to pressure the United States to prevent Iran 
from developing the bomb.55 The United States has effectively used a 
combination of carrots and sticks to prevent many states from develop-
ing nuclear weapons, and it is not clear that an Iranian bomb would stop 
this trend.56 Finally, one can argue that an Iranian bomb would under-
mine the global nuclear nonproliferation regime. Again, I cannot fully 
address that issue here, but the effect of the nuclear nonproliferation 
regime on states’ decisions to develop nuclear weapons is contested.57 
Moreover, it is a stretch to assume that an Iranian bomb would have 
much effect on distant states’ nuclear decisions. An Iranian bomb may 
well pose challenges to the global nuclear nonproliferation regime that 
are as similar and surmountable as those posed by the other nuclear 
powers.

In the long crisis over Iran’s nuclear activity, the great nuclear learn-
ing phenomenon has all but gone unmentioned. The robust historical 
trend clearly indicates a need to guard against hasty conclusions that 
an Iranian bomb would wreak havoc throughout the Persian Gulf and 
Middle East. If Khamenei evades Israeli bombs and computer hackers, 
secretly develops nuclear weapons, and attempts to increase the cost of 
US influence in the region, there is little the United States and its allies 
could do to stop him short of military attack. Harassing Persian Gulf 
tanker traffic, undermining conservative Sunni regimes, and sponsor-
ing attacks against US troops in Iraq and Afghanistan are not easily 
deterred. Thus, a growing number of policy makers and analysts have 
argued that military force should always be an option—one that may 
well be required if Iran developed nuclear weapons.58 Nevertheless, an 
attack would likely cause Iran to double down on its nuclear program 
and may cause a regional war.

The custodians of any potential Iranian nuclear arsenal face a great 
obstacle to realizing their revisionist ambitions. Any attempts to reduce 
US influence in the region would likely cause US and/or Israeli reactions 
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that would eventually leave Khamenei and his associates fearing immi-
nent nuclear war. Such fear caused Soviet, Chinese, and Pakistani lead-
ers to cease their nuclear saber rattling, and it is unlikely Iranian leaders 
would react differently. If Iranian leaders believed a nuclear war was 
imminent, they would do whatever they could do ensure nuclear weap-
ons would not be used. The historical record suggests that under these 
conditions Iranian foreign policy would come to resemble that of other 
experienced nuclear powers. It is also likely that Iranian foreign policy 
toward its other adversaries would show more signs of cooperation and 
confidence building and less signs of bluff and bluster. It is surely more 
difficult to establish whether Iranian leaders have experienced fear of 
imminent nuclear war than it is to count the number of challenges a 
nuclear Iran could pose to the United States and its partners. However, 
such an assessment is vital, because whether and how Khamenei and his 
associates experience fear of imminent nuclear war will determine if Iran 
throws its nuclear weight around the region and decide the manner in 
which the regime stops doing so. In the meantime, two broad lessons 
from the great nuclear learning phenomenon provide a more sober as-
sessment of the situation.

If Tehran develops nuclear weapons, the first lesson is, the United 
States should not attack Iran. Imposing a nuclear crisis on new nuclear 
powers hoping to quickly cause the desired effects of fear through US 
threats or uses of force would be a dangerous mistake, because the desired 
effect of fear depends on beliefs about control. If Khamenei believes re-
gime change is imminent, he will likely believe he has little control over 
nuclear escalation and the fate of his regime. He would be most likely to 
use nuclear weapons under these conditions. If Tehran developed nuclear 
weapons and attempted to revise the status quo through a combination 
of threats and smaller uses of force, the United States would not have to 
do much to cause Khamenei to learn of the limits of nuclear weapons 
to transform the Persian Gulf. Superior US military power can easily 
prevent Tehran from sustaining revisions to the status quo. Policy mak-
ers should reconsider any intelligence assessments that do not explicitly 
account for the impact of fear of imminent nuclear war on Tehran’s be-
havior. Assessment after assessment has suggested that nuclear weapons 
would embolden Tehran to harass Persian Gulf tanker traffic, threaten 
or attack Saudi oil infrastructure, and increase sponsorship of attacks 
against US troops in Iraq and Afghanistan. Khamenei and his associates 
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may try to do this, but the historical record shows that the workings of 
the human mind will prevent them from getting very far.

The second lesson is that the United States should not threaten to 
attack Iran and would do well to announce it would only use force if 
Tehran first attacked US forces or perhaps those of key allies. US mili-
tary power is so much greater than that of Iranian forces that if the US 
deployed forces in the region during a nuclear crisis, the mistrust and 
suspicion between Washington and Tehran may cause Khamenei to be-
lieve regime change was imminent. He would seriously consider using 
nuclear weapons under these conditions.

The best US deterrence policy would credibly commit to leave Tehran 
with some control over whether conventional or nuclear war erupts. US 
military assets deployed to the region should be much better at defend-
ing US and allied troops from Iranian challenges than invading and 
occupying Tehran. Khamenei would be much more likely to believe he 
had control over nuclear escalation and the fate of his regime during a 
nuclear crisis if he believed the United States would not attack unless 
deliberately provoked.

Traditionally, dealing with new nuclear powers has involved some 
combination of robust extended deterrence policies and threats to use 
force. However, revisionist new nuclear powers of the twenty-first cen-
tury are likely to have very weak conventional military power. The dy-
namics of how people react to fear ensure that US threats to topple the 
regimes of these nuclear powers pose substantial dangers. The world is 
fortunate that leaders of new nuclear powers have been educated by fear 
and restrained their own revisionist ambitions. The United States and its 
allies must take care not to adopt policies thought to decrease the risk of 
nuclear war that actually make it more likely. If Iran develops the bomb, 
the best US approach would allow Iran to experience nuclear fear and 
learn to curtail their revisionist plans. 
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Airpower in Afghanistan 2005–10: The Air Commander’s Perspectives, 
edited by Dag Henriksen. Air University Press, 2014, 335 pp., download at 
http://aupress.maxwell.af.mil/books.asp.
Airpower in Afghanistan is not a collection of “there I was at 30,000 feet” war stories; 

nor is it Three Cups of Tea, delving into the culture that makes Afghanistan a unique 
and challenging place to conduct business. The real strength of the book is revealed 
in its subtitle, The Air Commander’s Perspectives. The contributors to this work are 
the two- and three-star generals who directed the airpower component for both the 
United States Central Command (USCENTCOM) combined air operations center 
(CAOC) in Al Udeid, Qatar, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) 
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) headquarters in Kabul.

As compiler and editor Dag Henriksen explains in his introduction, he did not set 
out to discover the “whys and hows” behind the war in Afghanistan but rather to “bring 
forward the larger lessons, challenges, and dynamics related to the use of airpower” in 
that war and “the broader challenges of alliance/coalition warfare” (p. xxiii–xxiv). He 
correctly observes that Airmen are typically much better at doing what they do at the 
tactical level than they are at understanding why they do it from a strategic perspective. 
Given the complex and sometimes divergent nature of such a compilation as this, it 
is essential the reader not skip over Henriksen’s detailed introduction in which he ex-
plains his choice of time frame, his inclusion of certain chapters, and the overall nature 
and employment of airpower in the land-centric struggle in Afghanistan.

Henriksen, a lieutenant colonel in the Royal Norwegian Air Force (RNoAF) and 
lecturer and head of the airpower and technology department at its academy in Trond-
heim, holds a PhD in military studies from the University of Glasgow (UK) and is a 
graduate of the RNoAF Academy and the Norwegian Defence Command and Staff 
College in Oslo. He served on coalition air staffs during NATO operations in both the 
Balkans and Afghanistan. Henriksen compiled this book as an exchange officer at the 
US Air Force Research Institute, Maxwell AFB, Alabama.

Much of the “conflict” in Afghanistan centered on the differing objectives and pro-
cedures of NATO/ISAF and USCENTCOM. The former involved more than 40 dif-
ferent nations that contributed varying assets—usually with many strings attached—
and often isolated themselves in provincial reconstruction teams (PRT), where they 
performed independently, absent any concern for the long-term strategic mission of 
ISAF. When coalition members are so independent and free to withdraw, command 
and control and mission planning become challenges. Meanwhile, USCENTCOM 
was a ground-centric command attempting to control an instrument of power it did 
not fully understand—airpower.

If nine general officers from four NATO nations on both sides of the Atlantic can 
agree on anything, it would be that airpower in the ground-centric war in Afghanistan 
was an afterthought in planning yet was expected to be available without fail when 
needed—the proverbial “911 call.” As Lt Gen Frederik “Freek” Meulman observed, 
“Discussing airpower as a unilateral military tool gives little meaning. It is paramount 
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that the use of airpower—like every military tool—be viewed in relation to all other 
means of power” (p. 70). He tells of a US two-star Airman dispatched to ISAF HQ 
who was quite literally not given “a seat at the table” but was instead required to stand 
during morning briefings.

The most dramatic example of disconnect in air-land coordination occurred in the 
infamous friendly fire incident during Operation Medusa in 2006. For that reason, 
Henriksen devotes an entire chapter to the episode, written by Canadian Forces retired 
major general Charles S. “Duff” Sullivan, copresident of the investigation board con-
vened by USCENTAF. Several of the contributors lament the failure to apply lessons 
learned from Operation Anaconda (2002) to Operation Medusa.

Many of the tensions between NATO/ISAF and USCENTCOM came from their 
different primary objectives. The former organization focused, as its name implies, on 
preparing the Afghan National Police and Afghan National Army to assume security 
responsibilities for their country; whereas, the latter was engaged in a counterterror-
ism/counterinsurgency (COIN) undertaking, Operation Enduring Freedom. Absent 
a clear, overarching strategy, ISAF kept reinventing itself. The difference in missions 
meant it saw itself as a “strategic-level function. . . . It did not see itself as an opera-
tional war-fighting command,” according to Lt Gen William L. Holland, USAF, retired 
(p. 59). These numerous ISAF reorganizations with their requisite accompaniment of 
alphabet soup could have been far easier to follow given an occasional organization 
chart—one of the few shortcomings of the book. General Meulman also notes the lack 
of a comprehensive ISAF strategy: “It is easy to state that one wants security, stability, 
development, and good governance, but that is not a strategy” (p. 75).

Running concurrently with the “Internal Strife and Friction,” which defined ISAF, 
was the lack of coordination between air and ground forces. Maj Gen Jaap Willemse, 
Royal Netherlands Air Force, retired, noted in the opening chapter, “we did not have 
enough good, qualitative, overarching discussions between ground and air officers in 
terms of how we could use our collective resources to achieve better overall results” (p. 
15). He also cites the high turnover rate due to short tours of duty as a contributing 
factor to poor air-land integration. His counterpart at the CAOC, Lt Gen Allen Peck, 
USAF, retired, noted the need to learn from our (mis)adventures in Afghanistan. “I 
would not be surprised if 30 years from now people will say, ‘Oh, we have neglected 
the lessons from Iraq and Afghanistan.’ ” One of those lessons is “to posture for future 
conflicts we will need to put more investment in strategically vital air, naval, and spe-
cial operations forces (SOF) and let domestic surrogates fight the ground war in their 
own countries” (pp. 20–21). Both Willemse, as ISAF deputy commander for air in 
Kabul, and Peck, as deputy combined force air component commander in Al Udeid, 
make the case for their respective commands to control airpower over Afghanistan—
an issue that remains unresolved.

Recognizing and accepting the shift to a COIN mission posed challenges to both 
USCENTCOM and ISAF. Indeed, the latter proved far more conversant in the in-
tricacies of the art. The non-US generals focused on COIN/nation-building in their 
respective chapters, while the USAF generals dealt primarily with counterterrorism/air 
operations. For example, contrast retired Royal Netherlands Air Force lieutenant gen-
eral Jouke Eikelboom’s chapter, “Moving toward Counterinsurgency” (pp. 123–34), 
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with that of Maj Gen Douglas Raaberg, USAF, retired, “The Shift from Iraq to Af-
ghanistan” (pp. 136–56).

In terms of developing a coherent and effective COIN strategy, the contributors 
were almost unanimous that Gen David McKiernan, US Army, was the true architect 
of the plan rather than his more highly touted successors, US Army generals Stanley 
McChrystal and David Patraeus. Major General Sullivan clearly considered the re-
placement of McKiernan by McChrystal an act of political expediency by the admin-
istration in Washington, asserting that “tragically, politics trumped military vision and 
brilliance” (p. 226).

In a comprehensive and analytic epilogue, Henriksen summarizes the factors identi-
fied by the various air commanders as contributing to the dearth of operational cohe-
sion. His list includes 

lack of a unified strategy, unilateral national emphasis on the PRT construct, the division 
of Afghanistan into regional commands with significant autonomy and lead nations in 
charge, a loosely defined concept (counterinsurgency) that had no universal acceptance, 
significant limitations in competence within ISAF HQ involving all the new concepts 
governing the approach to this war (e.g., counterinsurgency, effects-based approach to 
operations, and comprehensive approach), lack of resources, and lack of public/political 
attention during years of televised havoc in Iraq (p. 268). 

Despite all the hand-wringing from Airmen over being pushed out of the planning pro-
cess, Henriksen remarks that “I have yet to hear a strong and influential voice within the 
airpower community explaining how airpower could have been better utilized to assist 
the counterinsurgency effort” (p. 278). Clearly, work remains to be done.

While the US military has long been lambasted, and rightfully so, for always “fight-
ing the last war,” it is evident the United States will be facing more counterterrorism 
and COIN operations such as Afghanistan for decades to come. Therefore, it is es-
sential that anyone involved in designing and/or implementing US national security 
strategy learn and understand the lessons outlined in this unique and important book. 
What better way to attain the essence of these lessons learned than through the eyes of 
the general officers who ran the air segment of the war and are, predominantly, now 
retired and free to tell it like it was?

CAPT Jerry L. Gantt, USNR, Retired
Former Content Editor, Strategic Studies Quarterly

Doctoral Candidate in Public Policy, Auburn University

Cybersecurity and Cyberwar: What Everyone Needs to Know, P. W. Singer 
and Allan Friedman. Oxford University Press, 2014, 306 pp., $16.95. 
For commercial and government entities alike, cybersecurity has risen to a promi-

nent position over the last several years. WikiLeaks, Stuxnet, Edward Snowden, Sham-
oon, and a host of other events and personalities punctuate a narrative that has grown 
almost impossible to ignore. The resignation of retailer Target’s chief executive officer 
in the wake of a late-2013 data breach demonstrates as well that cybersecurity is far 
more than a niche technical issue or a national security problem. It is for this reason 
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that Singer and Friedman’s book should attract a wide audience. Riffing on the title, 
almost everyone does need to know something about this topic.

For years, colleagues have asked me for a general textbook on cyber warfare or con-
flict. Containing all of the ideas to understand the issues in a single text is a daunting 
task. Thinkers on cyber issues must grasp concepts from a variety of places. On one 
side, there are computing and information technology (IT), which are hard to explain 
to anyone who has not programmed or had other forms of hands on experience. On 
the other side, there are connection international security and politics, not to mention 
all sorts of organizational and process issues as well. For these reasons, cybersecurity 
is something both technical and political. Linking those areas is what represents the 
initial point from which thinking and scholarship on cybersecurity can advance.

Adhering to the format of Oxford University Press’s What Everyone Needs to 
Know series, Singer and Friedman choose to educate in part 1, explain relevance in 
part 2, and share prescriptions in part 3. This is an arc that makes sense, although they 
might have gone into even further detail on the functional details of computing and 
networking in part 1, but there is no significant omission on the topic.

The authors’ first section reads more like a brief history of the Internet, and they 
happily admit, “In just a few pages, we’ve summed up what it took decades of com-
puter science to create” (p. 25). Some of cyberspace’s creation story bleeds into other 
sections of the book. For instance, former Grateful Dead lyricist and Electronic Fron-
tier Foundation cofounder John Perry Barlow’s “Declaration of the Independence of 
Cyberspace,” winds up in the prescriptive section of the book, but the necessary 
points are present and strung together well enough. Singer and Friedman also under-
stand another point, the concept of cyberspace, something now considered a domain 
of conflict for the Department of Defense, emerged from a work of science fiction 
published little more than 30 years ago.

Trickier terrain is the “Why It Matters” section of the book. Descriptions of cyber-
attack and the attribution problem begin the section in fairly clinical language, but 
then the authors make the necessary case for why cybersecurity issues are important. 
Stuxnet, the first cyberattack known to have produced a significant kinetic effect, 
directed against the Iranian nuclear enrichment program, receives ample attention. 
Somewhat disappointing, however, is that Singer and Friedman miss another im-
mensely important geopolitical cyber event: the 2012 Shamoon attack on Saudi Ar-
amco. This omission is more than offset by an important inclusion: the mention of 
a cyber industrial complex that feeds upon hyperbole (e.g., Electronic Pearl Harbor). 
What Myriam Dunn Cavelty labeled cyber threat politics in 2007 has become a very 
real part of the US and international political landscapes. It is good then that Cana-
dian professor Ronald Deibert’s reminder of US Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower’s farewell 
address is presented here to temper fears of cyber Armageddon.

Concluding the book is its third major section, which asks what can be done. The 
authors make the convincing point that reengineering the Internet is not going to be a 
cure-all any time soon. While not explicitly stated, the authors recognize that solutions 
to cybersecurity issues do not generally fall in the areas of technology or policy alone 
but rather within some mixing of the two. Their inventory of major areas for possible 
mitigation of cybersecurity issues hits upon all of the significant topics, from Internet 
governance to information sharing initiatives. Additionally, they provide the correct 
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summarizing point to close the section, stating that participants in the cyberspace 
digital ecosystem have responsibilities as well as rights. How those responsibilities scale 
across governments, commercial entities, and individuals is one of the truly difficult 
questions for the topic.

In introducing the text, Friedman and Singer assert, “no issue has emerged so 
rapidly in importance as cybersecurity” (p. 4). With this I agree. Cybersecurity issues 
have grown to become very important, very quickly. One of the contributing factors 
to the 2003 Northeast blackout was a software bug in energy management system at 
an Ohio utility. It should stand as a reminder that so much of the infrastructure upon 
which our society depends for economic life and social order is dependent upon net-
worked computing technology. The trend of increasing reliance on computing tech-
nology should be a major concern, as should the idea that computing can solve many 
and any problem—a concept social theorist and critic Evgeny Morozov has labeled 
“solutionism.”

With an IT solution potentially available for any problem, this should be ample in-
ducement for any executive to give Cybersecurity and Cyberwar a read. There is often a 
gross disconnect in most organizations with which I meet on cybersecurity. Generally, 
the responses I hear on cybersecurity issues are in the vein of, “we have it in hand,” or 
“the problem is well-managed.” Ultimately, Singer and Friedman provide the opportu-
nity to educate those interested in listening, and it is high time organizational leaders 
take note of cybersecurity issues. Senior management has had no problem figuring out 
how to wring productivity and profits through implementation of IT; now it is up to 
that same management to be acquainted with the attendant downside of that activity. 
More than any other reason, leaders should read this book to better understand the 
cybersecurity problem.

Chris Bronk
Assistant Professor

Department of Information and Logistics Technology
University of Houston

Imperial Crossroads: The Great Powers and the Persian Gulf, edited by Jef-
frey R. Macris and Saul Kelly. Naval Institute Press, 2012, 235 pp., $34.95.

This book provides an excellent survey of Great Power influence in the region, from 
the Portuguese in the 1600s to the role of the United States in modern times. In ad-
dition, the work explores the historical and contemporary roles of India and China in 
the region. The book provides a useful guide to studying the importance of the region 
and the interaction between great and regional powers.

The influence of the Portuguese and the Dutch is an often-neglected component of 
the Great Power history of the Persian Gulf. The analysis of how the Portuguese ulti-
mately failed to establish control in the region was especially interesting. The analysis 
of the Dutch role in the region ties into the role of economics, specifically the impor-
tance of the Dutch East India Company. These case studies provide important analyses 
of mercantilist economic principles and the significance of international politics.
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A large portion of the work deals with Britain’s role. An understanding of this role 
is essential in understanding the development of the British Empire—in particular 
its attempts to secure the subcontinent from potential Russian encroachment. The 
work discusses in detail how the British strategy evolved into what would be labeled 
in the later twentieth century as the Northern Tier strategy, which aimed to keep the 
Russians away from the Persian Gulf and to safeguard British interests in India. It also 
discusses the internal problems Britain faced in maintaining its military presence as 
well as other political and military commitments Britain had to deal with at the end of 
World War II. This portion of the work illustrates the difficulty of maintaining empire 
and the eventual economic problems doing so can cause.

A major contribution of this work is that while the British did loosen their military 
commitments in the region post 1971, they did not disengage completely. This was 
illustrated by Britain’s relations with the sultanate of Oman and its support for Sultan 
Qaboos bin Said al Said in the aftermath of the coup that brought him to power. The 
support the British gave to Oman in putting down the rebellion in the Dhofar prov-
ince is also discussed.

Another major contribution of this work is a discussion of the internal policy for-
mulation in the United States. This includes the development of the Twin Pillar policy, 
wherein the United States armed Iran and Saudi Arabia. This served several purposes 
for the United States, as it enabled a strong pro-Western power in the region without 
directly tying down large numbers of American military forces. In addition, it also en-
abled the United States to subsidize its defense industry. While this seems to have been 
a complementary relationship, it also led to some disagreements among allies. The 
United States wanted to keep a small naval force in the region, which Iran opposed. 
This illustrates the problems that often occur among great and small power allies. The 
work also indicates the political discussions within the administration that ultimately 
led to the establishment of the Carter doctrine. 

The book also examines the significance of the Iranian Revolution on American 
policy in the region, which resulted in the growth of importance of Saudi Arabia in 
terms of American policy. The work analyzes the internal workings of American for-
eign policy and the conflict among special interest groups in the US government over 
arms sales to Saudi Arabia.

Additionally, a major value of this work that is not discussed enough in the litera-
ture is the beneficial discussion of the significance of India and China in the Persian 
Gulf. In the case of India, the work explores possible strategic scenarios. The authors 
also discuss the historical presence of China in the Persian Gulf, focusing on why the 
region has become important in Chinese foreign policy. The work also discusses how 
Chinese policy can be complementary to American strategic objectives. 

In conclusion, this work is of immense value on a number of levels. First, it pro-
vides a strong historical analysis of Great Power interest in the Persian Gulf that would 
be valuable to historians as well as international relations scholars specializing in the 
region. In addition, this work is of considerable worth to historians of the British Em-
pire who would like to get a brief but comprehensive discussion of the development 
and evolution of British policy in the Middle East. The authors combine in-depth 
historical analyses with discussion of the evolving military strategies of the Great Pow-
ers. Additionally, they analyze the internal domestics of Britain and the United States, 
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focusing on how these nations’ policies evolved over time. The book would also be 
valuable to scholars of American foreign policy, as it illustrates the development of US 
policy in the Persian Gulf and highlights the implications domestic politics have on 
foreign policy.

John Miglietta
Professor of Political Science

Tennessee State University

Forging China’s Military Might: A New Framework for Assessing Innova-
tion, edited by Tai Ming Cheung. Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014, 
295 pp., $22.46.
In Forging China’s Military Might, the authors aspire to provide “an analytical 

framework to evaluate the nature, dimensions, and spectrum of Chinese innovation” 
by exploring the degree to which Chinese science and technology and the nation’s 
industrial base are transforming from imitators into innovators (p. 16). The edited vol-
ume is a compilation of selected presentations from a 2011 conference on the Chinese 
defense economy. According to the book’s editor, a key difference between this work 
and the many that have preceded it is that this one addresses a “critical weakness in the 
examination of Chinese defense issues,” attempting to apply a variety of frameworks 
to the analysis versus the numerous “descriptive, non-theoretical, narrowly focused on 
China, and without much comparative perspective” works out there (p. 2). To that 
end, the book is a mix of theoretical approaches and case studies. Despite contribu-
tions by several recognized scholars in the field, the functionality of the chapters varies 
considerably in terms of the book’s overall objective. Often, the framework falls flat, 
struggling to illuminate anything beyond that derived by reliance on more traditional, 
descriptive methods, sprinkled with insights and informed speculation. While the in-
dividual efforts are, generally speaking, useful—especially for those less familiar with 
the evolving context—they are not eye-opening to those well-versed on the subject.

While the goal of greater theoretical and analytical rigor is admirable, the “mod-
els” employed within offer, at best, a very modest advancement over the descriptive, 
non-theoretical approaches the editor seems to scorn in his introduction. As such, it 
incrementally adds to the body of work on the subject.

A standout chapter—aside from a very useful introduction—is chapter 1, co-
authored by Tai Ming Cheung (the editor), Thomas Mahnken, and Andrew Ross. 
Here, the authors, taking a broad approach to the subject of innovation—defining 
its facets, explaining the whys and hows of military innovation, and evaluating the 
outputs—imitation, adaptation, and genuine innovation (incremental, architectural, 
modular, and disruptive/radical), aim to deliver a balanced picture of both the scope 
and pace of Chinese developments. One of the book’s chief purposes is to help pol-
icy makers avoid two dangers: overestimating and underestimating Chinese military 
modernization. Overestimation could increase the pressure felt by other states to en-
gage in a competitive regional arms race. Conversely, underestimating China’s capa-
bility to innovate sets the stage for surprise, should a conflict arise. To that purpose—
defusing hyperbole and/or misinterpretation in either direction—the monograph is 
a welcome prescription.
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Regrettably, the book lacks the analytic punch it is striving to deliver. Of course, 
within the disciplines of social science and strategic studies, this is a persistent 
craving—the relentless appetite for predictive models that promise to inform deci-
sions. Unfortunately, such an appetite often correlates with a less-than-discriminating 
palate concerning the efficacy of many such models. The case studies and, for that 
matter, several “theoretical” chapters are actually quite descriptive, and the explanatory 
models they offer deliver no surprises. Glimpses into specific sectors of the defense 
economy, the governing structures, and methodical management changes the Chinese 
are making to foster innovation do make for interesting reading; they may also give 
one pause considering how far the Chinese have come in a relatively brief timespan. 
However, the essays are of marginal utility in terms of improved assessment capacity 
regarding Chinese innovation, which is the stated underlying rationale for the work.

 Lt Col John H. Modinger, PhD, USAF
US Air Force Academy
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